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In Front of the Console

Sharon Shanks
484 Canterbury Lane
Boardman, Ohio 44512 USA
+1 330-783-9341
sharon.shanks@gmail.com

Crowdfunding and planetariums
This past fall, Patty Seaton, past-president of the Middle Atlantic
Planetarium Society, brought to the attention of planetarium friends
on Facebook that a planetarian at Pequea Valley High School in
Kinzers, Pennsylvania needed our help. He was a finalist in a challenge
offered by Farmers Insurance wherein teachers could apply for a grant,
some worth up to $100,000, called Thank America’s Teachers.
All it took was voting once a day on the competition’s website
during the month of October. I was among those people who faithfully logged in and cast my vote (almost) every day.
And, in December, we learned it had paid off: Rob Webb was selected as one of the five teachers to win a $100,000 grant, which he will use,
of course, to renovate the planetarium at Pequea Valley Middle School.
You can read about Rob’s “big dream” win on page 60. I must thank
PennLive.com for permitting the reprint of its story. It was great to
work with professionals who understand deadlines and who also bleed
printer’s ink.
The success of crowdsourcing, whether it be the spread of information or for fundraising, has changed the way we look at funding, especially for school-based planetariums.
Sometimes the students themselves are the impetus for change, like
at McNairy Central High School in Selmer, Tennessee, where a student
named Allie decided to do something about the school’s abandoned
planetarium. (See the June 2016 Planetarian.)

Students form “Save Our Planetarium” group
A student group from the Hollidaysburg Area School District in
Pennsylvania (located about midway between Pittsburgh and Philadelphia) has raised $50,000 toward the purchase of a digital projector
for their planetarium. Biology/chemistry teacher Rick Imler is one of
the mentors of the group.
According to the Altoona Mirror newspaper, when the student
“Save Our Planetarium” group appeared in January at a school board
meeting, most board members applauded their efforts. All except one,
however, who questioned how the planetarium would help improve
students’ readiness for college.
I groaned when I read that, because planetariums are such gateway
facilities—not just helping high school students in preparing for college,
but, more importantly, to inspiring joy, curiosity, and inspiration in younger students.
It’s hard to quantify how many students
were inspired to enter science, technology,
engineering, math, or arts fields because of a
visit as a second grader (age 8) to a planetarium.
There is a positive ending to this story; the
Mirror just reported that the school board
voted 7-1 to match funds raised by the students
on a 2-to-1 basis (the board will provide $2 for
every $1 raised). The students have to raise at
least $80,000 before the fund match, however,
and the match would bring the effort to the
$240,000 being sought for the digital projector.
Crowdfunding is relatively new, and if you
check any of the funding sites (like GoFundMe
or Kickstarter) you’ll see requests for all kinds

of causes: funeral expenses, hospital bills (especially in the United
States), new businesses, college expenses, and more.
A recent Google search of two words, “crowdfunding” and “planetariums,” brought up 400,000 results, including, on just the first page:
•• A student project in New York City to make a planetarium show
called Neurodome;
•• Raising funds to build a planetarium at the Scottish Dark Sky
Observatory in Craigengillan; and
•• The Adler Planetarium’s campaign to support the “reimagination”
of its Mission Moon exhibition.
Is crowdfunding the answer to planetarium funding crises? Probably not. As the number of funding sites proliferate and the need for
funding increases, the “market” probably will become saturated. And,
by market, I mean people of average means like me who donate more
than they should to help good causes. But it’s worth a try. Just ask Rob
if crowd support is a good thing.

More good things inside
In addition to Rob Webb’s story, be sure to check out a new column
called A Different Point of View. Ron Walker, who wrote a recent
“Under One Dome” story for us, asked if I’d be interested in a traditional planetarium approach. I said OK, but suggested he also take over the
job of the “years ago” column that has languished without a writer for
several years.
Ron’s audition column appears on page 87. As he suggests, you can
let me know what you think of it. My email and address are at the top
of this page.
Jeff Bowen also has some “sound advice” about distance learning and
connecting domes virtually on page 86. I’ve always liked the title of his
column because it works on two levels. Not only is it sometimes advice
about sound, something all planetariums need to know about, but it
also is advice that is sound: it is competent, reliable, and well grounded.
Thus, he has the freedom to share “sound” information about a lot of
different technical questions, and “sound” information about sound, too.
My name appears entirely too often on the table of contents page
for this issue. I would have loved to have shared more about women
in astronomy, but to do that I need people to write and submit material. Sure, I can write and I enjoy it,
but I don’t have time to both write
and edit. So, find out more about the
amazing Kathleen Johnson at the
NASA websites listed on page 19, and
be sure to check out the movie and
book Hidden Figures.		
I
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White House Office of Science and
Technology staffers meet with Medal
of
Freedom
recipient
Katherine
Johnson during the awards ceremony
on Tuesday, November 24, 2015. From
left, Afua Bruce, Johnson, Knatokie Ford,
and Payton Iheme. (Photo Credit: White
house Office of Science and Technology Policy)
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President’s Message

Dear Planetarians,
Best wishes for a healthy and prosperous 2017!
I finished 2016 by making a “pilgrimage” back to where I had my
first planetarium experience and started in this wonderful profession
of sharing the universe with people of all ages. For Christmas I returned
to my home town of Wausau, Wisconsin and had a chance to visit the
newly renovated Wausau West High School Planetarium as a guest of
their director, Chris Janssen, who has transformed the facility into a
modern digital dome for the entire school district.

Back where it started

Shawn Laatsch
Emera Astronomy Center
167 Rangeley Road
Orono, Maine 04469 USA
shawn.laatsch@gmail.com

Women have added so much to our understanding of our universe.
From Caroline Herschel, who discovered comets and the dwarf galaxy
M110, to Henrietta Swan Leavitt, who uncovered the period-luminosity relationship of Cepheid variable stars. Annie Jump Cannon created
the stellar classification based on spectra and classifying more than
300,000 objects. Vera Rubin measured angular motion in galaxy rotation, basically proving that dark matter exists (she really should have
had a Nobel Prize for this in my opinion).
All of these women are giants in the field and all of us see farther as
we have “stood on their shoulders.”

Back as a second grader, I attended my first planetarium program Geller presentation was a spark
there given by Arnold “Arnie” Nelson. He gave me a chance to “help”
Seeing one of Margaret Geller’s presentations on galaxies and large
him at the console by turning down the lights and turning up the stars.
scale structures sparked my interest in this area, which continues to
This hooked me, and I immediately
this day and inspired me to work to bring data
knew it was what I wanted to do as
sets into the dome to share this wonderful science.
a career.
These giants have inspired their peers and the next
When I returned to Wausau West
generation, including Nathalie Batahla, co-invesas a high school freshman in 1984,
tigator on the exoplanet finding Kepler Mission,
Arnie gave me a chance to explore
who spoke to us at the IPS2012 conference in
the field. He taught me how to run
Baton Rouge, and Michelle Thaller, who served
the Spitz A4, do slide production,
as the public outreach manager for the Spitzer
give sky lectures, and interact with
Mission, who, I’m proud to say, is from my home
audiences. It started me down a
state of Wisconsin. This is just a tiny example of
wonderful path which continues to
the tremendous impact women have had and
this day.
continue to have on astronomy.
While in Wausau for the holiday,
Three brilliant African-American women are
Arnie was visiting his family and
highlighted in the film Hidden Figures, based on the
we were able to meet at the planeinspiring true story of the women who worked at
tarium and catch up. Arnie retired
NASA during the 1950s and ‘60s. Dorothy Vaughn,
from Wausau West in 2001 and is
Mary Jackson, and Katherine Johnson were engistill teaching astronomy and giving
neers and human “computers” who helped launch
President Barack Obama presents former NASA matheplanetarium programs at Pensacothe crewed spaceflight program. At a time when
matician Katherine Johnson with the Presidential Medal
la Christian College Planetarium—
women and African Americans were still widely
of Freedom, as professional baseball player Willie Mays,
right, looks on, Tuesday, November 24, 2015, during
showing that the planetarium is not
discriminated against, these courageous women
a ceremony in the East Room of the White House in
just a career, but a life’s passion.
gave so much of themselves to advance science,
Washington. Katherine’s work was highlighted in the
and we are indebted to them.
movie Hidden Figures. (Photo Credit: NASA/Bill Ingalls)
More incredible mentors
The three are excellent role models, and their
Along the way I had incredible
story shows how integrity, perseverance, and
mentors, including Robert “Saturn”
teamwork prevail even in the midst of great
Allen at UW-La Crosse Planetarium, who encouraged me to pursue my
odds and the deck was stacked against them. These women are true
career dreams (he also retired from UW La Crosse, but is now back there
heroes and I urge you to see the film if you haven’t already done so.
at the planetarium); John Hare, then at Bishop Planetarium in Braden- They pioneered the way and made it possible for new heroes like Mae
ton, Florida; and Kris McCall, now at the Cernan Earth and Space
Jemison, the first female African-American astronaut, to be role models
Center at Triton College in Illinois. Each taught me unique lessons and for today young girls and women. Mae flew on the Space Shuttle back
shaped my journey, and I want to thank them for all of the inspiration in 1992. She is a physician, engineer, astronaut, and innovator. She’s
they have provided and continue to provide.
made appearances on Star Trek too!
A focus of this issue of Planetarian is Women in Astronomy and is
one that is very important to the future of the field. As planetarians The women in our field
we have a responsibility to encourage young women to pursue their
Over the years I’ve been fortunate to have some very influential
dreams and explore science career opportunities. We must welcome
women as mentors and colleagues in my field, each imparting differthem and stand by them when they encounter challenges of gender ent lessons and perspectives which have shaped the way I think about
inequality.
what we do in our domes. Kris McCall, Lee Ann Hennig, Susan Button,
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Ascunsion Sanchez, Simonetta Ercoli, and Jeanne Bishop are a few of
the women in this field who have impacted how I approach the planetarium and its usage. They are inspirational, push the boundaries, and
impact the field in ways too numerous to be counted.
As the new year began there was a “changing of the guard” with
the IPS officers and, of course, the work of the society continues. Let
me begin by expressing my sincerest gratitude and thanks to Lee Ann
Hennig and Thomas Kraupe for their service as officers. Lee Ann has
tirelessly served IPS in the role of executive secretary since 1995 and
kept all of the officers up to date on our “to do” lists, officer calendar,
minutes, votes, etc.—and so much more. I know I speak for numerous
presidents before in saying that words cannot express the huge “thank
you” we owe you for all you have done.
Thomas Kraupe has finished a second round in the president role (first
round from 1995-2000) and during both terms pushed the society in
new directions, focusing on professional development and conferences, along with innovation. He traveled a great deal building numerous
connections and always reminding us of the importance of the I in IPS.
We are first and foremost an international group. This is even more
important now. Thomas, along with Paul Knappenberger, initiated
Vision2020, our strategic planning, with the aim of transforming IPS
by the year 2020. This initiative is well on its way, and look for more to
come as we move forward with this process of updating and modernizing our organization for its members.
On behalf of the members, officers, and council, thank you both for
your exceptional service and dedication to our organization.
While two officers are departing, Joanne Young now moves into
the past president role and Ann Bragg continues as treasurer, and also
as membership chair. Thank you to both of you for your continued service! Joanne has been actively engaged with the Vision2020
team, ensuring we continue to move forward with this initiative and
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strengthening membership options and services. Ann Bragg has been
keeping us on a strong financial path and making sure members get
all of their Planetarians and other benefits. This is a large task, and we
appreciate all you do to keep things running smoothly.
Welcome to our newest officers: Mark SubbaRao is our new president elect, and Rachel Thompson, our new executive secretary. Thank
you for your willingness to serve our organization in these roles and be
a part of the team which helps provide services to our members, works
to ensure our conferences are successful, and, with council, guides the
organization in numerous ways. We look forward to working with you!
Late last year, ballots on two IPS by-laws amendments were mailed
to all members for voting. These two initiatives proposed going to
completely electronic voting, not just for officers, but also for by-laws
changes as well. This helps move the IPS into the modern age, and will
help make voting more accessible and timely. Both initiatives passed
and are now in our updated by-laws which you can access through the
IPS website.
The IPS officers were set to convene in February to continue working
on Vision2020, planning for our conference in Toulouse in 2018, planning for the IPS Council meeting in St. Louis (which will take place just
prior to the Pleaides Conference), and exploring a variety of initiatives
for the organization.
The IPS is a member organization and I encourage you to take part
in your society by sharing your talents. Organizations like this are only
as strong as the member contributions of their time. Please consider
writing an article for Planetarian, volunteering for one of the committees, or serving in other ways. Please let me and the other officers know
your thoughts on how we can improve the society and enhance opportunities for your professional growth in the field, or if you have an area
that you would like to contribute to. Thank you for being a member of
this society and for sharing the universe with the world.
I
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Update: Vision2020 initiatives, what’s coming up next
Jon Elvert, Chair
Vision2020 Initiative Team
As reported this past December, IPS by-laws
amendment changes were adopted to allow
the membership to vote electronically on
all voting issues. This change makes it more
convenient for members to cast their votes
on recent recommendations put forth by the
V2020 team. Prior to the change, electronic
voting was restricted to the officer election
only.)
In the September 2016 Planetarian issue,
a summary of the Vision2020 recommendations made in Warsaw, and supported
by Council, provided membership with a
framework for implementing future growth.
Although slightly modified since then, these
recommendations will need membership
voter approval in order to be enacted.
They are: the mission-vision statements,
new membership categories, and term limits.
You should have already received electronic
ballots regarding the recommendations.
The Vision2020 team continues to work on
milestones set forth in its strategic planning
document, which are meant to pursue meaningful and alternative futures for the benefit
and betterment of the IPS. These strategies for
membership growth include
•• restructuring (both in rebalancing the
make-up of Council and analyzing alternative models for hosting conferences),
•• cultivating external funding sources,
•• marketing,
•• hiring an administrative staff, and
•• maintaining relevancy worldwide.
These and other recommendations are
being worked on, and will be presented to
Council, possibly at the October Council
meeting scheduled to coincide with the US
Pleiades National Planetarium Conference in
St. Louis, Missouri.

Collaboration expanding
V2020 also continues to collaborate with
relevant, global organizations in order to
provide IPS members with continuous educational resources, and professional development opportunities. Listed below are
organizations that IPS has teamed up with
on collaborative projects initiated within this
past year.:
NASA: Windows on Earth initiative (Center
for Advancement of Science in Space, or
CASIS, provides access to daily images of Earth
taken by astronauts aboard the ISS. Potential

planetarium products include video of astronauts, curated collections of images, video
sequences, domecasting events – all to be used
in planetarium shows); STScI and the James
Webb Space Telescope, WFIRST and Chandra
X-ray telescope data2dome connection.
ESO: Sharing marketing strategies, distribution of free fulldome shows.
AAS: Providing workshops/professional development for teaching how to use the
World Wide Telescope as a platform to create
show content.
ASP: Working together on emerging
communities’ project with emphasis currently on African nations.
IMERSA: Exchange of ideas and common
objectives through panel discussions, and
hosting joint events such as on Planetarium
Day 2017.
Kavli: Collaborative domecasting presentations on cutting-edge topics by world
renowned researchers.
JPL: Joint effort in the distribution of eclipse
glasses for the 2017 solar eclipse.
LIGO: A joint domecast with LIGO Livingston (Louisiana) and GEO 600 (Max Planck
Institute in Hanover, Germany) is planned for
March 14, 2017 (Albert Einstein’s birthday).
NAOJ: A joint Data-to-Dome workshop

on the NAOJ campus in early March; bring
together planetarium professionals, astronomers to advance big data visualization in the
planetarium field.

Website redesign
Furthermore, Council requested a recommendation be submitted in taking steps for a
complete redesign of the IPS website. In preparation for submitting recommendations for
such a face lift, the following web features will
be infused into the new site:
•• Meet expectations with mobile devices
•• Simplicity in design, clear navigation in
display, engaging and user friendly
•• Flexibility with social networking
•• Event and marketing communications
to members
•• Cloud-base access to membership data
base
•• Integrated solutions for flexibility (future
changes)
•• E-commerce (IPS store, credit card or
PayPal transactions, renew memberships)
At the time of this writing, the review
process is underway with all collected data
being shared with Alan Gould, IPS Webmaster,
and Sharon Shanks, Planetarian editor.
I

IPS Position Statement:
International Collaboration and Science Communication
The International Planetarium Society (IPS) is the global association of planetarium professionals. We seek to enhance the world’s appreciation and understanding of
our Universe through the innovation and cooperation among planetariums. The IPS’s
members come from all over the world including areas of political unrest, wars, as well as
certain restrictions on visas and immigration.
The IPS strongly believes in the importance of international collaboration and cooperation. The ability for members to travel to the meetings and workshops that our organization holds is key towards achieving our goal of inspiring people with the beauty and
grandeur of our universe. The IPS would also like to stress the importance of the free flow
of ideas and the important role that planetariums play in helping scientists communicate
their findings to the public.
Even at seemingly divisive and unsettled times, the planetarium experience can help
remind us of what connects us -- we all look up in wonder at the same starry sky.

Science has not yet mastered prophecy. We predict too much for the next year and
yet far too little for the next ten.
— Neil Armstrong, speech to joint session of Congress,
16 September 1969 (Spacequotations.com)
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Call for 2018 IPS Awards and Fellows Nominations
Manos Kitsonas
Awards Committee Chair
mak@eef.edu.gr
Time has come to nominate people or institutions for the 2018 IPS Awards and Fellowships. The next awards and fellowships will
be given at the IPS Conference in Toulouse,
France, 1-6 July. Council will decide which
persons or institutions will be honored at
this year’s IPS Council meeting in St. Louis,
Missouri, USA, 10-14 October. The decisions
will be based on Awards Committee presentations regarding each potential awardee or
fellow candidate.
Nominations must therefore reach the
Awards Committee no later than 1 September 2017. Please send your nominations to my
email address (mak@eef.edu.gr) and include the
reasons why you think your nominee should
be awarded or named an IPS Fellow. Also, feel
free to contact fellow members of the Awards
Committee and your IPS Affiliation representative in case you want to get more information regarding rules and procedure.
Awards Committee members are Kris
McCall at Cernan Earth and Space Center of
Triton College, River Grove, Illinois, USA (kris-

tinemccall@triton.edu) and Tatsuyuki Arai at
Katsushika City Museum Planetarium, Tokyo,
Japan (tats.arai@nifty.com).

The awards categories
IPS awards that require nominations from
the members are the following:
The IPS Service Award. This, according
to IPS Standing Rules “shall be bestowed, from
time to time, by the Society upon an individual or institution whose presence and work
in the planetarium field has been, through
the years, an inspiration to the profession and
its members.” Since 1982 there have been 23
people awarded with the IPS Service Award.
The IPS Technology and Innovation
Award. This “shall be bestowed, from time
to time, by the Society upon an individual whose technology and/or innovations in
the planetarium field have been, through the
years, utilized or replicated by other members
and/or other planetariums.” So far, there have
been 5 persons awarded with the IPS Technology and Innovation Award.
For both these awards, the nominees must
have a broad, deep, and concrete effect in the
profession and its development.
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Deserving IPS members also can be named
IPS Fellows. In order to be named, the IPS
Standing Rules state that “a member must
have continuous active membership in good
standing in IPS for at least five years and
substantial contributions in at least two of the
following respects:”
•• Serving IPS in elective office, diligent and/
or devoted committee work, and the organization of conferences and meetings.
•• Relevant and significant publications
and/or conference presentations.
•• Cooperation with professional societies,
organizations, and groups which bring
attention to the importance of planetariums’ existence.
•• The development of new methods in the
planetarium field.
So far, there have been 258 people named
IPS Fellows.
I would like to encourage you to consider possible awards or fellows nominees not
only from your region, but from all over the
world. More information regarding previous
awardees and fellows can be found in the IPS
Awards Committee web page (www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=awardees).
I
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IPS International Competitions

And the winners are…
Susan Reynolds Button
Chair, Portable Planetarium Committee
8793 Horseshoe Lane
Chittenango, New York 13037 USA
sbuttonq2c@gmail.com
I am happy to report here about the success
of several talented colleagues who expended a great deal of time and creative energy to
participate in three special IPS international competitions this year. These initiatives
are intended to celebrate the rich gifts of the
members of our community and the joy of
sharing our expertise with each other.

Week in the United States
The first year of this competition is already
a success! This year two planetariums in
the United States will host a planetarium
colleague from another country for A Week
in the United States, an excellent opportunity for professional development and cultural
exchange.
Michele Wistisen will host David Gruber
from Italy, and Derek Demeter will host
Matthias Rode and Tilo Hohenschläger as a
team from Germany. This year,all parties have
decided they will meet in the summer of 2017.
Michelle is the IPS Affiliate Representative
for the Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association and supervisor at Casper Planetarium for
the Natrona County School District #1 in the
Casper, Wyoming Area. This school district
serves the educational needs of about 13,072
students in preschool through 12th grade in
the city of Casper, as well as the surrounding
towns of Alcova, Bar Nunn, Edgerton, Evansville, Mills, Midwest, and Powder River.
The Casper Planetarium opened in 1966
with a Spitz projector under a 9.1m dome with
57 epicentric seats. In 2007, after more than 40
years of service, the Spitz was upgraded to the
current Konica-Minolta Mediaglobe. SCISS
Uniview was installed in 2010 and Elumenati
GeoDome Evolver was installed in 2011.
Students and the public in and around
Casper can enjoy both live presentations
and fulldome video presentations while

regional radio station, explaining astronomiteachers benefit from onsite professional
cal concepts to the general public.
development opportunities. Email: michele_
For the Week in the United States, he
wistisen@natronaschools.org; wbsite: www.
proposed a presentation for general audienccasperplanetarium.com.
es called “Astronomy in the Simpsons.” He
Dr. David Gruber was born in Bolzano, Italy,
explained: “It is safe to say that astronomy
and did his undergraduate work at Uppsala
plays a fundamental part in our culture. So
University, Uppsala, Sweden. He received his
much so, that it actually plays a role in one
masters of science in 2009 from the University
of the most successful TV series of all times,
of Vienna, Austria; his thesis title was “Slowly
The Simpsons. In some of the over 550 episodes
pulsating B-stars observed with the MOST
which have been aired, the writers and
satellite.” In 2012 he received his doctorate
creators of The Simpsons also included astrofrom Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrinomical references and even dedicated entire
al Physics in Garching, Germany with a thesis
episodes to space and astronomy.
titled “High-energy transients observed with
“Because many people know (and like)
Fermi/GBM.”
this TV series, it is a perfect intermediary to
German is his native language and he is also
fluent in Italian and English.
Since 2013, David has worked
as a science communicator at
Planetarium Südtirol Alto Adige,
Gummer, Bozen, Italy. It is an 8m
dome with 53 seats and a Digistar
5 projector. During this time he
also did postdoctoral research in
the high-energy group, working
on the analysis and interpretation of high-energy transients
observed by the NASA satellite Fermi (formerly called the
Gamma-ray Large Area Space
Telescope) at the Max Planck
Institute.
Dr. David Gruber is a science communicator at the PlaneIn 2016, David produced 26
tarium Südtirol Alto Adige, Gummer, Bozen, Italy. Michele
episodes of German podcasts
Wistisen was the very first to express interest in hosting a
called “Himmelskunde: Von A
winner from this competition when it was announced and
wie Asteroid bis Z wie Zenit”
voted on by Council at the Meeting in Warsaw, Poland. She
and the Casper Planetarium will host David for his Week in
(Celestial: From A as Asteroid to
the United States.
Z as Zenith) for Rai-Südtirol, a

Wyoming
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educate the general public via entertainment
about astronomy. In this presentation I will
show short sequences of the TV series and talk
about the astronomical content they contain.
(I took inspiration from Simon Singh’s book
The Simpsons and Their Mathematical Secrets1).”
For students and teachers, David proposed a
lesson plan titled “Moons of the Solar System.”
He explained how he has observed that
school children in Italy usually learn all about
the sun and the eight planets in our solar
system, but rarely did any school teacher talk
about the 182 natural satellites, which are as
diverse and interesting as the planets themselves. This inspired him to create his lesson.
“The lesson begins with Earth’s moon,
which will be especially important to the U.S.
in 2017, as there will be a total solar eclipse
in August. From there I will continue with
Earth’s quasisatellites. This is followed by the
history and implications of the observations
by Galileo Galilei, who observed the now wellknown four Galilean moons around Jupiter.
I’ll then present some moons of Saturn. We’ll
explore the dwarf planets and their moons
and a couple of double-asteroids after finally
flying home with a short intermezzo at Mars
and its two small moons.”
“For teachers, I will also present how:
•• Io, moon of Jupiter, has been used to
measure the speed of light,
•• a natural satellite can be used to estimate
the mass of a planet (via Kepler’s third
law) and
•• how Galilei used the Galilean moons to
deduce geographic longitude.”
Each applicant is required to provide three
audio clips so that their English language skills
and science knowledge can be evaluated. You
can find David’s three audio submissions (Big
Bang, Gamma Ray Bursts and Wow Signal) in
the IPS free audio bank Voices from the Dome
at: www.ips-planetarium.org/?voices.
Contact information: Dr. David Gruber, via
Beda Weber 3/A, 39100 Bolzano, Italy; phone:
+39-333-9706727; email: david.grb.er@gmail.
com.

Two-for-one for a German team
Derek Demeter, a professional astronomer,
is the director of the Emil Buehler Perpetual
Trust Planetarium at Seminole State College
of Florida in Sanford. A Minolta MS-8 was
installed in this planetarium in 1988 under
a 9.1m dome with 55 unidirectional seats;
the planetarium opened in 1989. In 2012 the
planetarium went through an upgrade to an
Elumenati Fisheye projector. The planetarium staff boasts that they offer interactive
shows as well as fulldome video presentations that are unlike any planetarium show
you’ll ever experience. Their website advertis1 Published 2013, Bloomsbury USA, publisher

es, “From traditional star displays and cultural etarium fascinates me and it always makes
shows that detail the importance of astron- me happy to meet like-minded people and
omy around the world, to feature presenta- exchange ideas with them. I also very much
tions that whisk you through the depths of enjoy students who love this kind of lessonouter space, the planetarium has something
giving and can’t wait to come back.”
for curious stargazers of all ages.”
Tilo Hohenschläger lives in Bornhagen,
The
planetarium
has been open for
more than 25 years
and the Central Florida
Astronomical Society,
one of the largest
amateur
astronomy
societies in the Southeast, is based there.
Email:
demeterd@
seminolestate.edu;
websites:
www.
seminolestate.edu/
planet/ and www.
seminolestate.edu/
Matthias Rode, left, started a portable planetarium business, fullplanet/central-floridadomedia gmbh, as a part-time venture while he was also teaching
astronomical-society
in a school. Tilo Hohenschläger Astrophysicist Tilo Hohenschläger
Matthias Rode and
(center) is a full time portable planetarium presenter in central
Tilo
Hohenschläger,
Germany. Derek Demeter (right) is the director of the planetariour winners who will
um at Seminole State College in Sanford, Florida.
travel to work with
Derek in Florida, are
currently operating a business called fulldo- Germany. He received a nursing diploma in
media gmbh, with two portable planetariums;
the UK and worked as a nurse for five years
the company is based in Bad Sooden-Allen- before working as a hospital ward manager
dorf, Germany. The two mobile domes, a 7.3m
in Germany and the UK for 14 years. During
and a 6.0m, were custom manufactured by a
the end of his nursing career, Tilo returned
local company and the projection systems to college. He received his master of physics
were designed and built by Matthias. Tilo and degree at the University of Kent with a the
Matthias officially started working togeth- dissertation “Investigations of hypervelocier this past September; sometimes they take
ty impact flashes using commercially availthe domes out together, but most times they
able recording equipment.” (Characterization
each go to different locations to make presen- and use of digital cameras for investigations of
tations.
hypervelocity impact light flashes and specMatthias was born in Rotenburg an der
tral data.)
Fulda, Germany; he received his teachHis work at fulldomedia gmbh entails
ing degree in arbeitslehre (similar to home
teaching sessions in astronomy and space
economics, economics, and work experi- flight for students of primary and secondary
ence), chemistry, physics and mathematics
schools using a mobile planetarium, developat Universität Kassel located in Kassel, Hesse, ment and editing of new teaching modules,
in Germany. He later studied German and customer acquisition, and media and public
chemistry at Universität-Gesamthochschule
relations as well as trade show demonstraSiegen, a public research university located in
tions.
Siegen, North Rhine-Westphalia.
Tilo explained in his application, “As a
He has been employed as a teacher since physics graduate, with a specialization in
1998 and has been director and proprietor astronomy, space science and astrophysics, I
of fulldomedia gmbh as a part time business am looking for an opportunity to boost my
since 2011. His work includes taking care of professional development by participating in
marketing and acquisition of orders, setup
the A Week in the United States competition.
of hardware and software for projection and
“After many years in the nursing profesdome, and selecting or designing content for
sion, I decided to change my career path to the
primary schools, secondary schools, and for natural sciences. Several successfully completadult programs. Since August of 2016 he has
ed medical research projects during my work
gone into business fulltime as a portable plan- encouraged me to take this step into a new
etarium director. Over the years the business
career. Teaching astronomy to primary and
has presented planetarium shows for more
secondary school children as well as adults,
than 50,000 students .
with the help of a mobile planetarium, is a
(Continues on next page)
“Working in and around the mobile plan-
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very rewarding career. Watching the students
getting enthusiastic about the planetarium
shows is always a very satisfying experience.”
This team provided five different lesson
plans: for preschool/kindergarten, a basic
survey of the sky; for fifth grade, a more
advanced survey of the sky; for the public,
“diurnal arc” and “can we talk to aliens?”; and
for teachers, getting to know the pre- and postplanetarium visit materials included on the
Astronomie 6.0 CR-ROM and in work station
boxes that they use in schools.
They also provided five audio files that can
be found in the IPS free audio bank at: www.
ips-planetarium.org/?voices.

American in Italy
We are delighted to announce that International Planetarium Society’s (IPS) president,
Shawn Laatsch, will be serving as the American in Italy this year.
Shawn received his degree in Economics and Business Administration at Universi-

Italy

IPS President (2017-2018), Shawn Laatsch, is
the 2017 American in Italy. What a treat for
Italian students, teachers and planetarians!

ty of Wisconsin in La Crosse, Wisconsin, and
his master’s degree in Earth and Space Sciences at Mississippi State University in Starkville,
Mississippi. As many of you know, Shawn
has over 25 years of experience in planetariums (The Netherlands, Hawaii, North Carolina, Kentucky, and Maryland) and is world
renowned for his broad knowledge of planetariums and science.
His duties have included planetarium management and operations, program
production, planetarium maintenance/renovations, and public outreach. He is a highly
respected both as an IPS officer, first as treasurer and now as president, and as a NASA Solar
System Ambassador. Shawn is currently the
director of the Emera Astronomy Center and
the M.F. Jordan Planetarium located at the
University of Maine in Orono, Maine, USA.
Shawn is headed to Italy April 1-15 and will
work with planetarians in three regions. Loris

Ramponi will host him in Brescia, Simonetta Ercoli will work with him in Perugia, and
Luciano Bittesini will be his host in Farra
d’Isonzo, Italy. He will present a two-part
lesson. The first will cover the upcoming solar
eclipse in the USA, and the second will be
about cultural constellations. This lesson will
be adjusted to suit three different audiences:
students, teachers and the public.
We look forward to his report on this
adventure of working with Italian students,
teachers, citizens, and planetarium colleagues
of three regions in Italy. For more information about this competition, go to www.
ips-planetarium.org/?page=italy

Pages of Stars
Happily, we received two submissions for
the competition Pages of Stars this year. The
goal of this competition is to build a collection
of short audio clips (maximum 3-5 minutes
each) that can easily be shared among planetarians.
Each year the text of the best entry is
published in Planetarian, and up to three best
works are made available on the Pages of Stars
webpage each year. The winner(s) will also
receive an Award Certificate on the occasion
of the Day of Planetaria, which occurs annually in March.
As requested, the authors have released
these materials under the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License. You can
read and listen to both of these submissions
on the IPS website at www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=pagesofstars.
Congratulations to this year’s first place
winner, Andy Kreyche, for his well-told story
“Turtle in the Sky” and suggestions for making
it an interactive experience under the dome.
In his application, Andy related that his
lifelong interest in astronomy blossomed
while he grew up under the clear desert skies
of Tucson, Arizona. He spent a brief time in
California, then returned to the southwest for
college and received a degree in theater from
Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff.
Later Andy found himself back in California, where he was active in communi-

ty theater and worked in the private sector,
but he never lost his love of the sky. He took
several astronomy courses and got involved
with Project ASTRO, an informal science
education outreach initiative driven by the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP), and
this led to work as a presenter at the De Anza
College Planetarium in Silicon Valley, participation in other ASP programs, and then a job
as planetarium educator at Hartnell College in
Salinas, California.
He spent 10 years there growing the
outreach program as well as integrating
demonstrations and hands-on learning experiences to make the planetarium experience
a more active learning experience. He was
excited to participate, for the last four years,
in Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium
(LIPS) events with like-minded planetarians.
Now he has started his own portable planetarium business called “Dome on the Go,”
serving the Monterey Bay and San Francisco Bay areas. Andy is also active in his local
chapter of the International Dark Sky Association. Andy emphasized, “With the modern
planetarium becoming a digital theater, I
remain passionate about providing context to
the experience, helping ground visitors in the
common experience of living under one sky.”
Congratulations also to this year’s second
place winner, Dr. Joseph E. Ciotti, for his personal story “The Stars of Kilimanjaro.” Dr. Ciotti
is professor of Physics, Astronomy and Mathematics at Windward Community CollegeUniversity of Hawai‘i, where he founded and
directs the college’s Center for Aerospace
Education and the Hōkūlani Imaginarium, a
40-foot fulldome digital planetarium.
Thank you to both Joseph and Andy for
taking the time to provide these contributions for all of us.
We hope more of you will consider entering
this contest! The annual deadline is December
31, so you have plenty of time to get your submission ready! www.ips-planetarium.org/default.
asp?page=pagesofstars.			 I
Andy’s story submission, “Turtle in the Sky,” is
included in this issue on page 17. See photos of the
winners on page 16.

You can be a winner too! Get Involved!
As you can see, we have some excellent colleagues who will participate in this cultural exchange and professional development opportunity, both as hosts and as presenters.
We know that in every country there are amazing planetarians who can participate in
this exchange. We even dare to hope that other countries will begin to host colleagues
from around the world. So far Italy and the United States are the leaders in this kind of
initiative.
For now, we are looking for two host sites in the USA for 2018. You can volunteer now
and find more information at www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=WeekinUS_hosts.
And, we need two more winners for 2018! The deadline for candidate applications for
2018 is December 31, 2017. For more information and application instructions go to: www.
ips-planetarium.org/?page=WeekinUS.					I
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ips-planetarium.org/?page=IDP

IDP expands to encompass
”partner planetariums” idea
The International Day of Planetaria (IDP)
was born in Italy in 1995. Conceived by the
Associazione Amici dei Planetari, it became
truly an international day in 1995, when
other planetariums in Europe joined in the
celebration. Today it is celebrated in the
United States and Australia as well, and hopes
are that it will continue to grow and encompass the globe. Many locations use this day as
a kick off event or the culminating day of a
week of special programming and activities
for the public.
The goal of IDP is to involve the international planetarium community in a
collaboration that promotes knowledge of
planetariums to the public.
Originally scheduled for the Sunday before
the spring equinox, later the date was set as
the second Sunday in March to allow planetariums to more easily schedule in advance.
All planetariums, regardless of affiliation, are
invited to take part. Facilities that typically have
an admission charge are urged to make the day a
“free” day for their communities.

Planetariums are important
Why are planetariums important? In
today’s light-polluted world, many people
have lost touch with the stars. Only a few can
be seen over large cities, and even in some
rural areas light encroachment hides the stars
of the Milky Way. Planetariums were developed to “capture the stars” and bring them to
Earth so that everyone could enjoy and learn
about them.
According to the latest unofficial figures,
each year 144,012,579 people visit the 4,145
planetariums in the world.1
The goal of IDP is to increase that number
by informing as many people as possible that
planetariums exist and that learning about
the stars, space exploration, and astronomy is
an enjoyable life-long activity.

Specific Goals of IDP
There are four specific goals of the International Day of Planetariums:
1. To inform the public about planetari1 Loch Ness Productions, www.lochnessproductions.
com/reference/attendance/attendance.html

ums: what they are and why they exist;
2. To educate the public about the problem
of light pollution;
3. To promote international exchanges and
collaborations between planetariums of
different countries; and
4. To highlight the important work of the
International Planetarium Society.
The first goal is easy to meet simply by
holding the IDP event. To help with publicity, see a sample media release is available on the IPS Website at ips-planetarium.
site-ym.com/resource/resmgr/opportunities/
IDPNewsReleaseTemplate.docx.
Suggestions about meeting goal 2, the
problem of light pollution, include obtaining public outreach literature from the International Dark Sky Association (darksky.org);
obtaining the program Losing the Dark (in fulldome or flatscreen), which can be downloaded from the IDS site at darksky.org/resources/
losing-the-dark; collaborating with a nearby
dark sky reserve or sanctuary; collaborating
with a local amateur astronomical society;
and more.
To meet the fourth goal, participating planetariums may display a sign reading “The (fill
in your name) Planetarium is a proud member
of IPS.”
This leaves the third goal, the promotion
of international exchanges and thus, the next
topic:

Changes coming in 2018
In 2018, the name of the effort will change
to International Day of Planetariums2, and the
observation will be changed with the option
of celebrating the day on either the Saturday
or Sunday of the second weekend of March to
allow domes that are not open on Sundays to
also take part.
In addition, to enhance the international aspect of the day, a partnership program will
start. Because the IDP is sponsored by the International Planetarium Society, the IPS will work
to obtain a list of all planetariums around the
globe who are interested in taking part.
Just as every nation is joined under the vault
2 Either “planetariums” or “planetaria” is an acceptable plural for more than one planetarium. It is style,
however, to use the plural “planetariums” in Planetarian.

of the stars overhead, planetariums are joined
in spirit and purpose under one dome. To celebrate this fact, planetariums taking part will
partner with another facility elsewhere in the
world. For example, a planetarium from an
Italian city will work with a planetarium in a
city from Africa, another country in Europe,
Asia, or the USA.
The partnership can be as simple as sharing
photos of the planetarium and surrounding
community; using clips from the Voices from
the Dome project (ips-planetarium.site-ym.
com/?page=voicesintro); producing a program
from the Pages of Stars contest (see ips-planetarium.site-ym.com/?page=pagesofstars); or downloading and presenting Losing the Dark in the
language of the partner planetarium.
Planetariums that serve immigrant and
other under-represented populations may
select a partner planetarium that reflects
the makeup of their community. A planetarium in Texas or any of the US states that
border Mexico might plan a “hands across
the border” IDP event with a planetarium in
Mexico, for example.
If possible, have local high school or college
students write letters in a language they are
studying and exchange them with students
in the applicable country; perhaps they could
write about a constellation story or myth.
For younger students, partner planetariums could match classrooms and have the
students draw and exchange pictures of something in the sky, complete with labels or
descriptions in their native languages.
For adults, partnership with a citizen
science project like Globe at Night might be
considered.
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This is first-place winner Andy Kreyche helping a
student use a Galileoscope that she built during a
lesson for middle school students; the class was
held in cooperation with the public library.

Pages of Stars

Second-place winner Joseph Ciotti, in the yellow
jacket, with his middle son Nainoa, in the orange
jacket during their amazing Kilimanjaro summit
trek.

About the “Turtle in the Sky” story
Andy Kreyche
Dome on the Go
Santa Cruz, California USA
akreyche@gmail.com
Introduction
Years ago I was giving a tour of the sky at
my first planetarium job. It must have been
in winter because I was pointing out winter
constellations including Auriga, the group of
stars that is supposed to represent a charioteer.
Suddenly, a girl in the audience called out in
a loud voice that she thought it looked like a
turtle. And I had to agree with her. It did look
like a turtle. And ever since that night, whenever I see Auriga in the sky, be it the planetarium sky or the real one, I see a turtle.
When giving winter sky tours I still tell
people that particular group of stars represents
a charioteer, but I also tell them about the girl
who saw (and makes me now see) a turtle. But
I wanted to tell more about the turtle I now
saw in the sky. I had pet turtles for a while
when I was very young, but I don‘t remember
enough about my turtles to make a very interesting story, and there are are enough ethical
issues around pet turtles that it may be better
left unmentioned.
I don‘t have a natural affinity for Greek and
Roman stories and since their stories hold an
artificially high place in terms of star stories,
I tend to gravitate toward other cultures. So
I began looking for a story in books of retold
myths in my local library. Turtles have great
significance in many cultures across the world
but the story that I was most drawn to was a
Dakota (Sioux) legend. I‘d finally found the
turtle I‘d been seeing up in the sky.
I later found a shorter version of the same
story attributed to the Oneida people. It turns
out that the Dakota actually have a turtle
constellation called “Keya,” but in Pegasus,
not Auriga. The Cree have a turtle constella-

tion that is made out of the pentagon of stars
that define Auriga. So, like many legends,
this story is an amalgam of others. Things are
borrowed and mixed up a bit, but that is the
nature of stories.

Presentation notes
Among the charms of this story are its
whimsical nature and its irony. The idea of
having a couple of birds carry a turtle up into
the sky while biting on a stick is charming for
being simultaneously simple and preposterous. It offers a great escape from the real world
and its rules.
Turtles in stories are often portrayed as both
wise and patient, but this one is neither. This
subtle irony is another delight. An implicit
suggestion is that these traits may have come
about in Turtle as a result of his misadventure.
I have not yet tried this story out on a
group, but when I do, I‘m sure it will evolve.
One thing I tried to do was make the description of how the turtle hibernates accurate. I
am in the process of starting a new portable
planetarium business in the Monterey Bay
Area of California and one of my goals is to
give my presentations a local flavor. One way
I may make this story more local is to have the
birds fly to “Santa Cruz” instead of “south.” I
may add local references and have the birds be
specific ones that winter in our area from the
area of the Cree or Dakota people.
Although as written the turtle is male and
the birds are neutral, I plan to tell it fluidly,
based on my whim or the gender of any
participants should I get help in acting it out
(see below).

Presentation Ideas
It‘s great to have a story to tell, but it has
more impact when we have ways for it to
make an impression. The story can work
magic on its own, but we as presenters can
support it in our approach and what we do
afterward. There are times when some background helps, and other times it may be best
to dispense with being didactic and just dive
right in to the telling.
From my theater background in college to
training in the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific‘s Project ASTRO program in the 1990‘s,
and now as a participant in the last four LIPS
(Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium)
meetings, I remain a firm believer in engaging the audience in many ways and on many
levels.

Which came first?
A common misconception among planetarium audiences is that the constellation
pictures were chosen because a group of
stars looked like a particular something. This
puzzles people because so often the connections between a star pattern and its namesake
are tenuous. For this reason I like to make the
point that it‘s likely that the stories came first:
the characters from these stories were important so people used the sky to illustrate the
stories and aid in their telling.
The constellations (and associated stories)
of a particular people give us insight into
their environment, values, and culture. This
“which came first?” idea can lead to a discussion. In picture books, the illustrator is very
(Continues on page 23)
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Turtle in the Sky:

A Mashup of Native and Personal Myths
by Andy Kreyche
Adapted from “How Turtle Flew South for the
Winter” by Joseph Bruchac

One day, Turtle was walking to the lake to look for food. As he plodded
along the water‘s edge, he noticed leaves starting to gather and blow
along with him. Along one side of him was a tall row of trees. He realized
that the leaves on the ground were coming from those tall trees. And he
remembered that this happened every year, so he knew that this was the
start of the fall season, when it started to get colder.
Turtle liked looking up at the trees and watching the leaves flutter
down from the sky down to the ground. So he craned his neck to look up,
but he still couldn‘t see the top of the trees. So he slowly made his way to
a small hill near the base of the trees. As he climbed up the small hill, his
body tilted up and now he could see better the lovely sight of the leaves
floating down to earth from the sky.
Turtle started to wonder what it would be like to be up in a tree, but
before his imagination took him off the ground, he noticed something
else was happening in the trees.
From all directions, birds were flying into the trees and landing in the
branches. Every time they landed they would shake even more leaves
off, sending them into the sky for their journey to the ground. The birds
were chattering to each other. And as more and more of them landed in
the trees, more leaves fell and the chattering got louder, and louder, and
louder. “Why are you making such a racket?” the turtle yelled up at the
trees.
Two of the birds heard him and flew down to a lower branch to answer.
“Hey there, Turtle,” one bird replied, “we‘re getting ready to fly south for
winter.”
“Why would you do that?,” asked Turtle. “Don‘t you like it here?”
“Well,” said the bird, “when the leaves start to fall from the trees, it tells
us that soon it will become much colder here and snow will fall on the
ground. That will make it much harder for us to find food.”
The other bird added, “In the south it is warmer and it never snows. We
can find food all over the place down there.”
Turtle was hungry, so when he heard the bird mention food, he became
excited. “Things sound great there in the south. Can I come with you?”
The two birds looked at each other for a moment and then cackled
with laughter. “It‘s a long way, said one of the birds. You have to fly to get
there.”
“Don‘t you know how to fly?,” asked the other bird. Knowing the
answer, the two birds looked at each other again and broke out into new
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cackles of laughter.
“I‘d really like to go with you,” Turtle said. “The south sounds like such a
wonderful place. Can‘t you think of a way I could come with you? Please!”
One bird liked to think he was pretty smart, so he he spoke first. “See
that long stick next to you?
“Sure,” said Turtle. “What about it?”
“Can you bite down on the middle of that stick and not let go?”
“Of course I can,” said Turtle. “I have strong jaws and no one can make
me open them once I bite down.”
“OK,” said the bird. “If you bite down on that stick, we‘ll carry either
side of the stick in our claws, fly away, and take you with us to the south.
But this will only work if you keep your mouth closed!”
“No problem!” Said Turtle. “Let‘s go get some food!”
So the two birds swooped down and got a good hold of either end of
the stick. Turtle bit down hard and the birds flapped their wings until all
of them, the two birds, Turtle, and the stick flew high up in the sky and
turned south.
Turtle had never been in the sky before and he liked it a lot. As he
looked down everything looked smaller. As they flew past other lakes,
hills, and trees he wondered what the south would look like. He wished
he‘d eaten a little something before they left. He wondered if the birds
would stop for a break along the way. He wondered if he would have been
better off maybe walking to the south.
As more time passed, he grew impatient and just wanted to know when
they would get there. He wanted to ask the birds, but of course he couldn‘t
say anything with his mouth closed.
So Turtle rolled his eyes. But since the two birds were looking where
they were going, they didn‘t notice and just kept flying. Then Turtle tried
shaking his legs, but they didn‘t notice that either. Now Turtle was getting
angry. If they were going to take him south, at least they could tell him
when they would get there!
”Mmm mmmm mm mm mmm mmmmm,” Turtle said, trying to get
their attention. It didn‘t work, so he did it again, louder. “MMM MMMM
MM MM MMM MMMMM!,” he cried out. Finally Turtle lost his temper.
“How soon do we . . . ?” but that was all the two birds heard, for as soon
as he opened his mouth, he started to fall. Down and down and down he
fell. As he tumbled from the sky, he saw the ground fast approaching.
There was a pond he hoped to fall into, but because he was spinning
so fast he just pulled his head, and then his legs, into his shell to protect
himself. He missed the pond and struck the ground upside down on his
back with a huge thud. He hit the ground so hard that his shell cracked,
but it was strong enough that it did not break. When he gathered himself
enough to stick his head out, he saw that he landed a few feet away from
the pond and just a few inches away from a big rock. If he had hit the rock,
his shell surely would have shattered into a million pieces.
Even though he was in great pain, he was glad to be on the ground once
again. He rolled himself against the nearby rock so he could flip himself
over. He hurt so much though, that he crawled into the pond, swam down
to the bottom and dug himself into the mud. He wanted to get as far away
from the sky as he possibly could. He fell asleep and he slept all through
the winter and didn‘t wake up until the spring.
So it is today birds fly south while turtles, who all have cracked shells
now, sleep through the winter. But on fall and winter nights, you can look
up and see a turtle in the sky, where it doesn‘t belong.		
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Working in the background, of ten hidden from view, woman have always made an impact

Celebrating women in astronomy
Sharon Shanks
Planetarian Editor
Hidden Figures created quite a stir when the
movie came out in February. Maybe not so
much in other countries, but in the United
States viewers, especially those connected with science fields and especially with
those of us in astronomy, have applauded it
as a well-made and wonderfully-crafted story
about the women behind the scenes who got
us to space. In fact, I have seen several personal accounts from people who noted that
the audience actually applauded during the
movie, which doesn’t happen often in our
theaters. Throw popcorn at the screen, yes;
applaud, not so much.

The timing of the film release also worked
in a number of ways. It came out in February, Black History Month in the U.S. (Or African-American History Month, depending on
your preference.) March is the U.S.’s Women’s
History Month.
In the planetarium field we tend to not
care about a person’s national origin when it
comes to marking anniversaries and discoveries, so in March most of us will be celebrating or including Hypatia, Wang Zhenyi, Sofia
Kovalevskayr, Caroline Herschel, Cecelia
Payne-Gasposchkin,
Katherine
Johnson,
Velentina Tereshkova, Vera Rubin, Mae

Jemison, Maryam Mirzakhani, and so many
more our presentations.

Some great books
If you don’t recognize some of these names,
a good place to find out more about them is
the wonderful little book Women in Science:
50 Fearless Pioneers Who Changed the World,
written and illustrated by Rachel Ignotofsky.
(Ten Speed Press, 2016) Although geared for
a teen audience, it is a great book to have on
hand or sell in your gift shop to inspire young
women.
Another excellent source of informa-
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Facing page: The NASA Women of Color, Pioneers & Innovators lithograph. The identification key is found on the back of the lithograph; see NASA
online resources in the article below. Insets: Three of the Women’s Adventure in Science Series books, and LEGO versions of Sally Ride and Mae Jemisen.

tion, and a recommendation for gift shops
and school libraries, is the Women’s Adventure in Science Series from Scholastic/Joseph
Henry Press. The series profiles the lives of
top women scientists working in their fields
today. They share the “real person” details
that a lot of other books lack, like photos from
their childhood and stories from their parents,
colleagues, and friends.
In no particular order, the books are:
•• Strong Force: The Story of Physicist Shirley
Ann Jackson
•• Forecast Earth: The story of Climate Scientist Inez Fung
•• People Person: The Story of Sociologist
Marta Tienda
•• Bone Detective: The story of Forensic
Anthropologist Diane France
•• Space Rocks: The Story of Planetary Geologist Adriana Ocampo
•• Robo World: The Story of Robot Designer
Cynthia Breazeal

•• Nature’s Machines: The Story of Biomechanist Mimi Koehl
•• Gene Hunter: The Story of Neuropsychologist Nancy Wexler
•• Gorilla Mountain: The Story of Wildlife
Biologist Amy Vedder; and
•• Beyond Jupiter: The Story of Planetary
Astronomer Heidi Hammel.
There are several authors: Dianne O’Connell
(who wrote two), Renee Skelton, Lorraine Jean
Hopping (2), Jordan D. Brown, Deborah Parks,
Adele Glimm, Rene Ebersole, and Fred Bortz.
The series was made possible with assistance of the National Academy of Sciences.
There are more books, to be sure, but I will
mention one more: Women of Space: Cool
Careers on the Final Frontier by Laura S. Woodmansee (Apogee Books, 2003). You might
recognize several planetarium-related names
of women featured.
This issue of Planetarian was intended to
focus on women in astronomy, space science,

Thanks in large part to the Chandra X-Ray Observatory mission,
the NASA page Women in Science offers a host of great educational and display material about women not only in science, but also
in technology, engineering, and math. Thanks also go out to the Jet
Propulsion Lab’s Museum Alliance for sharing the availability of this
resource.

NASA online resources
NASA Modern Figures Interactive Toolkit
A collection of resources and educational activities for students in
grades K-12. www.nasa.gov/modernfigures
NASA Litho
Women of Color, Pioneers & Innovators (2 page PDF) chandra.si.edu/
women/images/women_litho.pdf
women@nasa
Through their accomplishments and dedication to their jobs,
women at NASA serve as role models to young women in their
pursuit of careers in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. women.nasa.gov

Other oneline resources
madewithcode.com
Google’s organization to inspire teen girls to see that code can help
them pursue their passions, whatever they may be. Activities and
online exercises. www.madewithcode.com/home
findingada.com
Ada Lovelace Day (ALD) is an international celebration day of the
achievements of women in STEM, aiming to increase the profile
of women in STEM encourage more girls into STEM careers. www.
findingada.com
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and other related fields. A call for material was
largely unheard, however, so a strictly planetarium-related focus on women wasn’t possible.
So, shared in these pages, are stories about
Hidden Figures, what NASA is sharing for
Women’s History Month, an enthusiastic
African astronomy popularizer, and a persistent LEGO creator.
Francine Jackson reviews Hidden Figures by
Margot Lee Shetterly, the delightful book that
is the basis of the movie, on page 62. IPS President Shawn Laatsch shares about the women
who influenced his career in his first message
as IPS president on page 6-7. Carolyn Collins
Petersen, on page 66, tells us about Donna
Cox, associate director for research and education at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign.
And, be sure to check out PARTYcles on
page 58, where even Alex Cherman’s atomic
particles remember women in astronomy. I

White House Untold History of Women in
Science & Technology
Listen to women from across the administration tell the stories of
their personal heroes across the fields of science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM). obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/
women-in-stem.
SciGirls: STEM-sational
SciGirls is designed to spark girls’ curiosity in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) through activities that
promote knowledge and discovery. www.pbs.org/parents/scigirls/
stemsantional-resources
girlswhocode.com
A national non-profit organization dedicated to closing the gender
gap in technology. girlswhocode.com
Blackgirlscode
A national non-profit organization aiming to introduce programming and technology to a new generation of the coders who will
become builders of technological innovation and of their own
futures. www.blackgirlscode.com
www.engineergirl.org
The EngineerGirl website is designed to bring national attention to
the exciting opportunities that engineering represents for girls and
women Contains facts about engineering, career information and
other resources. www.engineergirl.org
Smithsonian Institution Archives Women in Science
See all posts tagged with: Wonderful Women Wednesday; siarchives.
si.edu/blog/tag/wonderful-women-wednesday
Women‘s History Month 2016
The Library of Congress, National Archives, National Endowment
(Continues on page 21)
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Susan Murbana in the plantarium (left) and in the
field (bottom). Below, one of the students she
hopes to inspire uses a Travelling Telescope. All
photos courtesy of The Travelling Telescope.

Susan Murbana:
Mother, wife, and African lady who loves the stars
You might remember reading about Susan
Murbana in Joanne Young’s final president’s
message in the December 2016 Planetarian. Or, possibly, you read about her in Susan
Reynolds Button’s Mobile News column in
the same issue.
Or, better yet, perhaps you enjoyed meeting
her in Warsaw at the 2016 IPS Conference.
If you missed those opportunities, never
fear. We will introduce this extraordinary and
energetic lady to you.
I asked Susan a number of questions about
her life, and she kindly replied.
—Sharon Shanks

Q Who is Susan Murabana? If you had to
describe what yourself and what you do to
children from Rogers Elementary School1,
what would you tell them?
A I am an outreach professional very
passionate about spreading science education using astronomy. I am a mother, wife, an
African lady who lives in Kenya. I love science
and truly believe it can be used as a tool for
development. Africa needs more scientists
from within and by exposing our children to
astronomy I can encourage many more to get
into science careers and look for solutions to
the worlds challenges.
I am the co founder of The Travelling Telescope, a company dedicated to promoting
science education using astronomy. Through
1 One of my favorite elementary schools from rural
Columbiana County, Ohio, USA. - Sharon

our company I get to travel across Kenya and
other parts of Africa teaching Astronomy
using our telescopes, and mobile planetarium.

Q Have you always been interested in
astronomy?
A Not quite. I do not recall being fascinated by astronomy when I was young, though I
really loved maths and science in school.
Q Is there a deciding moment when you
realized that this is what your wanted to do
with your life?
A I got involved in astronomy through an
organisation called “Cosmos Education“ while
I was still pursuing my degree in economics. The organisation at that time was made
up of university graduate and undergraduate
students from the USA and UK who had come
to Africa to teach basic science using a handson approach.
When I first met the team I had no idea that
they were science students and had come to
teach in schools. Only after accompanying
them to a school and witnessing how they
did their simple hands-on experiments that I
realised what they were doing. I immediately got hooked to the idea and decided at that
point that I wanted to travel and teach young
boys and girls about science.
We joined the organisation as volunteers
and travelled across Africa teaching astronomy. I immediately got hooked to spreading science and using astronomy as a tool for
promoting science and education in Africa.

Since 2006 I have been involved in astronomy
outreach through Global Hands-on Universe,
a program that uses modern astronomy training in the classrooms.
In 2013, after organising a trip to Turkana
in Northern Kenya to witness a hybrid eclipse,
I met my husband Daniel Chu Owen, and
together we started The Travelling Telescope.
Our main aim is to get as many people as possible, especially children, to look through the
telescope and learn about the universe with
different tools. We received a portable planetarium from Perot Museum2 in Texas and we
have since used it together with our telescope
to travel across Africa.
We have reached more than 40,000 children in schools in Kenya and Tanzania in the
last 3 years. We are also working with university students and graduates in astronomy and
training them on practical astronomy skills.

Q Why is your work important?
A Getting students to look through a telescope for themselves and see what is in our
night sky is powerful. When most people look
at Saturn for the first time and see its rings,
they realise that it is not a story told by scientists, but it is real.
The planetarium helps us cover all
these topics that we cannot normally do
outside with the telescope. Getting to zoom
into planets and their moons or increase
time and see the phases of our moon, or get
2 The Perot Museum of Nature and Science in Dallas,
Texas, USA
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to a different part of the world and check out
the seasons or the midnight sun of the polar
regions. Students frequently get excited after
seeing all the details in the planetarium and
then getting them outside under the night sky
cements their fascination.

Q What do you do to encourage children—
and young women—to become involved in
science and/or astronomy?
A I hope that I serve as a role model to children and young women by doing astronomy in a traditionally male-dominated field.
Being excited about what I do and constantly
encouraging young graduates to join our team
is important so that we can have a sustainable
project and a diverse wealth of skills that we
can share with the children we reach. Encouraging young children to get into astronomy
through engineering, mathematics, biology,
computer science, photography, chemistry,
and environmentalism are some of the other
approaches I use.
Q

For you, what is the most important
thing to remember when working with the
public?
A I think of my audience and their understanding of astronomy and its role in our
society today. The amount of technology that
has come from astronomy, the amount of
development that has come from astronomy,
the fact that we all live on this small planet
that we seem to be destroying for ourselves.
Does my audience understand or know where
the camera on their phone comes from?
Or realise that we only know what climate
change is through closely studying our planet
at the largest scales, often using space based
satellites.
Getting my audience to appreciate the role
of astronomy in the ancient world and today‘s
world is one of my most important things.
Find out more about Travelling Telescope at
www.travellingtelescope.co.uk. You can reach
Susan at smurabana@gmail.com.
I
(Women, continued from page 19)
for the Humanities, National Gallery of
Art, National Park Service, the Smithsonian & US Holocaust Memorial Museum pay
tribute to generations of women whose
commitment to our planet proved invaluable to society. womenshistorymonth.gov

Books
Rise of the Rocket Girls: The Women Who
Propelled Us, from Missiles to the Moon to
Mars by Nathalia Holt
Women in Science: 50 Fearless Pioneers Who
Changed the World by Rachel Ignotofsky
The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of the
Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of the
Stars by Dava Sobel		
I

All photos courtesy Maia Weinstock

Women of NASA are women of LEGO, too
Sharon Shanks
Planetarian Editor
“Ladies rock outer space!”
That’s how Maia Weinstock describes her Women of NASA project on the LEGO Ideas page.
And Maia rocks, too, for being a long-time promoter of more women in LEGO projects.
LEGO, of course, is The LEGO Group, the family-owned company in Denmark that makes the
interlocking brick toys loved by so many children (and adults and planetarians).
LEGO Ideas is a site open to fans and budding designers of all ages, who share ideas for
new projects online. If the projects gets 10,000 supporters, it moves on to a review board.
The process takes months and usually required determination and as much support as it
can get from around the globe.
It is not a sure thing that a project that gets to the review stage is moved on to production, but it does happen.
Maia, an editor and writer who works at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge, describes herself as a “lover of science, space, and the arts; supporter of women
and girls.” In addition to the Women of NASA, she also submitted LEGO sets called the
Legal Justice Team and Bioneers. The Women of NASA is the first project to reach the magic
10k mark.
In its status update, LEGO posted to 20tauri (Maia’s identification) that “You have ROCKETED your way to the 10,000 supporter milestone, seemingly supported by the entire internet, and you’ve done so by educating us about these particular women’s achievements in
the U.S. space program and STEM in general, but beyond that showing us all that there are
always plenty of very hard working and talented individuals who go unrecognised for
their accomplishments. Your individual vignettes clearly contain plenty of educational
value, but bring forward a splash of humour as well, in order to make this a well-rounded set.”
Featured in the Women of NASA set are:
Margaret Hamilton, computer scientist: While working at MIT under contract with
NASA in the 1960s, Hamilton developed the on-board flight software for the Apollo
missions to the moon. She is known for popularizing the modern concept of software.
Katherine Johnson, mathematician and space scientist: A longtime NASA researcher,
Johnson is best known for calculating and verifying trajectories for the Mercury and Apollo programs—including the
Apollo 11 mission that first landed humans on the moon.
Sally Ride, astronaut, physicist, and educator: A physicist by training, Ride became the first American woman
in space in 1983. After retiring as a NASA astronaut, she
founded an educational company focusing on encouraging children—especially girls—to pursue the sciences.
Nancy Grace Roman, astronomer: One of the first
Katherine Johnson
(Continues on page 22)
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(LEGO, continued from page 21)
female executives at NASA, Roman is known to many as the “Mother of Hubble” for
her role in planning the Hubble Space Telescope. She also developed NASA’s astronomy
research program.
Mae Jemison, astronaut, physician, and entrepreneur: Trained as a medical doctor,
Jemison became the first African-American woman in space in 1992. After retiring from
NASA, Jemison established a company that develops new technologies and encourages
students in the sciences.
The figures can be displayed in a desktop frome, or in vignettes showing them at or associated with their work. You can seem them online at ideas.lego.com/projects/147876.
Maia graciously answered questions about her project, and also gave permission for her
photos of the LEGO project to be printed.
Q Why do you pursue things like the Women of NASA LEGO project?
A I began a photo project I call LEGO Scitweeps about seven years ago as a way to highlight interesting people I followed on Twitter who are either scientists or science popularizers. This entailed making individual minifigures in the likeness of each person,
photographing it with some identifying props, and then tweeting it to the universe. This
collection has slowly grown, and I have now depicted over 100 individuals in the STEM
fields using LEGO parts.
In 2012, when I learned about the then-new LEGO Friends line—which
is marketed specifically to girls—I began to get frustrated about the lack of
female characters appearing in the regular LEGO universe; i.e., the everyday
scenes you can build beyond the Friends series.
At the time, it was very difficult to find any kind of character representing a scientist or engineer in LEGO at all, and when you did see them, they were
almost always male and stereotypically nerdy, either with the mad scientist look or with
broken heavy glasses. I decided write about this on a popular science blog, and it seemed
the world started paying attention to this issue.
At the same time, I learned about a project called Cuusoo, later renamed LEGO Ideas, in
which LEGO crowdsources set designs from the public and actually makes and sells a few
kits each year that receive 10,000 community supporters. So, I decided to try my hand at
suggesting some sets as a way to further the idea that female character toys should be seen
more often in technical or other professions in which they often struggle to gain entry or
high advancement. So far, my sets for LEGO Ideas have depicted female judges, bioengineers, and, most recently, contributors to the history of NASA.

Nancy Grace Roman, with
her LEGO self.

The complete set.

Q Why is it important to support women in science?
A Science is certainly not the only profession in which women have lagged in terms of
acceptance, treatment, compensation, and a whole host of other issues, but it remains the
case that in most fields of science and engineering, women remain severely underrepresented, at least here in the U.S. It’s a simple fact that we’re going to need science and engineering to advance as a society, and in order to put our best foot forward, women and their
perspectives need to be included as we develop research ideas, advance new technologies,
and so on.
When it comes to helping girls feel welcome in the STEM fields, it’s important to note
that social cues guide girls and boys toward different pursuits starting at an extremely
young age. In fact, some research suggests cultural biases—from parents, hospital workers,
family members, and the like—are already in effect the day a baby is born.
As such, it’s key to drive home as early as possible — to both boys and girls alike — that
girls and women can be and should be good at math, good at spatial reasoning, good at
discovery. One way this can be done is by providing more positive role models in the form
of toys, book characters, film and game characters, and the like.

Margaret Hamilton standing next to the navigation
software that she and her
MIT team produced for the
Apollo project, and the same
scene portrayed in LEGO.

Maia Weinstock

Q What can planetarium people do to help in this effort?
A Based on my experience with planetarium shows and classes, I’d say the presenter—or
writer, editor, and voice talent, if the facility’s offerings are recorded—have a great opportunity to encourage girls by making sure they note examples of women making discoveries about the night sky.
For example, it’s important to talk about how Edwin Hubble helped to expand our
understanding of the Milky Way Galaxy and our place in the universe, but you can also
take some time to mention that an astronomer named Henrietta Swan Leavitt devised an
astronomical rule that led directly to Hubble’s greatest discovery.			
I

A well-known planetarium director from Maia’s
Scitweeps collection. See them all at
www.flickr.com/photos/pixbymaia/
sets/72157623988000684
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Hidden Figures

In a scene from the
movie, Katherine
Johnson (played by
Taraji P. Henson, seated
on the far left) watches
with the West Computing Office staff while
John Glenn takes
to orbit on February 20, 1962. TM &
© 2017 Twentieth
Century Fox Film
Corporation. All
Rights Reserved.
Inset: NASA research
mathematician Katherine Johnson is photographed at her desk at
NASA Langley Research
Center with a globe,
or “Celestial Training
Device.” NASA photo.
Learn more about Katherine at www.nasa.
gov/feature/katherine-johnson-the-girlwho-loved-to-count

(Turtle in the Sky, continued from page 23)
often different than the writer. This leads to
a query one could pose to audiences about
their favorite picture book. Have them think
about whether the author wrote the story
first inspiring the artist to illustrate it, it was
the other way around, or perhaps a collaboration that happened at the same time.

Animal, person, or thing?
At times a good introduction to constellations involves simply asking the audiences about constellations they already know
and then have them share their knowledge.
A slightly different way would be to ask each
audience member to think of a constellation
and not say the name out loud. Then you
could ask a few to share what category the
constellation they have in mind falls into:
animal, person, or thing.
There are a few that fall into interesting grey areas of mythical beasts (Capricorn,
Draco, Monoceros, etc.) and half human creatures (Centaurus and Sagittarius), but most
fall pretty easily into those three categories.
If an informal poll of the audience reflects
the night sky, most of the answers would be
animals, which would make a nice lead in to
the story of a turtle in the sky.

Acting out
With children, it‘s great to be able to have
them participate. Again, I have not yet used
this story in the planetarium, but when I do, I
will be sure to find a way for kids to take part. I
may modify the story to make this easier.
Whether kids just stand up in character

with simple costumes or props while I tell the
story, or they actually recite lines, the story
will be more memorable to everyone for
having taken part.
And to try to mitigate the disappointment
of not being chosen for a part, it‘s good practice to give some sort of participatory activity for the audience as a whole. In this story it
would be easy to have the audience “play” the
birds in the trees by making bird noises when
that part of the story takes place.

What to leave out
What a presenter doesn‘t say to an audience
can be just as important as what they do say.
Tantalizing clues and open-ended questions
can lead audiences along and keep them interested about what might come next. When we
leave some bread crumbs but let them connect
the dots (to blatantly mix metaphors!). Audience members can have their own flashes of
insight and recognition.
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(IDP, continued from page 14)

Taking collaboration further
After the first partnership IDP, the IPS will
survey those taking part and collect information about what worked and what didn’t
work. If a planetarium produced material just
for the day, we will seek permission to share
the material online for others to download.
For more information and/or to volunteer
as a partner planetarium, contact any of the
IPS Affiliate Representatives or Susan Reynolds Button at sbuttonq2c@gmail.com, Loris
Ramponi at megrez58@gmail.com, or Sharon
Shanks at sharon.shanks@gmail.com.
I
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“Historically, filmmakers have used two
methods to manipulate the viewer’s
emotion, perception, and attention.

“The first is mise-en-scène, or the

organization of everything inside the frame,
including the arrangement of the actors, the
set, lighting, and even camera motion.

“The second is through film editing, where
shots are juxtaposed together in an
order designed for a particular effect.

Working with
a frameless medium
©DMNS and Spitz
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In Part I of this paper, published in the
December 2016 Planetarian (Yu et al. 2016), we
discussed the critical differences between fulldome and traditional cinema. We described
the pacing of fulldome films, which has its
origins in how giant screen films are shot
and edited. We described a theoretical framework for how to think of fulldome as a form
of immersive cinema, after making the fundamental assumption that the audience feels
they are “part of the action,” experiencing firsthand what is shown on-screen. We
described how some of the basic grammar of
film can be re-thought given this assumption.

Keeping viewer attention
Historically,
filmmakers
have used two methods to
manipulate the viewer’s
emotion, perception,
and attention. The
first is mise-en-scène,
or the organization
of everything inside
the frame, including
the arrangement of
the actors, the set,
lighting, and even
camera motion. The
second is through
film editing, where
shots are juxtaposed
together in an order
designed for a particular effect. We shall
draw attention to the
role of mise-en-scène later
in the paper, but will focus on
editing first.

For most of the 20th century, film footage
was spliced and physically joined together
into sequences, where individual shots instantaneously transition from one to the next,
with this transition known as the “cut.” The
style of cutting known as continuity editing
developed in the 1910s with the work of
Edwin Porter and D.W. Griffith (Bordwell &
Thompson 2006). This style shows the action
in spatially and temporally consistent ways
from shot to shot, to make it easy for an audience to follow the narrative.
Another style of editing arose from the
Soviet theory of montage, developing from
filmmakers like Lev Kuleshov and Sergei
Eisenstein. They believed that combining and

Shutterstock.com
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assembling individual shots, even ones that
have only weak spatial and temporal associations with each other, can synergistically give
rise to complex ideas. Due to such influences, U.S. films in the silent era evolved to have
rapid cutting, with average shot lengths down
to 4-6 seconds (Bordwell 2006, p. 121). Both
continuity and montage editing are employed
today in traditional narrative cinema.
Continuity editing in film has been successful because it results in clear storytelling that
may be understood even by those who have
little or no experience with the conventions
of cinematic narratives (Schwan & Ildirar
2010). The effectiveness of continuity editing
has been further confirmed in studies using
eye tracking measurements that reveal
that viewers watching scenes
from professionally edited
films and video sequences tend to cluster their
gazes on the same
part of the screen
at the same time
(Stelmach, Tam, &
Hearty 1991; Goldstein, Woods, &
Peli 2007; Mital et
al. 2011). Sequences of moving
images
that
were not edited
together or edited
sequences that were
watched repeatedly
do not have the same
synchronous attention
from viewers (Dorr et al.
2010).
(Continues on next page)
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For a highly immersive frameless experience such as giant
screen or fulldome, we do not
expect the audience reaction to
be identical to traditional cinema.
In giant screen and fulldome
filmmaking, the number of cuts
are reduced and camera motions
are slowed down in order to minimize motion sickness (Wollen
1993). As noted in Paper I (p. 29),
audiences are immersed in their
visual
environments
deeply
enough that they feel the action
is happening to them.
Because cuts are minimized (or
left out altogether in a narrative
journey mode), there can (and
should) be ample opportunities
for viewers to explore the scene.
For extended shots lasting for
more than a few seconds, there
may be an initial shared point of
interest, but as the shot continues
without change, viewers’ attention will wander so their points of
The safe spaces defined in Fig. 4 of Paper I
focus will vary from individual to
by other practitioners in the field, notably
individual (Dorr et al. 2010; Mital et al. 2011).
the “domography” concept from the NSC
To maintain story flow, the viewer’s attenCreative production team, which describes
tion cannot be allowed to wander indefinitely. A good director has to devise ways to how to create effective fulldome storytelling
with different types of shots, ways to empharedirect the audience’s focus. However, the
size content within the frame, and techniques
viewer has immense freedom to look in differfor redirecting attention (Bradbury 2016).
ent directions in fulldome, since the visible
Retreat to the center: In traditional cinema,
screen space (even within the safe spaces
defined in Fig. 4 of Paper I) encompasses a the region of audience focus tends to be near
the center of the frame (Goldstein, Woods, &
significant fraction of the audience’s field of
view. One way is to use audio cues, which can Peli 2007; Brasel & Gips 2008). If there is a cut
be highly directional if the theater is equipped and there is nothing to sustain viewer attenwith multiple speakers and three-dimensional tion elsewhere in the frame, the viewer’s eyes
tend to return to the center (Tseng et al. 2009).
sound spatialization software and hardware.
When rapid cutting occurs, such as in movie
However, given the wide differences in
trailers or music videos, the viewer’s focus also
audio experience between venues, a shareable audio standard for planetariums does tends to migrate to the center (Tosi, Mecacci,
and Pasquali 1997; Le Meur et al. 2007; Dorr et
not yet exist (Rodigast and Gaston 2010). We
al. 2010; Mital et al. 2011).
therefore focus on visual cues which translate
Even for static shots and regardless of the
easily between different venues because the
placement of content within the frame, there
domemaster is used as a common medium.
is evidence suggesting that attention is always
biased towards the center (Tatler 2007; Tatler,
Visual cues for drawing attention
Filmmakers have discovered the types of Baddeley, & Gilchrist 2005). There is some
mise-en-scène cues that draw attention from evidence for a retreat to the center in immersive media in a study of a virtual reality ride,
viewers, which includes movement, faces,
where viewers tend not to turn their heads
bright regions in the visual field, and features
much despite having the freedom to look in
with different color. Researchers have been
trying to not only substantiate these claims, all directions (Pausch et al. 1996).1 We specubut to understand how these effects work in
1
This could be due to an intrinsic desire to focus
the context of the scientific understanding of
in the forward direction, or as Pausch et al. noted,
human perception and cognition.
perhaps the participant in the ride was unfamiliar
Based on a review of the literature of
enough with the technology not to know to look to
the side. This unfamiliarity correlates with a potensome of this prior work, we identify the
tial technology generation gap, where even today,
most important cues we believe can be
we see anecdotal evidence that older users who try
used to direct attention in a fulldome film.
out consumer virtual reality headsets do not move
This work complements ideas put forward
around and engage as much as younger users (Willer

late that some form of this retreat
to the center will also occur in
fulldome films. In a film designed
for unidirectional theaters, where
the audience faces forward, the
“default” viewpoint will be in
the same general direction, so it
is straightforward for a director to
place visual content to be noticed
by the audience.
Object motion: Laboratory
studies of the visual system show
that motion is a powerful cue for
capturing attention (Franconeri,
Hollingworth, & Simons 2005).
Motion in the cinematic frame
leads the viewer to focus on the
object in motion or on the part
of the visual field where motion
is occurring (Stelmach, Tam, &
Hearty 1991; Mital et al. 2011). The
greater the amount of motion
and change in a video sequence,
the more likely that different
viewers’ attention will cluster
toward the source of the motion
(Stelmach, Tam, & Hearty 1991). In Treuting’s
(2006) qualitative study using film clips,
motion has been found to be more important
for drawing attention than faces or bright
regions inside the frame.
Motion of an object inside the frame can
draw attention so that a viewer is blinded to
disruptions in the rest of the visual field. Levin
& Varakin (2004) found that video clips can
have disruptions in the form of a blank screen
for as long as 0.6 sec without test subjects
being aware of the interruption happening.
The viewers in this study were so focused
on the main narrative action that they were
unable to recall that any disruption occurred.
Viewers who are not expecting any unusual
continuity problems will not notice that an
actor is replaced in the middle of a scene in a
video clip, even when the two actors do not
look alike and are wearing different clothes
(Levin & Simons 1997). This effect can occur in
real life as well. Experiments show that people
in natural interactions with strangers may not
notice when the person they are talking to is
swapped with someone else during their interaction (Simons & Levin 1998).
These research results may explain why one
aspect of continuity editing works. Editors
can hide the visual discontinuity created by a
cut by cutting on action, for instance, having
the cut occurring in the middle of a motion
of the actor that is holding the viewer’s attention (Dmytryk 1984, pp. 27-33). This also may
explain why audiences seem to be so forgiving
of continuity errors (Levin & Simons 2000).
In our discussion of sequences from Samskara in Paper I, we highlight scene transitions

2016).
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that are masked by object motion. In the first
example (Fig. 8, p. 36), the main object of focus
is a pulsating trilobal pattern in the forward
direction which attracts the viewer’s attention, and which, for many viewers, can hide
the wipe that replaces the background.
Faces: Faces attract attention because we
have evolved to be aware of socially relevant features such as human figures, many
animal faces, and the “directed gaze” (where
other people or animals are looking). This has
been investigated for viewers of static artwork
including paintings and sculptures (Buswell
1935; Yarbus 1967), as well as for dynamic
imagery in film and video (Treuting 2006;
Birmingham, Bischof, & Kingstone, 2008;
Castelhano, Wieth, & Henderson, 2007; Võ et
al. 2012, Smith 2013).
When a head is close enough to be seen
in detail, the eyes draw more attention than
other parts of the face (Treuting 2006). In fact,
one of the rules for when to cut in continuity editing of shots with a person moving
offscreen is to make the edit at the point
immediately after the person’s eyes have left
the frame: since a viewer tracks faces, any
additional frames with just the person’s body
in the frame, but without the face, is unnecessary (Dmytryk 1984, p. 30).
Attention to the nose and mouth are also
important, with the former used to track a
moving face, and the latter when the person
on-screen is speaking (Võ et al. 2012). Since
faces are such a consistent draw, fulldome
filmmakers can use them to not only draw
attention, but to lead a viewer’s gaze in directions where they normally would not be
looking.
Brightness: Visual signals traveling along
nerve fibers away from the retina are sent to
two different sets of cells that define the visual
pathway: the magnocellular and parvocellular systems (Livingstone & Hubel 1988). One
set of cells making up the brain’s magnocellular pathway is sensitive to changes in brightness and to high contrast, reacts quickly, but is
otherwise colorblind and has low spatial resolution.
The set of cells for the parvocellular pathway
is used to process color information, is not
sensitive to contrast, works slowly, and has
high spatial resolution. Experiments show
that a change in brightness in the visual field
will “pop out” immediately to an observer
since such signals are processed quickly by
the “magno” pathway, without the need for
conscious focused attention.
Changes in color, on the other hand, will
not be noticed as quickly since they are sent
through the slower “parvo” system (Theeuwes
1995). Treuting’s study (2006) using film clips
confirm this since bright objects were more

A rack focus is a change in focus in
the middle of a shot, resulting in a selfconscious change in emphasis, redirecting the audience’s attention from
the foreground to the background or
vice versa (Van Sijll 2005, pp. 14-15).
Fulldome film footage shot live with
a fisheye lens (which by definition is
a very wide angle, short focal length
lens) will have an extremely broad
DOF. However, computer-generated
animation based on 3D modeling is not
limited to what is possible with traditional physical camera and lens setups
(e.g., Cole et al. 2006), so rack focusing is
possible for computer-rendered shots.
Framing of space: Cinematic
staging, the way that directors arrange
and move actors within the film frame,
The examples from Paper I, Fig. 8, p. 36. Stills from Samskara. © Samskara LLC
has been analyzed by Bordwell (2005).
He outlines how directors throughout
important than differences in color in attract- the history of cinema, shaped by the cinemating viewer attention.
ic styles popular at the time and by available filmmaking technology, have employed
Growing in size: Humans and other different methods to direct the viewer’s gaze,
animals have defensive reactions to objects including composition and staging within
they appear to be on a collision course with
the frame, blocking of actors over the course
(Schiff 1965). Human infants as young as 3-6
of a shot or scene, lighting used to highlight
weeks will blink more and move their heads people or objects in the scene, and movement
back in reaction to stimuli of a dark object
of objects and actors to reveal information or
that is approaching or “looming,” while no
emphasize focus.
such effect occurs when the object is recedTreuting (2006) tested how viewers
ing (Náñez 1968). In controlled experiments responded to actual film clips using eye-trackwith adults, Franconeri & Simons (2003) ing. One finding is that when a director visushowed that an object on-screen that was
ally withholds information, such as in Alfred
looming (but not receding), or in motion,
Hitchcock’s Rope (1948), audience members
or which appeared suddenly would receive will tend to seek to find it themselves by
greater attention. We would thus expect that
searching the frame. Rope is famous for
an object that grows in size until it dominates having almost no visible cuts to suggest that
on-screen to receive greater attention.
it was shot in one continuous take. Instead
Treuting (2006) was able to show quali- of using edits to change the audience’s focus,
tative support for this hypothesis in an eye- the camera would instead pan to follow chartracking experiment using a clip from the
acters walking through the set; and instead of
Quidditch match in Harry Potter and the
cutting to a close-up, the camera would move
Sorcerer’s Stone (2001), during which viewers or zoom in closer to focus on a prop that the
shifted their gaze from a player in red who has audience should be paying attention to.
the ball, to a player in green who is approachRedirecting the camera towards one direcing from behind and filling the screen in the
tion means that other characters and objects
process.
in the scene would be outside the frame. If
visual information critical to the story is withFocus: If the lens focal length, lens aper- held, viewers will actively scan the frame in
ture, and distance of the camera result in anticipation of seeing that important detail.
shallow focus, then only part of a scene will
Since immersive fulldome cinema is effectivebe in focus. The director can set the depth of
ly frameless, cinematic staging is done without
field (DOF) to keep a foreground element in
the edges of the frame to help constrain visual
focus, with the background out of focus, or
content. But as shown in the sample frame
vice versa. The DOF increases with small aper- sequences below, there are multiple ways for
tures, while large apertures result in a shallow- directors to stage the camera and the scene to
er focus. Alternatively, switching to a narrow drive viewer attention.
angle lens (e.g., telephoto lenses which have
focal lengths 70 mm or higher) will result in
Match cuts: A match cut refers to the bridgless DOF, while a wide angle lens (35 mm or
ing of two shots that have visual elements that
less) will result in more of the scene in focus.
(Continues on next page)
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match each other. More often they are used
dramatically to link together different ideas,
locations, or time periods represented by the
individual shots (Van Sijjl 2005, pp. 118-131).
The transition from prehistoric to spacefaring eras in 2001: A Space Odyssey is executed
with one of the most famous match cuts in all
of cinema: a shot of a bone tossed up into the
air cuts to a satellite in orbit around the Earth.
This cut manages to embody all of the different ways that match cuts can work.
In addition to matching the physical shape
and motion of the two objects, the cut represents a leap to a different time and place, as
well as conveying the evolution of weaponry, from a bone used as a club to nuclear
weapons in orbit (a concept dropped from the
final film; Walker, Taylor, & Ruchti 1999; pp.
181-182).
Editing that follows the rules of Hollywood
continuity also has a tendency to lead to
“edit blindness” where the audience does not
notice a cut has occurred. Smith & Henderson (2008) have found that cutting together
two shots that have matching action—such as
a character reaching for a door and a cut to a
close-up of a hand grasping the doorknob—are
more “invisible” to the viewer.
Cuts matching action are found to be the
most seamless if there is a slight repeat of the
action for several frames from the first cut
in the second cut (Shimamura, Cohn-Sheehy, & Shimamura 2014). Viewers are able
to re-orient their attention after a cut if the
visual content between the two shots are
similar enough (Valuch et al. 2014). For fulldome films, a match cut can be used to maintain viewer focus in the same direction in the
dome after the cut as before the cut.
Color variation: An object or part of a
scene that changes color can draw attention, although this is subordinate to other
cues such as motion (Smith 2013). Similarly,
Buswell (1935) found that when viewing static
pictures, colors that were pronounced drew
less than expected amount of attention, and
Tatler, Baddeley, & Gilchrist (2005) confirmed
this in a modern eye tracking experiment
with photographs.
Franconeri & Simons (2003) found that
color was one factor that did not lead to
greater attention from the adult test subjects
in their experiments. The cone photoreceptor cells most sensitive to color are clustered
near the center of the fovea of the retina with
sharp dropoffs in cell density just 10° away
from the center (Purves et al. 2001).
Therefore, changes in color will not be as
detectable in a viewer’s peripheral vision.
Although color is less powerful as a way
to draw attention, there are films that are
predominantly black and white, but shows
objects on-screen in full color (e.g., the flag

Fig. 11: Domemaster from
Black Holes: The Other
Side of Infinity showing
the Delta II rocket bearing
the Swift observatory.
©DMNS and Thomas Lucas
Productions.

in Battleship Potemkin, the girl with the red
coat in Schindler’s List, the splashes of color
throughout Sin City). In extreme examples
like these, the contrast of an object saturated with color against a monochromatic background can draw immediate attention if the
viewer is looking in the same direction.
Camera motion: For straight-ahead
motion, we theorize that the point in the
visual field where the camera is headed (or
the “focus of expansion”) will draw attention.
Similarly when the camera is moving forward
while turning, there will be a tendency for the
viewer to focus in the direction of the turn.
This is supported by eye-tracking experiments that followed drivers navigating vehicles on actual streets. For curved roads, drivers
directed their gaze into the turn, instead of
merely relying on their peripheral vision
(Shinar, McDowell, & Rockwell 1977; Land &
Lee 1994). Treuting (2006) showed that viewers
watching a movie clip with a point-of-view
shot of a foot chase through a city tended
to focus ahead. However, since the narrative
involved the main character hunting a criminal suspect, viewers would often redirect their
focus to people and objects that were passing
by to see if they matched the target of the
chase.
In the case of many astronomical fulldome
films, when a camera moves forward through
a three-dimensional star field, the stars translate forward towards the viewer, with the
translation vectors pointing back to the focus
of expansion in front of the camera. Although
not experimentally verified, we hypothesize
that this vanishing point will naturally draw
a viewer’s eyes if there is otherwise nothing
visually distinctive about the optic flow of
stars streaming past. If the camera is turning

while moving forward, we speculate that the
audience gaze will re-focus towards the turn.

Fulldome case studies
In this section, we examine five different
sequences by examining original domemaster
frames from three fulldome films: Black Holes:
The Other Side of Infinity (2006) and Dynamic
Earth (2012), both directed by Tom Lucas, as
well as Habitat Earth (2015), directed by one
of the authors (Wyatt). By looking at these
sequences, which include those that consist
of multiple shots edited together as well as
shots that consist of continuous motion, we
will see how the audience’s gaze can be drawn
by elements within the shot, through framing
devices, and with match cuts.

Black Holes
Swift Pre-Launch (1:53)
The first sequence is the simplest of our
examples: live film footage of the Delta II
rocket taking the Swift Gamma Ray Burst
Mission satellite into orbit from Cape Canaveral (Fig. 11). The rocket is lit up at night and the
rest of the domemaster frame is in complete
darkness.2 Because most of the domemaster is
black, the eye is drawn to the brightly light
rocket and gantry in the forward center part
of the frame. The motion of the rocket and
the slow brightening of the lights also help to
draw the audience’s attention.
Swift Launch Sequence (2:37-2:56)
The subsequent launch footage of the Delta
II rocket intercuts reaction shots of scientists involved with the Swift mission on the
In fact, the footage was originally shot in HD
format, not fisheye. It was composited into the
fisheye with black painted over imagery missing
from the real shot.
2
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ground as they see the rocket go up, with telephoto footage of the rocket rising up from
the launch pad and in the air. The first shot
is from the ground with the camera tracking
from right to left, and pointed back at a row
of scientists standing on the ground in Florida
(Fig. 12a). Many of the faces are hidden by
binoculars, so we are drawn to the faces that
we can see, including one man in the white
t-shirt who benefits from the viewers’ center
bias by standing just slightly to the left of
center.
We cut to the rocket taking off after the
countdown clock reaches zero. The rocket is
in the front center part of the frame, matching the location of the previous subject with a
visible face before the cut (Fig. 12b).
In Fig. 12c, we cut back to the crowd to see
their ecstatic reaction shots. The camera tracks
back in the opposite direction, and again most
of the faces are hidden behind binoculars and
cameras. The single visible face belongs to the
man in glasses, white hat, and yellow shirt
who has a wide grin across his face. His face
and position in the front center part of the
frame make him the focus of attention.
In Fig. 12d, we cut again but the camera
stays on the ground. We are on the other side
of the crowd, seeing the rocket plume where
the smiling man was in the previous shot. The
cut has matched the position of where we
were looking before with the rocket plume
that we need to focus on in the far distance.
To help direct the viewer’s attention, there
are individuals with their backs turned who
are on either side of the rising rocket. Since
we do not see any faces, the people in the shot
act as framing architecture to direct our attention. Everyone in the shot is also looking at
the rocket via binoculars or with their normal
unaided vision. Since we have a tendency to
look where people are gazing, we follow the
gazes of the crowd at Cape Canaveral as well.
Flight Through the Milky Galaxy (0:47-1:09)
This is a sequence that we covered in Yu
et al. (2007), but we repeat it here in more
detail. The sequence consists of a rendered
flight through a simulation of the Milky Way
Galaxy. During the course of the flight, a star

Fig. 12: Domemasters from Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity showing the launch sequence of the
Swift spacecraft from Cape Canaveral. ©DMNS and Thomas Lucas Productions.

turns into a red giant, and then explodes into
a supernova. Given the vast number of stars
visible in the domemaster, is it possible to get
the audience to notice the red giant before it
explodes?
The start of the sequence (Fig. 13a) has
the camera flying through the Milky Way,
banking and turning to the right. We have
a natural propensity to turn our gaze to the
right as well, trying to anticipate what is
coming “just around the corner”—or in this
case, just beyond the right edge of the domemaster.
The bank and turn ends and the camera

levels out and flies forward. Our gaze also
levels out and re-centers towards the direction
the camera is headed towards. The stars whizzing past point back to this vanishing point in
the distance. Normally the band of the Milky
Way and the Magellanic Clouds would attract
attention by being bright objects against a
dark backdrop. However the latter are in the
upper left of the domemaster, meaning they
are far in the back and hence not noticeable
to an audience facing forward. The Milky
Way cuts across the domemaster nearly at
the halfway mark, meaning it is high up,
(Continues on next page)

Fig. 13: Domemasters from Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity showing flight through the Milky Way Galaxy and the supernova explosion of a red
giant. ©DMNS and NCSA, University of Illinois.
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Fig. 14: Domemasters from Dynamic Earth showing surface and deep water currents, including the Gulf Stream, off the southeastern coast of the United
States. ©DMNS and NASA Science Visualization Studio.

again making it hard to see. Both the composition and the camera motion is leading the
viewer’s eyes to a point below the Galactic
Center. And as the camera continues to move
forward, a star to the right of this direction
turns into a red giant (Fig. 13b). The dynamic
color shift and change in size is very noticeable when all of the other stars remain monochromatic points. The red giant expands, and
then suddenly explodes into a supernova in a
bright flash (Fig. 13c), followed by the expanding supernova remnant. The change in
brightness, size, and varied colors of the
expanding supernova remnant all serve
to highlight this object (Fig. 13d) so that if
you miss it earlier in the sequence, multiple dynamic cues will eventually draw
your eyes to the exploding star.

larger in size as they approach (Fig. 14c). The
viewer may not notice this until the arrows
“collide” with and slip around the virtual
camera. At this point they are impossible
to ignore because they appear as if they are
aiming for the viewer, and are more dominating (larger and faster) than the white surface
arrows which now become lost behind the
flurry of foreground activity (Fig. 14d).
Undersea Fauna (12:27-14:25)
In planetarium visualization software, it is

commonplace to zoom out from the planets
in the Solar System to stars at the interstellar scale, and finally clusters of galaxies at the
intergalactic scale. Objects at the next scale are
either visible or have their visibility fade up
as the camera zoom approaches the scale associated with that object (e.g., galaxies from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey not appearing until
the camera is millions of light years from
Earth).
In this last sequence from Dynamic Earth, a
(Continues on page 32)

Dynamic Earth
Undersea Currents (6:53-7:20)
In a sequence showing undersea
currents starts above Earth with the
currents visualized as moving arrows
that twist and follow surface and underwater barriers, circulate, diverge, and
converge. Currents near the surface
are colored white while deeper ones
are colder and hence colored blue and
purple. The camera is above North
America long enough for the audience
to recognize familiar features like the
Florida peninsula before plunging into
the water below (Fig. 14a).
Once underwater, a careful viewer
will discern the continental shelves and
underwater seamounts that can deflect
currents. However what is most noticeable are the bright white arrows swirling just beneath the surface. But because
the camera lies below these currents, our
gaze is turned to the eddies of currents
above us, drawn by both the bright color
as well as the frenetic activity of the
arrows (Fig. 14b).
For the unsuspecting viewer still
mesmerized by the white surface arrows,
there will be a surprise as a school of blue
to purplish arrows are headed straight for
the audience from the far right, looming

Fig. 15: Domemasters from Dynamic Earth showing a zoom out through multiple size scales and representative
fauna at each scale. ©DMNS and Spitz.
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zoom through multiple underwater scales to view different animals found at those scales uses a new visual paradigm of a rack focus instead of physical movement to
denote the change of scale. Since the smallest scale is at
the level of photosynthetic dinoflagellates (at tens of
microns across) that forms the base of the food chain in
the oceans (Fig. 15a), such a transition would appear to
mimic the re-focusing of microbial life captured between
slides in a microscope. Before the re-focusing, the next
scale is evident as blurred forms in the background
behind the foreground creatures.
After the camera re-focuses/zooms to the next scale,
copepods, tiny crustaceans 1-2 mm in length, become
clear (Fig. 15b). Like the dinoflagellates before them, the
copepods are immersed within ocean water. Instead of
merely floating and drifting, the copepods propel themselves forward, including one that hits the virtual camera
“lens” with a noticeable thump in the soundtrack (Fig.
15c).
The next change in scale shows octopus larvae, less
than 1 cm in length (Fig. 15d). As with all of the fauna
shown so far in this sequence, the individuals rendered
are floating or self-propelling through the water in every
direction throughout the domemaster. The audience’s
gaze is not being redirected to any one location in the
dome. All directions are equally likely to have activity.
The one exception is the copepod that bumps up
against the camera lens, which is doing so against the
forward center part of the domemaster, making its activity easy to spot by the viewer.
The next jump in scale reveals a school of black jack, a
large ocean fish that can measure up to a meter in length.
They swim in front of and around the camera. The eye
is easily drawn to nearby individuals who dominate the
scene when they swim close enough to be illuminated by
(presumably) a lamp associated with the virtual camera
(Fig. 15e).
However when the school of fish is more distant, the
grouping of darkened fish (no longer lit by the virtual
light source) swimming in unison draws attention. The
disk of the sun, distorted in appearance when viewed
from beneath the surface of the waves, is also prominent
since it is the only other light source in the scene.
As the school of jacks disappear, they are replaced by
one, followed by many, hammerhead sharks (Fig. 15f). We
have now reached a size scale of several meters. Although
they are fewer in number, the sharks still fill up the dome
impressively (Fig. 15g).
The end of the sequence nears as the hammerhead
sharks disappear except for a handful that swim near
the top of the dome (corresponding to the center of the
domemaster). Since these are just at the edge of the audience’s visual field (even for those sit at the back of the
room), they help frame and highlight the large space in
the forward part of the dome where no sharks are swimming (Fig. 15h). Even the light from the sun dims as the
camera plunges deeper into the ocean.
The large negative space becomes a compelling area
of focus by dominating the frame and being in the front
center. The audience is finally rewarded with the beak of
a large baleen whale that emerges from the murk, slight
right of forward center. As the whale swims gracefully
through the scene, the sun has diminished into a faint
smudge. Our attention is captured by the whale, lit by

the only bright light left, the virtual spotlight associated with the camera. The illumination catches the large
eye, which, being eye-like, also becomes the focus of
the viewer (Fig. 15i).

Habitat Earth
Kelp Forest Sequence (02:50-06:10)
In the California Academy of Sciences production
Habitat Earth, the show introduces a kelp forest early in
the show, building a set of concepts that will be integral
to ideas developed later in the story. The kelp forest is
introduced with the camera moving forward through
an underwater depiction of San Francisco Bay, as a wipe
transition reveals the clearer, bluer waters with kelp
visible in the distance (Fig. 16a).
As the camera enters the kelp forest, its forward
motion slows, inviting viewers to look around and feel
immersed in the environment; the narration describes
the kelp forest in general terms, without drawing attention to any particular elements in the scene.
A slight camera tilt downward accompanies a reference to kelp fronds on the seafloor (a significant source
of nutrients), but only when a school of fish moves
rapidly from the left into the mid-ground (Fig. 16b) is
the viewers’ attention pulled toward a specific location on-screen, timed to a reference to “spiny purple sea
urchins” in the narration. The combination of movement and contrasting color ensure that the audience is
looking at the right place at the right time.
The reappearance of the school of fish (this time
moving from right to left in the frame) draws attention
toward the center of the frame just in time for a sea otter
to appear in the distance (Fig. 16c). The sea otter’s movement and high contrast facial features maintain its
focus as the center of interest (Fig. 16d), and the camera
naturally follows the otter as it ascends to the water’s
surface, where it joins a second sea otter to consume a
sea urchin snack (Fig. 16e).
Although the change in scenery (from below water
to above water) and relatively motionless camera
invite the audience to look around and enjoy the environment in a relatively undirected fashion, the pull
of the mammals’ faces and behavior keeps attention
focused on the sea otters, as the narration describes
their importance to the proper functioning of the kelp
forest ecosystem.
When the camera follows the second sea otter back
underwater, the creature’s path crosses the center of
interest in the front of the theater, and in its perceptual wake, graphic elements appear to illustrate various
concepts in the narration (Fig. 16f). The saturated green,
yellow, and orange of these elements contrasts with the
“natural” hues in the scene, effectively directing the
viewers’ attention to the relevant content on-screen.
The sequence continues with fluid camera motion
highlighting various vignettes in the kelp forest, maintaining the focus in the center of interest (Figs. 17a, 17b).
In order to illustrate a rapid change in scale from centimeters to microns, the virtual camera racks focus in
a style similar to the Dynamic Earth undersea fauna
sequence described above (Fig. 17c). After returning
to a macroscopic scale, we reprise the highly saturated graphic elements that appeared earlier in the scene,

Fig. 16: Domemasters
from Habitat Earth
showing frames
from the kelp forest
sequence. ©California
Academy of Sciences.

(Continues on page 34)
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illustrating the connections between different species in a complex food web (Fig. 17d).
Minimal camera motion once again invites
the audience to examine the entire scene,
underscoring the concept that these environments are highly complex. As the kelp
forest sequence draws to a close, the narration makes a critical point about the Sun
being the energy source for the biodiversity we have witnessed in the scene, and a
lack of large objects in the center of interest coupled with the brightness of sunlight
refracting through the water’s surface
draws viewers’ attention to the location
of the Sun on the dome (Fig. 17e). This
precedes a crossfade to the next scene in
the show, to a terrestrial forest (Fig. 17f). The
similar positioning of the Sun at the end of
the kelp forest sequence and the beginning
of the terrestrial forest sequence reinforces continuity between the two scenes and
also emphasizes the critical content point
that the Sun provides energy for virtually
all living systems on Earth.

Fig. 17: Domemasters from Habitat Earth showing frames from the kelp forest sequence. ©California Academy
of Sciences.

Conclusions and future work
Despite having the substantial freedom
to direct their gaze anywhere in the dome,
audiences often do not. Part of this reason
may be due to center bias, where we naturally return our gaze to what is directly in front
of us. But clever directors and producers can
also redirect audience attention. The most
important visual cues they can use are motion
followed by human (or animal) faces; less
important are secondary cues like brightness
and color variations, and “looming” objects.
It may be possible for one moving object to
direct focus so effectively that the rest of the
visual environment is ignored. When changes
occurring elsewhere in the visual field are
finally noticed, they can be a surprise to the
viewer. The power of motion and other visual
cues to draw attention may explain why
faster paced giant screen documentaries and
Hollywood narrative films shown in IMAX
theaters (Paper I, pp. 31-34) are still comprehensible to audiences.
These types of cues become more important for productions not intended for tilted
fulldome theaters. In unidirectional theaters,
the bias to the center defines an easy “default”
direction for the audience to look. In level
theaters with concentric seating, the “default”
view may shift to the zenith of the dome, but
depending on the seat tilt, there may not be
a common point in the dome that is easily
visible to all of the audience.
However, even in this latter case, the visual
cueing discussed in this paper can be used to
draw viewer attention. Merely “panning” the
object of interest around the theater can draw
audience attention because of its motion.
In virtual reality (VR), the full visual field is

spherical instead of hemispherical. Yet almost
all consumer head-mounted displays have
limited fields-of-view that are roughly 100°
across, far smaller than fulldome (Shanklin
2016). Therefore when developing content
that can also play in VR as well as fulldome, it
is even more important for visual cues be used
to effectively guide the viewer.
The cues we have discussed in this paper
are suggestive based on anecdotal evidence,
earlier findings in human perception, and
work by cognitive psychologists studying
how viewers react to traditional cinema. We
do not have comparable research to show
how effective such cues are in actual fulldome
films shown in real-life settings. However it
appears that large-scale eye-tracking experiments in a dome theater are possible (Bielecki,
Potęga vel Żabik, & Gochna 2016). New empirical studies based on their approach will help
shore up our results, and place any recommended best practices for immersive cinema
on a solid research footing.
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We use the planetarium to teach students
that the two key factors responsible for our
Earthly seasons are the duration and the angle
of insolation.
Our fulldome video system is capable of
demonstrating the sun’s daily path, including a history trail for each of the solstices and
equinoxes. With those lines on the dome, the
students can really see the obvious difference
in the first factor: the duration. They have no
trouble seeing that the summer line is longer
than the equinox line(s) and much longer
than the winter line. Furthermore, we can
change location and show how the effect is
exaggerated or diminished at polar or tropical latitudes.
However, they still didn’t seem to get what
the sun’s altitude had to do with the intensity. The human eye is so good at adapting to
different light environments that we don’t
perceive that sunlight is actually brighter on
the ground in summer than in winter.
We explained and showed the students
diagrams, talked about shadow lengths, but
we never really felt like they understood
how the sun’s altitude affected the intensity.

Teachers use illustrations like the one below
to explain the concept, but test results demonstrated that understanding was still lacking.
We also can inadvertently reinforce a
common misconception with such diagrams
because students can think that the insignificantly longer distance the light travels to the polar
region is responsible for the lower intensity.
A few years ago, we had an idea for a new
lab activity. We dreamed up an exercise that
would involve tactile interaction and physical measurements by the students to really
drive home the effect of the angle
of incoming light. The activity required two novel devices: a
giant protractor and a light that
projected a crisply-focused beam.

flashlight, or lamp we tried was insufficient
because it did not provide illumination with
a definite edge. We finally came across the
ETC Source 4 Mini light fixture, which is a
miniature version of stage lights called “ellipsoidals” or “leekos.” It uses lenses to create the
precise illumination control that we needed.
We applied for and were awarded a grant to
purchase two of the light fixtures.
While the difference in the light intensity is
clearly apparent from higher or lower angles,
we didn’t have a way for the students to quan-

A very big protractor
Thanks to leftover pieces
of a musical set, Williamsville
North’s stage crew was able to
create giant 8-ft-wide protractors
for our lab. We just had to find a
light source that would project a
tightly focused area. Every bulb,
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Image from WikiHow/creative commons
The circle of light from a 90 degree angle

Photo courtesy of ETC (Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc.)

The ellipse of light from a low angle.

Measuring the physical size of the projected area of light.
Here are some pictures by the authors of the setup and the students working
with the giant protractor. (Note: The room lights are on for these pictures, but
they were turned off during the data collection for better light meter results.)
All photos by the authors.

for graphing. The Lux Meter
app by Crunchy ByteBox was
our choice, but many others
are out there.
We attached the light to the
giant protractor over a series
of angles (90, 75, 60, 45, 30 and
15 degrees) and aimed at the
floor adjacent to the middle
Measuring the intensity of light with a smartphone app.
of the protractor. We had the
students measure the circle or
tify the brightness. We thought about using ellipse width and length, which convenientsolar cells and measuring the voltage, but that ly fit within a meter stick. They calculated the
area of the lighted area using the formula here:
approach would get complicated.
Next, they measured the light intensity
A Dome-L posting mentioned use of a smart
phone app to measure light intensity as part of with someone’s smartphone. Not only could
a different lab about the seasons. With this, we they see the difference in the illuminated area
had a way for the students to collect numbers and brightness, but they had data for both
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that they could graph.
The giant protractor method also helps
dispel the distance misconception. The light
fixture is the same distance from the projection area at each of the angles.
We hoped for better understanding, but
were surprised at how very effective the lab
was. Students enjoyed the experience and
demonstrated deep understanding of the
concept on their lab reports and subsequent
tests. Students of all ability levels made graphs
that showed the relationships clearly, and
their written answers demonstrated mastery
of the concept.
Now we have a great way to really show
the effect of the angle of insolation. We’re just
trying to think of what else we can measure
with our giant protractors!		
I
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Tales from Dome Under
Tom Callen
Vaxholm, Sweden
tcallen08@gmail.com

“Origins”
Or, how I started out at Strasenburgh Planetarium
It was near the end of my junior year in high school; the freedom
and carefree days of a long summer stretched before me with no structured activities like classes to look forward to.
One day my earth science teacher, Brian Oyer, asked if anyone
wanted to volunteer to help him with a summer class for kids that he
was going to teach for the School of Science and Man at the Rochester
Museum and Science Center. No takers at first glance, but it sounded
like it could be interesting. Checking back with him later to see what
was required and if there would be any pay involved (there wasn’t),
I also found out that one of my female classmates was also thinking
about volunteering, so it could potentially be an interesting class to
help out with after all.
And so, for two weeks, it was up early in the morning even though
school was over, get dressed, eat breakfast, throw together some lunch
to take along and then get a ride over to Brian’s house for the trip to
the museum. While it sounded like a lot to do so within the context of
summer vacation, it did certainly beat having to go to summer school
to make up some class that was found to be lacking during the regular
school year. And it was fun.
We were at the museum school’s office one afternoon after our
class was over for the day and Brian mentioned that they had some
forms there to fill out for people who might be interested in working
part-time within the Science Center complex. He figured “what could
it hurt if I filled one out,” which I did, we walked back to where his
car was parked to go home to the suburbs. I didn’t give it any more
thought after that.
About six months later—early winter 1972—I got a call from the
museum’s part-time employee office wondering if I was still interested
in working there; they had a position for a weekend usher at the Strasenburgh Planetarium, which was the one place there where I really
wanted to work. I was already interested in astronomy at the time and
this seemed like an ideal situation and besides, to me it was the coolest
part of the entire science center.
I can distinctly remember when they started to build the planetarium—one couldn’t miss the large sign in front of the construction site—
that became the showpiece of what is now the Rochester Museum and
Science Center. In spite of the sign that said a planetarium was coming,
I had no idea what a planetarium was except for the fact that it had me
intrigued.
With America’s space program in full swing and the promised lunar
landings coming in the near future, anything to do with space and
astronomy had my interest. And whatever this planetarium was promised to deliver that, though I had no idea how it would do so.
After agreeing to the usher’s position I found out that Robert, the
person who I was going to replace on the planetarium’s weekend staff,
would be the one who would also train me on that Friday night: 25
February 1972.

Aerial view of the Strasenburgh Planetarium at the Rochester Museum and
Science Center. The photo was taken with a balloon camera purchased
under NASA grant NNX10AD87G. Photo courtesy Steve Fentress.

And from then on I was on my own for the rest of that first weekend,
as it was literally his last day, which meant I had just a couple of hours
on that one night to find out what the routines were before my debut
without dress rehearsal the next afternoon.
I also discovered that I was going to have to do something about my
clothes while on the job, judging from Robert’s rather natty attire of
turtleneck sweater, sport coat, and slacks. This was one angle of the job
that I hadn’t even thought about.

A snowy night in February
It seemed like a pretty slow night since it was a Friday in February—I
remember there was ample snow outside on the Museum grounds and
along the sidewalk to the planetarium—and it was pretty straightforward as we walked around the public and staff areas.
The next day I would have to get through the whole day—from 13.00
until closing at about 21.00—by myself. And the next day, Sunday, and
then each weekend after that for as long as I had the position. My pen
flew over page after page in the memo pad as I tried to get everything
down that I was supposed to do.
I guess I should not have been too surprised that Saturday was
nothing like the walk through session the night before; little did I
know that the weekends were the busiest time of the week and I had
walked into a small whirlwind of activity.
The only time that it seemed to abate was when the public was in
the theater, though the rest of the building could be full of people who
had just come from there or were waiting their turn to go in.
Upon showing up to work at around 13.00 on Saturdays and Sundays,
one of the first things that had to be done was set up the ropes and stanchions where the audience cued up in the planetarium’s lobby. Usually
they were already set up from the week, but if the cleaning staff had
gone through earlier in the day and had vacuumed the wall-to-wall
carpeting, then they had to be reset. We did this so that the audience made an orderly flow past the ticket-taking area at the theater’s
entrance while not taking up to much space so that if a show was very
full, people could still get past the cue.
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Historical postcards:

Abovet: The Strasenburgh Planetarium, circa 1970, photo by John Paris.
Dexter Press.
”John Paris (formerly the head tech at the Burke Baker Planetarium in

Houston), was Strasenburgh's head tech. I believe these pictures were
taken with a 4x5 plate camera that we had in the building.John would have
done the first ones that were originally sold, then the one by Don Ceppi.
”This probably summer 1969 orearly 1970. The place opened in January
1968, and it's clearly "Rochester" in spring or summer. One problem with
local kids was that—if they were really careful—could climb along the
spine of the snaky concrete wall that ran up to the building roof; this is
what makes up the tail of the ’spiral galaxy’ shape of the building when
seen from overhead. I can recall more than once having to go out and get
kids down off of it.”
Right: Dated circa 1970s, Don Ceppi, Spector News Agency, Rochester,
New York.
”This sculpture—think it was supposed to symbolize the spirit of flight
into space—was done by Italian sculptor Francesco Somaini and was
unveiled on 19 September 1970, almost two and a half years after opening.
Here is a link from Strasenburgh's web site about it: www.rmsc.org/strasenburghplanetarium/about/somaini-sculpture.
”We often had problems with kids climbing on the sculpture, and I don't
think it was ever vandalized during the time I was there (no connection
between the two.) I believe that the Trans Am is maybe that of technician Kevin Atkins or Bruce Johnson (race car nut), and the Camaro behind
is probably Production Designer Vic Costanzo's (he had several over the
years).”
All postcards are from the site Pictures of Rochester and Monroe County,
compiled by the Monroe County GenWeb at mcnygenealogy.com. Used
with thanks to Dick Halsey and the site.

Balancing the stanchions: it’s an art
That always seemed to be a balancing act between getting the stanchions placed just right so that you didn’t end up messing yourself up
when too many people wound their way around them and tried to
funnel past as you took their tickets as they headed up the darkened
tunnel that lead into the planetarium theater.
Like the old adage says, “practice makes perfect,” and after awhile it
became almost second nature. Then it became an exercise in trying to
make it more efficient. Still, it was a time-consuming task that I don’t
think any of us appreciated, which is also probably why the cleaning
staff never put them back in place.
About ten minutes before it was time for the show to start, there was
a button in a staff area overseeing the lobby that activated a doorbelllike chime that rang throughout the public areas so that visitors knew
it was time to cue up to go into the theater.
Once the audience was in line, there was another button that you
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pushed that started a tape cartridge player and slide show that appeared
on a back-projected screen that lowered itself from over the entrance
ramp. This welcomed the public to the theater and gave them the basic
information about what they could and couldn’t do in the theater:
no food, no drinks, no flash photography, no getting up and walking
around during shows, etc. At one time there was even a flash behind
the screen that was triggered to go off when the cartoon of the camera
with the flash attachment was shown.

Slide projectors being…well, slide projectors
When the pre-show ended the screen then raised itself back into
the ceiling. From time to time the slide projector that was part of the
show would have problems—jammed slide, even a burned out projector lamp—and one had to literally get out a folding ladder and climb
up into the ceiling to see if it could be fixed between shows. Standing
on top of that ladder inside the ceiling gave a whole new meaning to
the expression of “learning (the building) from the inside out” as its
construction was laid out before you as you cajoled the projector into
working again.
One particularly unpleasant duty that the ushers had to perform
once in a blue moon was to tell people that we had to cancel a show.
While one might guess that this was because of technical problems, the
actual reason more than likely had to do with numbers. At that time
the planetarium had a policy that it would not run a scheduled show
unless there were 75 tickets sold, the number that was required to cover
staff and operating expenses for that hour. And if there were less than
that it was up to the usher, not the ticket sellers, to go out and tell the
expectant audience that that scheduled show was cancelled and that
they were welcome to attend the next scheduled show in about an
hour, or get a refund if they wanted to.
Needless to say, the public tended to take out their displeasure on the
usher who was only stating what the policy was and who had nothing
to do with the fact that not enough tickets has been sold. I can recall
some anxious moments in the vicinity of the ticket sellers waiting
for the word whether or not a show on a slow day had reached the
“golden” 75 or not.
I have worked in five planetariums in my career, of which four sold
tickets. This was the only one that ever had a minimum number of
sales before they would run a scheduled show. As odd as that seems, it
can be even odder to come into a show in a theater that seats over 250
and there are only two or three people in the place. But the show went
on regardless.
After the pre-show had started, you went through the planetari(Continues on next page)
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um via the control room entrance from
the staff area, took a quick sweep through
the theater to make sure everything was
as it should be. Then it was a press of the
entrance door button on the control
console and you went through these pneumatically-opened double doors and down
the darkened ramp out to the expectant
crowd. Filing by they handed you their
ticket and disappeared up the ramp to their
seats inside.
When the last person had passed you
closed the rope at the end of the stanchions, followed them up the ramp, took
another quick circuit around the center of
the walled elevator shaft where the world’s
first Zeiss Model VI planetarium projector
lurked below floor level, and then it was over to the control
console where the technician sat ready to begin the presentation.
As in most theaters with unassigned seating, it could be a
problem with a large audience and some people had to be
moved to another part of the theater so that they ended up
sitting apart from their friends or family.
The idea was to get everyone seated as quickly as possible
in order to get started on time. There was only about 10 to
15 minutes in turnaround time between shows and in those
rare instances when there was some sort of a problem that the
technician needed to resolve before the next show started,
there was even less time. Rarely did we start late, but that was an exception and it could affect the rest of the day so it was to be avoided.
After the show had started it was back out to the ticket-selling
counter, where you counted the tickets you collected so that it could be
checked against the number of tickets that the cashiers had sold. Sometimes they forgot to write down the starting or the ending number
printed on the tickets and it was up to you, the usher, to sort through
the pile of tickets pulled out of your coat pocket and find the highest
or the lowest number so that they could put it on their cashier’s record
sheet for the day’s sales.
Why was that? Because as the usher of the day you were tantamount
to being the low man on the totem pole, as cashiers “outranked” you.
Even the security guard was higher status than you were. On the other
hand he also carried a gun, so that was as good a reason as any.
Usually you also tore the tickets in half when you were done counting. This could be a real problem if the cashiers had forgoten to tell you
that they needed to find a starting or ending number, since now you
had twice as many to sort through.

Next: Checking out the gallery
Once ticket counting was over, it was time to go through the exhibits gallery to make sure that nothing was amiss. If there was a technical
problem, it was invariably associated with something called the “AstroScreen,” a giant three-screen, rear-projected slide show that dominated
one of the upper walls of the darkened cave-like exhibit area.
When the show wasn’t running it was lit from behind with red,
green, and yellow floodlights, which was nice. At the base of the wall
was a display with a large button that activated the AstroScreen to play
back a slide show that consisted of something like nine dissolvable
35mm slide projectors that were controlled by a rudimentary programmer. It originally had an audio track as well.
This display had to be the bane of the ushers, and probably also for
the technicians since it didn’t always run as it should, which meant
that you had to climb up behind the rear-projection screens and try to

Historical postcards:

Top: Interior displays, circa early 1970s. Dexter Press, photo by John
Paris.
”This was taken probably before the place even opened because
if you look into the blacklight tunnel there are no displays in there
yet. The slide show above was called the AstroScreenand this is
very early since the push button mounting that was underneath
it on the curved black wall had not been installed yet; that came
later. There was also a music track that played while the screen was
active, which over a day tended to drive you batty. I think this is
what led to the push button activation-on-demand; it played for
awhile and then timed out and shut off. Also, the Saturn V rocket is
another giveaway that it's very early. At one point in time there was
a half-sized model of the lunar module that stood in front of that
curved wall. The large moon at the far end went through phases;
it was a wall-mounted translucent hemisphere with the naked eye
moon's surface painted on it. There was a lamp inside with a bowllike cup that rotated around the bulb via motor to replicate the
phases. Sometimes that bulb would go out and had to be changed,
accessed through the planetarium gift shop that was on the other
side of the wall behind it.”
 tar Projector, date unknown, Dexter Press.
S
”This is the West German, Oberkochen-built Zeiss Model VI #1. Note
the distinction; the original Zeiss factory was in Jena, East Germany
after WW II, so American facilities did not have those due to the
Cold War (though you could certainly see Jena-built machines of
the same vintage in Canada and elsewhere). The moon panorama in
the background is one of Production Designer Vic Costanzo's many
masterpieces. This picture was taken after opening, since the small
constellation projector balls are on the ends of the large starballs.
Earlier publicity photos of the instrument—for example the first
Strasenburgh promotional booklet—did not have them mounted
yet.
”The Zeiss VIa that we had at the Albert Einstein Planetarium (originally the Albert Einstein Spacearium, at the Smithsonian Air and
Space Museum in Washington D.C.) was West Germany's 1976
bicentennial birthday present to the United States. It was the first
VIa, with "a" standing for automation; the first in the world for
Zeiss.”

(Continues on page 44)
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(laser) focused on education

Introducing SciDome IQ 2400 Laser and SciDome IQ 4K Laser - high resolution laser-illuminated
projection designed specifically for educational planetariums. Laser fulldome display brings stunningly
bright imagery to your dome (6,000 lumen 2.4K and 12,000 lumen 4K). Unlike lamp projectors, the
laser light source has a 20,000 hour lifetime. No other systems combine superior image quality with
the education features of SciDome.
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Historical postcards:

Dated: 1960s, Dexter Press
Text on back: The “Clock of the Nations” delights the youngat-heart in Midtown Plaza mall, Rochester, New York. The
clock, center of interest in the 7½-acre downtown shopping
and business complex, opens on the hour and half-hour and
marionettes dance to music of twelve nations.
“Our family lived out in the suburbs about a half hour from
downtown Rochester, but we went into the city from time
to time to go shopping in Midtown Plaza, one of the first
urban indoor malls in the United States. It was a large shopping center that had everything—and for us kids it seemed
like it had everything—under one roof, including the parking
garage.
“Don’t bother looking for it today since it was torn down in
autumn 2010 as part of yet another renovation of the downtown area. But, in its day, people even came from Canada
to marvel at both it and its giant and very colorful “Clock
of Nations” that put on a little musical show with animated puppets depicting a dozen different countries every
hour on the hour. Each hour one of the bullet-like shells that
contained one puppet would open while it went around the
clock’s tower, and for the grand finale, all 12 would open
up so that you could see all of them at one time. People
would actually converge in the center of the mall where it
was located on the hour so that they could take in the spectacle.”
The clock is now located at Greater Rochester International Airport.

A history of starting careers
Steve Fentress is the current director of the Strasenburgh Planetarium. He shared a brief history of people in the planetarium
field who got their start or made significant impacts at the Strasenburgh.
“Its first director was Ian McLennan (long-time IPS affiliate
representative of the Canadian Association of Science Centres),
hired at the same time as the architect, Carl F. W. Kaelber Jr.
Together they worked out the design of the building to execute
Ian's vision of a new type of planetarium.
“Technical director John Paris and production designer/artist
Victor A. Costanzo Jr. came in while the building was still under
construction. After the planetarium had been open for a couple
of years, Ian went on to a short time as president of the Rochester
Museum & Science Center. He is still consulting from his home
base in Vancouver.
“Many other people have come through here over the last 50
years, so if I start naming I will certainly omit people. Nonetheless:
“Marc Taylor in Yonkers, New York; Jason Davis, Cleveland,
Ohio; John Wharton, St. Louis, Missouri, Jon Elvert, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana; Rob Landis at NASA; Mike Murray, Bay City, Michigan; David Duszynski, Cincinnati, Ohio; Mike Day, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Dennis Mammana, San Diego, California; and Jim
O'Leary, Baltimore, Maryland—all came through the so-called
internship program, which was defunded around 2002.
“I say so-called because it wouldn't meet current legal requirements to be called an internship. It was more like cheap labor.
“MAPS Past-President Paul Krupinski, who does shows for us
when he's not running his Starlab from Buffalo, was also an intern.
Our famous 1990 show kit Space Bus was written by Mark Bourne
while he was an intern.
“In the modern era, Dr. Valerie Rapson, who is now outreach
astronomer at Dudley Observatory in Schenectady, New York,
did shows for us part-time just a couple of years ago, while finishing her Ph.D. at Rochester Institute of Technology studying
protoplanetary disks.”			
— Sharon Shanks

sort out the problem. Often it was as simple as making sure that the slide
projectors were all back at the starting position. Sometimes there was
something wrong with the program itself.
If you, as usher, couldn’t sort it out, you told the technician on show
operating duty and they took a shot at it. There were times when it was
shut down completely and left for Monday, as the problem would take
more time to handle than was available on the weekend.
One of the exhibits on display was a elongated u-shaped black light
tunnel that had large bays on either side of the railed walkway that
went through the center of it. The planetarium’s artist, Vic Costanzo,
and the technicians had created a variety of interesting scenes: from a
large rotating spiral galaxy, a view of the Earth and distant moon from
orbit (before anyone had ever seen that view in person), an orrery,
and landscape of one of Jupiter’s Galilean satellites with the gas giant
looming in its night sky. It ended with a radio telescope on an alien
world that slowly rocked back and forth as it swept the sky.

Caution: Don’t touch the exhibits!
There were no protective windows in front of these displays as they
would have to have been made of large sheets of curved plastic, which
would have glowed under the UV black lights that made the displays
light up. To keep people from reaching in and touching the model, a
fine network of barely visible black wires crisscrossed the open space
between the viewers and the exhibits.
What visitors did not know was that the wires were hooked up to a
cattle fence charger that was located nearby. Anyone who did fancy
grabbing something ran the risk of getting a pretty good jolt from the
wires, though, as like all cattle fence chargers, it was not electrifying the
wires constantly, but was pulsed. I have actually seen people come in
and reach in, touch the wires between pulses, reach in again when the
wires were live and get a pretty good jolt.
One of the most unusual (okay, humorous) things I ever saw in that
black light gallery was on a Saturday and there was a troop of Boy
Scouts going through. The handrails that bounded the walkway that
people followed through the gallery had a heavy metal screen that ran
from the wooden rail down to the floor so that you couldn’t go under
the handrail. Painted black like everything else in the gallery so that the
UV-lit displays would look better, it was essentially invisible.
I had just come into the entrance and was starting to go down the
walkway. One of the scouts reached in to touch something and before I
could say anything he hit one of the wires, which was carrying voltage
at that exact moment. With one of his hands on the wire and the other
on the handrail where he was touching the metal screen, everyone else
down the walkway that was holding the handrail at the same time also
shared his surprise as he got zapped by the cattle fence charger.
The public eventually got their revenge, though I can’t say if it was
(Continues on page 58)
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The search for meteor craters
Results of the 2016 international expedition to Lake Smerdjach’e

Nikolay Lapin
Chief of the Observatory
Nizhny Novgorod Planetarium
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
aplanru@mail.ru

Earth—the cosmic body. Over the course
of 4.5 billion years it has undergone a huge
number of collisions. Bombardments by asteroids and other objects helped to created our
planet. To study how this process works, we
can observe impacts on other planets, past
impacts on the moon, and asteroids in orbit.
But to study the effects on Earth, we must
look at the traces left by impacts.
The main problem is the identification of
the impact site. On the surface of the moon,
you can look for and find traces left by meteorites billions of years ago. But Earth’s atmosphere and weather affects the preservation
of the traces on Earth and they are very difficult to find. It is practically impossible to find
evidence after several thousand years. There
are exceptions, of course, in areas where there
is virtually no rainfall and vegetation.
Development of space sensing methods of
Earth’s surface has allowed us to find many
traces of suspected impacts.
As it turns out, there were periods in Earth’s
history that are difficult to explain , such as
abrupt climate changes. These changes did
not fit into the overall picture of the dynamics of the Earth’s climate and entail building new theories that take into account the
effects of cosmic impact.
The Holocene Impact Working Group
(HIWG) is working to study cosmic impacts
in the recent past to determine if they are
more frequent than currently thought. The
hypothesis is that high power impacts radically change the conditions for life. These are
the once every 1000 year impacts equivalent
to a 10-megaton bomb. Thus far, the group
has identified several hundred structures that
clearly have cosmic origin.
Traces of these “attacks” from space are
found over the entire surface of the Earth.
Many disappeared due to erosion and now
are difficult to identify, and others are hidden
under water or are located in inaccessible or
hard-to-reach areas. Primary identification is
carried out in the study of space images and

Fig. 2 Six impact spherules, 1 metallic fragment plus
1 rock fragment; within size 1 sq. mm. All photos
provided by author.

surveys of the local population about the existence of structures having a circular shape.
The next step is an expedition to the site,
to verify if it is a shock formation. On site are
conducted primary research aimed at finding
the meteorite or its fragments. If you can’t
locate fragments, the search moves to finding
the crater. We look for differences in elevation, which must be distinguished from the
local landscape and from processes that might
have changed it (a river or stream flowing
nearby or human activities).
Finally, if searchers are unable to determine
the primary signs, the next is the comprehensive study. This involves shooting heights
and depths to build a topographical map of
the territory adjacent to the Lake and searching for samples that reflect indirect signs of
impact.
The telltale signs of impacts include substantial craters with rocks and soil on the surface

that rightly belong to greater depths, and a
high concentration of metals such as nickel
and iron found in spherules.

Tracing the steps of formation
The formation of the crater takes place in
several stages. First is the impact on the flat
surface, which causes ejecta. Excavating at
the site and at a distance shows the scattering of ejected soils, thrown out and heated as a
result of the kinetic energy of the impact. The
temperature of the resulting substance reaches
a few thousand degrees, resulting in melting
and vaporization, sometimes completely, of
the meteor. Molten rock and melted soil flies
away, forming spherical structures (sperules)
that can be as small as few tens of nanometers.
The vaporized material precipitates, which
leads to an increase in the content of metals in
soils near the impact site.
(Continues on page 48)

Figure. 1 Location map of proven (~ 185) impact structures on the Earth’s surface. Source: Expert Database on the Earth Impact Structures (EDEIS), 2015
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The availability of prospective sites plays
an important role for their study. In Russia
there are several sites that need to be studied,
but they are not always readily reached.
There are several lakes in the vicinity of
Nizhny Novgorod that were formed as the
result of impacts: Lake Smerdjach’e (400 km
to the West), Svetloyar (150 km to the North),
and Lezhninskoe (350 km to the East).
Svetloyar Lake carries a number of mysteries and puts forward two main hypotheses
of its origin: glaciation and cosmic impact.
Research of the cause of the formation of the
Lake began in the middle of the last century,
but particularly fruitful study did not come
until the beginning the 21st cenutyr. A
special contribution to the study of the Lake
Svetloyar came from Alexey Kiselev, senior
researcher of the Nizhniy Novgorod Planetarium. Thanks to him, Svetloyar became one of
the first lakes studied in Russia as part of the
International Holocene Working Group, led
by Dr. Dallas Abbott of Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory of Columbia University (USA)
and Vyacheslav Gusjakovym of the Tsunami
Laboratory at the Institute of Computational
Mathematics and Mathematical Geophysics,
Novosibirsk, Russia.

Immediately below: From the bottom
up: Ameline, Kiselev and Abbott
selecting samples from the pit.
Below left: Dr. Abbot waiting for
tea. Bottom: The Working Group at
Smerdjach’e Lake. The leftmost is
Kiselev, at the center is Gusjakov, and
second from the right is Abbott.

Svetloyar Lake

Lake Smerdjach’e

Doing the measurements
For 2013-15, work of the expedition took
place on two lakes: Svetloyar and Smerdjach’e.
Were explored coastlines, measured the depth
of the lakes, and sampled soil from different
depths. According to the results of three expeditions, it was decided to concentrate on the
study of Lake Smerdjach’e and then head back
to the Lake Svetloyar. According to Abbott,
in the primary analyses of soils around Lake
Smerdjach’e have more signs of meteoric
origin, but the hypothesis of meteoric origin
for Svetlojara is not rejected.
Circular shapes on Earth’s surface not only
can be formed by impact, but also by karst
failure in the path of ancient glaciers. Porous
underground limestone can collapse to form
sinkholes and/or swamps.
The hypothesis of the meteoric nature
Lake Smerdjach’e was suggested as early as the
1980s, thanks to its shape, its diameter (300
meters), and its depth (26 meters), as well as
the presence of a surrounding wall suggesting
the upthrust crater walls.
Evidence collections were not conducted at the lake until recently by the Laboratory of Meteoritics at the Vernadsky Institute of
Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry of
the Russian Academy of Sciences. A definitive
answer was not reached.
In the spring of 2016, Dr. Abbott from
Columbia
University
visited
Nizhny
Novgorod Planetarium for a lecture.
The main activity of the summer focused
on soil sampling from different points around

the lake and the coastline. It is necessary to
clarify the dispersion of soil. To do this, pits
were dug an a radial direction from the center
of the lake, along the coastline and also a kilometer further away. If the composition of the
soil in sections from one pit to another does
not change, and coincides with the reference,
then it is not possible to deny the meteoritic origin. It also is necessary to find spherules
and make an accurate determination of metal
content in the soil.

All the evidence collected and the presence
of spherules and other metal concentrations in
the near pits indicates the unequivocal origin
of Lake Smerdjach’e is from an impact. I

Nikolai Lapin, in addition to serving as chief of
the Nizhny Novgorod Planetarium Observatory, is a teacher at Nizhny Novgorod Predagogical University and a candidate of physical and
mathematical sciences. He loves fishing and
hiking in nature.
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Left: Alby and Limbradur set out on a journey through space and
time. All images: Softmachine.

The challenge:
The characters enter the three-dimensional spacetime grid

Scientifically correct general theory of relativity
in a fulldome environment

Christoph Brandl
3d Artist/Scientific Visualization
Softmachine
c.brandl@softmachine.de
A century of general relativity
The year 2015 marked the 100th anniversary of the release of Albert Einstein’s general
theory of relativity (GTR). Ten years after
revolutionizing our comprehension of light
in the special theory of relativity, Einstein did
the same for the force of gravitation. While
overturning our understanding of gravity, he
also changed our view of the nature of space
and time itself.
Probed to its most subtle predictions
and confirmed countless of times, the GTR
remains a theory of unsurpassed accuracy
and elegance. It reinforced Einstein’s status as
a superstar of modern science and made him
the epitome of a genius. Ironically, it is this
standing as a prodigy that leads to reservations about engagement with the GTR in the
greater public. People ask themselves, quite
understandably, how could they could ever
fathom a genius’ masterpiece?

Two friends on a magical journey
To that end, Softmachine’s new fulldome
movie The Secrets of Gravity: In the Footsteps of
Albert Einstein aims to introduce the GTR to a
broad audience. It presents Einstein’s findings
to children and adults in a fun and playful
way, and in doing so alleviates fears about
abstract physics.
The 45-minute animated movie follows
Limbradur, a student of the school of magic,
who has become bored by all the sorcery. He’d
rather be an astronaut when he’s grown up.
One night he breaks into the Albert Einstein
museum, where he is caught by the resident
knowledge-robot Alby X3. Limbradur is as
intrigued by Alby’s acquaintance with Albert
Einstein as the robot is fascinated by the boy’s
magical powers. So they make a deal, where
quirky Alby tells Limbradur all about gravity
and the secrets of space and time.
The Munich-based animation studio Soft-

machine has over 10 years of experience in
making fulldome movies and immersive
content. Dr. Peter Popp (director, producer,
writer) has produced the fulldome movies
Kaluoka’hina—The Enchanted Reef (2004),
Realm of Light (2008) and The Life of Trees
(2013), before tackling gravitation. With the
motto “emotional education,” Softmachine
has focused on combining compelling story
lines with ambitious scientific content. In
that vein, The Secrets of Gravity (2016) carefully interweaves the journey of two friends
with the insights of the general theory of relativity.

The transition effect
For the fusion of character action with
science documentary, we use a stylistic
device, which we call the “transition effect.”
By simply waving his magic wand, Limbradur has the power to transform the set of the
Albert Einstein museum into a form of “holodeck.” With this virtual environment the
characters can easily transport the audience
anywhere and anytime, no matter if it is far
away galaxies or abstract worlds of thought.
These science sequences are accompanied
by the explanatory voiceover of know-itall Alby, who is our guide through space and
time. After a chapter about Isaac Newton and
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his discovery of gravity, the audience is introduced to the counter-intuitive phenomena of
the GRT.
There are a number of challenges that come
with the task of bringing scientifically correct,
comprehensible—yet aesthetically pleasing—
content to the screen or the dome. Secrets was
rendered in stereoscopic 3D, which adds to
the technical demands, but also adds to the
explanatory power of many of the images.

Making Space three-dimensional
The characters enter a world that is far from
reality. Through Limbradur’s magic they see
Einstein’s thought experiments come to life.
Step by step the museum, the earth, and even
the stars and galaxies dissolve into nothing.
This black emptiness is crisscrossed by blue
glowing lines, extending in all directions.
At last Limbradur and Alby find themselves
standing in a semi-transparent lattice, where
space is no longer just a notion of outer space,
but one of dimension.
There is a well-established approach to
the GRT, where the dimensions of space are
represented as a form of fabric. Usually this
is a simple two-dimensional plane. Instead,
we show a three-dimensional grid, through
which we create a bigger spatial and emotional impact. By placing the characters inside
the 3D fabric, we invent a completely different immersive experience for the audience.
This presentation comes with some caveats.
If not for the characters, this world of blue
lines leaves no point of reference for the eye
to determine size.
To convey depth, one cannot simply add
more lines in the background, as they start to
overlay each other and the image becomes
confusing. That’s the reason why our lattice
rapidly fades into the distance.
For full effect of this sequence, Secrets
should be seen in stereoscopic 3D when possible. This is one of the cases where the sometimes maligned 3D is not simply a gimmick,
but increases the perception of depth.

Bending space
For Einstein, space is not a rigid stage like
in Newton’s theory. It is flexible. Being in a
bent space means that the shortest distance
between two points is no longer a straight
line, but a curve. So we demonstrate this fact
by bending, waving, and deforming the lines
of our grid.
But bending the lattice and seeing the bend
are not the same thing when you produce
images for the dome. In fact, the curved screen
of the dome makes straight lines look warped
anyway. So a lot of testing went into bending
the lines far enough to be noticeable, but not
too far as to affect the whole of the lattice.
As Einstein showed, space is deformed by
the masses of objects inside of it. To demon-

strate this fact, the Earth appears inside
the grid. Its presence makes the lines
move towards the planet’s center of
mass. This bend is what we feel as gravitation.
This three-dimensional representation
of gravity avoids numerous pitfalls associated with the two-dimensional pendant
(more on that later). Most of all, the center
The Earth’s mass is bending spacetime
of gravity is easily and correctly identifiable as the Earth’s core.
However, this presentation reaches its
limits when we want the planet to move
through the lattice. The lines in front
of the Earth, in direction as if in flight,
snap to its surface, whereas the lines on
the rear side flick back to their initial
straight shape. We tested this animation,
but deemed all the overlapping lines too
crowded for the viewer to discern what
The moon is circling inside Earth’s gravity well
is happening. That’s why our Earth does
not drift into view, but magically materializes inside the lattice.
Likewise, problematic is a scenario
with two planets inside the grid. Again,
the progression of the lines gets increasingly chaotic and confusing. That’s the
reason why we have our thee-dimensional space collapse into a flat plane for
the next shot.
The Y-axis of our three-dimensional
Visible stars close to the sun during a total eclipse
grid folds flat and leaves a smooth black
plane with big blue lines intersected by
smaller ones.
We did tests to match the size of the
loops in the 3D and 2D grids and found
out that grid loops that are too small for
the three-dimensional are still too big for
the two dimensions. So in the 3D lattice
we use larger loops, whereas in the grid
we subdivide those bigger loops with
smaller ones.
Light from a distant star is bent by the sun’s gravity
We also noticed, when the loops are
too small or the camera is too far above
and comprehensibility. We can, for example,
it respectively, a distracting moire effect sets
in at the far edges of the grid. Then again, show two objects in movement and interaction with each other. In this case, the moon’s
the problem with straight lines in the dome
is much less pronounced on the flat surface. gravity is only a smaller dent inside the big
funnel around the Earth. This fabric analogy
It only becomes apparent when you tilt the
camera too far down, that the plane no longer is the common visualization of space in the
GRT.
looks flat but convex.
Below our two-dimensional grid, we see a
massive bulge forming. As the camera switches to the other side of the fabric, we realize
it is again the planet Earth that’s causing the
depression. In this hollow the smaller moon
circles around our planet, like a marble rolls
inside a funnel.
Here gravity is represented by the dent,
pressed by the planet’s mass into the fabric
of space. Showing space as three-dimensional
may be closer to the real world, but as already
indicated, there are cases where the reduction to only two dimensions adds clarity
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Light going in curves
The general theory of relativity’s first testable consequence was the deflection of light
by gravity. Einstein predicted that any sufficient mass, like a star or planet, would bend
a beam of light passing close to it. From the
perspective of the light, it is moving in a
straight line through space; it is space itself
that has a bent shape.
In Secrets we discuss Sir Arthur Eddington’s famous experiment from May 29, 1919.
(Continues on next page)
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The acclaimed astronomer used a total solar
eclipse to verify a consequence of the GTR for
the very first time. According to Einstein, the
sun’s huge mass bends its surrounding space,
so that passing light will be deflected. Now
usually you can’t see the sun and the stars at
the same time, as our central orb outshines
them. Only during a total eclipse, when the
moon completely covers the face of the sun,
there is a moment where it is possible to
photograph the background stars.
When this picture is then compared to an
image of the night sky, the apparent position
of the stars close to the sun will have shifted.
Eddington was able to show this with a cluster
of stars. Close to the sun, the image of the stars
had moved to a virtual position, not corresponding to their real location in the sky.
Einstein had been proven correct. As the
GTR mastered its first encounter with experiment, it changed from a pure hypothesis to
a respected theory with true predictive power
for the real world.
Our scenario starts with the robot Alby
looking through the telescope of the Einstein
museum. Cut to Alby’s point of view. We see
what Arthur Eddington observed back then:
The moon plodding in front of the sun, until it
is dark enough to see the stars. In that moment
the viewer leaves the telescope aperture and
the look of the scene quickly changes into
our space grid. This is how we create a visual
bridge from our characters, via the experiment, to it’s schematic explanation.
We are again looking over our grid, with
Earth, the moon and the sun aligned in a row.
One highlighted star from beyond the grid
emanates a ray of light. The beam approaches us in slow-motion, is deflected by the sun’s
gravity well, passes the moon and finally hits
the surface of the Earth.
Eddington’s experimental set-up is sometimes beholden to misconceptions. Speaking
from experience, it is the role of the moon
that is quite often misunderstood. It is erroneously thought as the originator of the light’s
curvature, instead of its actual role as natural
cover for the sun’s glare. In our animation this
becomes obvious, as the beam of light is not
visibly affected by the moon. Although any
mass bends space—and the moon has a significant gravitational field itself—the moon’s
influence on the ray is still negligible when
compared to the sun’s.
When you see drawings of this experiment,
the artist usually shows the virtual position of
the star together with its actual location. Here
we avoid this doubling, by slowly moving
our hero-star from its location seen in the telescope, to its true place in the grid-view.

What you measure with a clock
One of the most heard of and least understood consequences of the GRT is the rela-

Left: Every point in space has its own
passage of time

Below: Space and time are woven
together in spacetime

tivity of time. Einstein realized that the
dimensions of space and time are not separate, but are woven together in what he
called spacetime. And just like masses bend
space, they also affect time. But what is
time? For witty Albert Einstein, it is simply
“what you measure with a clock.”
Two observers in different fields of
gravity will each experience time in
exactly the same way. One second will be
one second to their clocks, not more or less.
But when the two of them meet again after
a while and compare their watches, they
will see that they don’t display the same
time. Every observer has his own unique time,
depending where he is in space. For someone
in a higher field of gravity, time passes slower.
That means that on Earth, time passes a few
picoseconds slower than on the moon. Using
atomic clocks, scientists even measured the
minuscule time difference between being on
a mountain top, and being in the valley.
In the movie we symbolize time’s relativity with a multiplicity of loud ticking clocks.
They sit virtually at every spot, to illustrate
that any point in space is equipped with its
own time.
To experience the dilation of time, we
slow down the ticking-sound correspondingly to the increasing gravitation as the camera
descends ever closer to Earth.
By placing our clocks at the nodes of our
three-dimensional lattice, we extend our visualization of space to also encompass time:
enter Albert Einstein’s spacetime.

Beautiful, but useful
An important message of the movie is to
point out the practical use of the general
theory of relativity. At time of release,
Einstein’s relativity was considered “beautiful,” but there was no technical application in
sight.
Some 100 years later, this has changed.
One prime example is the global positioning

system, a constellation of satellites that tell
navigation systems where they are exactly.
GPS depends on the precise measurement
of time. Every one of the 24 active satellites
simply broadcasts its own time. By measuring
the time differences between the signals of the
satellites, the navigational system can determine its own location on Earth.
This means, simply, that the accuracy of
GPS depends on the precise measurement of
time. But without considering general relativity, the satellites’ internal clocks would
deviate so much after just one day as to be off
by a few miles. Without the GTR, navigational devices would not work.
Our camera pan starts between the Earth
and the orbits of the GPS satellites. The viewer
is surrounded by the indicated orbital paths,
using the dome projection to full capacity.
The camera slowly backs away and we see
how the planet is encircled by the satellites,
giving it the aesthetics of Niels Bohr’s atomic
model.

What color is a black hole?
The most exotic consequence of Einstein’s
general theory of relativity is the infamous
black hole. When a giant star simultaneously explodes and implodes at the end of its life,
its enormous mass gets compressed in a tiny
point of space. A black hole is born. A black
(Continues on page 54)
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hole is a place in spacetime where the density
of matter is so high, and the resulting gravity
so strong, that not even light can escape. The
point-of-no-return is called the event horizon.
Everything that disappears behind this
horizon is lost forever.
No one knows what the inside of a black
hole looks like, and if the established laws of
physics—including the GTR itself—still apply
under these extreme circumstances. This is
where some of the biggest secrets of space and
time are hidden. It is up to the next “Einstein”
to solve this riddle.
In Secrets, the audience encounters a black
hole as our two-dimensional spacetime grid
starts to form a funnel that extends to infinity. The camera approaches the funnel’s upper
side and we see the black hole lying inside the
vast gravity well.
Before even knowing what is inside a black
hole, telescopes have yet to get sensitive
enough to see one up close. But how could
you see something that emits no light? And
how do you present it in a movie?
A black hole may be invisible, but it reveals
itself by its effects on the surroundings. Far
from the “vacuum cleaners” science fiction
makes them out to be, black holes can still
have an immense impact on their environment. Stars and gas clouds getting too close to
the event horizon can plunge inside. When
they do, they don’t fall in a straight line, but
circle down the gravity well in a kind of death
spiral.
This disc of super-heated matter is bright
enough to get picked up by telescopes. Paradoxically, this process makes some black holes
the brightest objects in the whole universe! So
in Secrets we show exactly this death spiral, but
toned down in brightness for reasons of clarity.
As we get closer to the event horizon, the
lines of the spacetime grid fade out to show
how the background stars are warped by the
black hole’s gravity.
The biggest challenge in visualizing the
black hole lies in its enormous bending of
light. The immense gravitation causes an
outlandish optical illusion, where the image
of the surrounding gas is doubled above and
below the black hole. As there are no gravity-emitters in our render engine that affect
its ray-tracing, we had to create this effect by
optical means only.
The gravitational lens is simulated by an
array of optical lenses. Just as one can approximate a circle shape by finely subdividing
a polygon, a ray of light can look bent by
refracting it ever more.
To underscore the black hole’s infinite
gravity well, we use stereoscopic 3D to create
extraordinary depth inside. This is a visual
effect that fascinates and tantalizes at same
time, and cannot be seen in the 2D version of
the movie.

GPS satellites encircling the Earth

Space stretches into infinity, creating immense gravitation

Bent light creates double images of the black hole’s surrounding gas

The sound of gravity
The year of Albert Einstein, 2015, was
topped off by the first direct measurement of
gravitational waves this past year. The Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) saw how spacetime was stretched
and compressed a tiny bit. The signal corresponded to the merging of two black holes, a
long time ago in a far away galaxy. That gravitation propagates as waves was the GTR’s
biggest unproven prediction. And again,
Einstein was proven right.
You can hardly underestimate the importance of this breakthrough for astronomy.
It opens up a completely new way to experience the universe. Up to that date, we were
limited to seeing the cosmos; now we can also
hear it. This allows the exploration of invisi-

ble phenomena, like black holes, dark matter,
and the big bang.
And, as always, we will find things we don’t
even expect yet. As Albert Einstein once said:
“It is entirely possible that behind the perception of our senses, worlds are hidden of which
we are unaware.”
The announcement of gravitational
waves coincided with the release of Secrets.
With this discovery, we can expect that
even 100 years after its release, the importance of Einstein’s theory will still increase.
This makes it a timely concern to introduce
the basics and consequences of the general
theory of relativity to everyone. To that end,
Secrets hopes to make the coming generation aware of the accomplishments of science
and the beauty of the universe.
I
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Pacific Ocean (July 21, 2005) Quartermaster 2nd Class Stephanie Hudson from Plymouth, Mass.,
peers through a marine sextant,
a navigational instrument used
to determine celestial navigation aboard USS Ronald Reagan
(CVN 76). Reagan is underway
in the Pacific Ocean conducting
Tailored Ship‘s Training Availability (TSTA). U.S. Navy photo by
Photographer‘s Mate 3rd Class
Kevin S. O‘Brien

Back to basics, just in case

Navy is again teaching navigtion by the stars

By Glenn A. Walsh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania USA
Reporting for SpaceWatchtower
spacewatchtower.blogspot.com
gawalsh@planetarium.cc
Like many civilians, the U.S. Navy finds
GPS (Global Positioning System) an easy and
convenient way to determine the location
of their ships at sea. However, classes in the
age-old science of celestial navigation have
returned to the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, as a back-up method in case of
some technological failure in the GPS equipment.
Training in celestial navigation was standard for all midshipmen ever since the U.S.
Naval Academy opened in 1845. However,
the use of GPS equipment became so easy and
extremely precise that the Navy ROTC ended
celestial navigation training in 2000 and the
Naval Academy stopped teaching celestial
navigation in 2006.
While the Pentagon’s Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) helped
develop GPS technology for the military
in February of 1978, the U.S. Department of
Defense and the Navy are now recognizing several technological vulnerabilities of
GPS, such as disabling the GPS satellites by
missile or an electronics-disabling EMP (electromagnetic pulse) attack. Space debris could
also knock out a GPS satellite. Additional-

ly, commercial GPS jammers can now be
purchased on the internet.
A major solar flare could have the same
effect as an EMP attack and knock out the
circuitry on GPS satellites. Such major solar
activity has affected electronics in the past,
including solar storms in 1921 and 1960 which
disrupted radio communication. A major
solar flare in March of 1989 knocked-out the
power-grid in a large part of Quebec Province in Canada. And, a huge solar flare known
as a CME (coronal mass ejection) in September of 1859 (known as the Carrington Event)
caused major disruptions of telegraph systems
around the world (even causing small fires in
some telegraph offices).
Classes in celestial navigation returned to
the Naval Academy in the summer of 2015.
The graduating class of 2017 will be first in
more than a decade to be trained in celestial
navigation theory.
Homer’s Odyssey is the first written record
of the use of navigating by the stars. Calypso
told Odysseus, as he sailed on the ocean
eastward from her island Ogygia, to keep the
bear (Ursa Major) on his left side, while observing the positions of the Pleiades, the latesetting Bootes, and Orion.

How celestial navigation works
Celestial navigation, also known as astronavigation, is the method of using celestial
bodies and angular measurements to deter-

mine a particular location on land or at sea.
When using celestial navigation, the goal is to
derive the latitude and longitude of the location desired. Three tools are used for celestial
navigation:
•• Sextant—invented in 1731, an astronomical instrument which determines latitude and longitude by measuring angular
distances, particularly the altitudes of
celestial objects.
•• Nautical Almanac—first one published in
1766, provides tables and charts providing astronomical data to assist with celestial navigation.
•• Chronometer—invented in 1761, timepiece with a special mechanism for
ensuring and adjusting its accuracy, for
use in determining longitude.
To obtain the latitude of a ship, a sextant
would be used to measure the angular distance
between a celestial object and the horizon at a
specific time. This information can be used to
“fix” the latitude on a nautical chart.
While sailors mostly use the sun for latitude
readings, the moon, a planet, or one of 57 navigational stars are also used. The most popular
“guide star” is Polaris. Other popular guide stars
include Arcturus, Antares, Canopus, and Sirius.
To determine longitude before invention
of the marine chronometer, sailors would use
(Continues on next page)
Originally appeared on the Space Watchtower
blog. Reprinted with permission.
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(Navigation, continued from page 56)
the sextant to measure the angular distance
between the moon and planets or bright stars
(called the “lunar distance.”) Then, with the
use of a nautical almanac, they could calculate Greenwich Mean Time (today known
as Coordinated Universal Time or UTC). By
comparing the calculated time to the local
time measured on board the ship, they could
derive the longitude of the ship.
A nautical almanac for mariners has been
published each year for the last 250 years.
The British Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris started publication in 1766.
Starting with the calculations for the year
1855, the United States began publishing The
American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac.
Over the years, these annual almanacs have
had name changes. In 1981, the American and
British publications merged to become the
annual Astronomical Almanac.

Computing the data
In 1940, Columbia University Astronomer Wallace J. Eckert became director of the
U.S. Naval Observatory, and the Pittsburgh
native immediately took charge of producing the annual American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. As war had already broken out
in Europe, the Navy had a greater demand for
navigation tables. This prompted Dr. Eckert
to automate the process using punched cards
in a mechanical computer to generate the
needed astronomical calculations, a system he
had pioneered at Columbia University with
the assistance of IBM. Previously, all of these
calculations had been done by hand.
However, marine navigation was no longer
the only challenge he had to deal with. Air
power was very important during World
War II. Dr. Eckert found the need to create a
separate Air Almanac, as the usual techniques
for marine celestial navigation required too
much time for aircraft navigators.
The Air Almanac was published three times
a year beginning in 1941, with 730 pages of
tables and charts showing the positions of
the sun, moon, planets, and other objects at
10-minute intervals for every day of the year

(Origins, continued from page 44)
(today, it is available for free via .pdf file download, or can be purchased on a CD-ROM). This
additional information, which had to be accurate, was critical, as even a small error could
send an aircraft far in the wrong direction.
Mechanical computers helped to provide the
additional accuracy that was required.
Later, after America entered World War II, a
colleague of Dr. Eckert at Columbia University, Professor Dana P. Mitchell, who worked on
the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos National Laboratory, suggested that Dr. Eckert’s IBM
mechanical computers could be used for
physics research. Nicholas Metropolis and
Richard Feynman set up a punch-card system,
which helped develop the first atomic bombs.
During World War II several planetariums,
including Pittsburgh’s original Buhl Planetarium and Institute of Popular Science, taught
celestial navigation classes to military servicemen bound for service in the War.
In fact, Buhl Planetarium premiered a
public planetarium program on celestial navigation, titled Bombers By Starlight, just two
and one-half weeks before the surprise Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Hawaii on 1941
December 7.
This new “sky show” premiered on 1941
November 19, the same evening when famous
astronomer Harlow Shapley (then director of
the Harvard College Observatory) gave the
keynote address at the dedication of Buhl
Planetarium’s new, and rather unique, 10-inch
siderostat-type refractor telescope. And after
the sky show, a new Buhl Planetarium gallery
exhibit opened, with the-then intriguing title,
“Can America Be Bombed?”
Dr. Eckert continued helping guide aircraft
pilots long after the end of World War II. In
fact, NASA used his calculations of the moon’s
orbit to guide Apollo astronauts in the 1960s
and 1970s.
However, the Apollo astronauts were
also trained in celestial navigation for their
missions to the moon, in case a loss of communication with Mission Control in Houston
meant they had to navigate their way home
on their own. 			
I

these same Boy Scouts or not. One weekend I
headed into the black light gallery and found
that someone had liberally sprayed the wires
with a new novelty product known as “Silly
String.” If you’re not familiar with it, it’s a
spray can that you point at something and
when you push the button on top rather than
shooting out paint or air freshener it shoots
out a stream of bright-colored string that
enshrouds whatever you’ve aimed at; think of
your friendly neighborhood “Spiderman in a
can.”
Rather than the usual black light models
and space-inspired scenes, it looked as if a
psychedelic spider had gone through the
gallery and had shot everything in sight with
its spinnerets, making the whole thing look
like a giant day-glow web.
I reached in to start taking all of the orangecolored strings from the wires when I (fortunately) remembered that even I had to turn
off the charger first if I didn’t want to get
“bit.” Even with the power off it still took
some time to get all of the Silly String off; not
exactly how I had planned to spend my day.
I could go on and on about the various
things that happened during those first
months after I started; like the times when
someone got sick somewhere in the building
and since there was no janitor on call it was
left to the (you guessed it) humble usher to
take care of things; problems in the theater
that usually only the technician on duty and
I could solve; or misbehaving multi-media
devices in exhibits that always craved attention in one form or another.
On the other hand, there were some pretty
neat things that happened too, like the
manager of the bookstore, Anne, giving me
a little extra discount when I bought books
in the planetarium’s gift shop. I have suspected that the books were not the biggest seller
in her assortment of space- and astronomyrelated souvenirs, but that didn’t matter to
me. I still have those books today with their
Andromeda Galaxy nameplates inside their
front covers, which were also bought at the
gift shop.
Our planet Earth has journeyed around the
sun some 43 times since that first Friday night in
February when I started my planetarium career
at Strasenburgh. 			
I

The fault, dear Brutus,
is not in our stars,
but in ourselves.
— William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar.
(Spacequotations.com)
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This close to the surface...

...details matter. Overlaps, crimps, folds, and exposed rivets will affect your image.
Perfect projection is only possible with a perfectly uniform surface. Nanoseam has no
irreglarities in the surface. None. It’s why the most prestigious venues choose Spitz domes
- including The Adler, The Hayden, and our partners like IMAX, Disney, Universal Studios,
and Seaworld. And it’s why we’re celebrating out 150th NanoSeam installation in 2017.
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Pequea Valley High School Principal Arlen
Mummau (left) introduces teacher Rob
Webb, winner of a $100,000 grant, from
Farmers Insurance, that he plans to use to
refurbish the school planetarium in Kinzers,
Pennsylvania, on December 6, 2016. Presenting him the check from Farmers Insurance is local agent Trudy Grove. Photo
by Mark Pynes/mpynes@pennlive.com

Teacher’s “Dream Big” Challenge pays off
By Wesley Robinson
wrobinson@pennlive.com
Originally published on PennLive
December 06, 2016
www.pennlive.com
Bringing the universe closer to local
students just got a lot easier for a Lancaster
County (Pennsylvania) teacher.
Rob Webb is one of six teachers across the
country who was awarded a $100,000 grant
through Farmers Insurance Thank America's
Teachers Dream Big Challenge. He accepted
the award in front of students, staff and his
family recently at Pequea Valley High School.
His proposal, now a reality, is to renovate
the planetarium at Pequea Valley Middle
School, which was built nearly 50 years ago,
when the U.S. was engaged in the space race
with the Soviet Union.
The space race helped schools across the
country build planetariums at half the cost,
with the goal of inspiring young minds to
dream for space exploration. Webb hopes the
renovations to the planetarium will have the
same sort of impact as when the room was
built half a century ago.
Beyond traditional field trips and lessons for
area students, Webb wants to host a summer
STEM (science, technology, engineering and
Math) camp with a focus on space.
“I‘m looking to inspire kids to go into STEM
careers,“ Webb said, adding that he hopes the
planetarium can become a community center
of sorts for STEM.
As the planetarium stands today, it needs
a great deal of renovation, Webb said. He
pointed to the need for a new digital projector, lights, carpeting, and a new sound system

among some of the improvements the grant
will help pay for.
Even with the need for improvements,
Webb remained confident in the capability
of the planetarium to share the galaxy with
students and the community.
“This is beautiful, this is amazing and it‘s
why I applied for the grant,“ Webb said as he
gave an impromptu star show in the planetarium to several people, including Farmers
Insurance employees.
“Thank you for taking the time to show
this to us,“ one man said of the 50-year-old
planetarium during the brief science lesson.
“Thank you for bringing the big check,“
Webb joked, as he explained the cosmos and
how the grant will allow improvements to
the building and equipment.
Tu-Han Phan, a spokeswoman for Farmers
Insurance, said that of the hundreds of applications received, Webb‘s stood out because it was
innovative in its approach. She pointed to the
fact the planetarium was integrated into classroom curricula as well as in the community as
one of the things that made the plan stand out.
“Reading that was really exciting,“ Phan said,
adding that the community‘s support of the
program also resonated with Farmers.
Having written his master‘s thesis on planetariums, Webb said, there are very few functioning (school) facilities in the U.S. Though
Pennsylvania leads the nation with about
25 in schools currently, at one point there
were 187 planetariums in Pennsylvania
schools. Lancaster County has two, with the
other facility at Manheim Township High
School.
“I think space is cool and there are a lot of

opportunities in space exploration,“ Webb
said, hoping students are motivated to explore
the universe and maybe even bring science
fiction to life.
In expressing gratitude for the grant, Webb
also noted that the money will not pay for
all of the renovations to the planetarium.
There is a constant need to support teachers‘ ideas, he said, and others may not always
get funding. Teachers asking for funding are
generally looking to do something different,
creative or innovative that they wouldn‘t get
to do otherwise.
“If a teacher is looking for money to
improve things, that teacher is going to make
a difference,“ Webb said. 		
I
Reprinted with permission from PennLive.

More about the project from Rob Webb:
“I will be replacing our LumiLine system,
getting moveable/stackable seating to open
it up for more types of activities, installing a
sound system, getting carpet, doing A3P maintenance, and holding a week-long Summer
Space STEM camp for students in our district.
The grant will cover these upgrades, but the
hope is to use the momentum to get our
school district to pull funds together for a full
dome digital system.
“The Pequea Valley Community really
won this grant. We look forward to repairing the planetarium and its programming
to provide 50 more years of the universe in
Pequea Valley.”
You can follow Rob’s progress on the
planetarium web site: sites.google.com/site/
pvplanetarium/home.		
I
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Honorable Mention

Best Movie Award

Honorable Mention

Espinho, Portugal
Immersive Film Festival
2015

Brno, Czech Republic
IPS Fulldome Festival
2016

Jena, Germany
Jena Fulldome Festival
2016
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T: 610.459.5200

Book Reviews
We need your help! So many books, so few reviewers! Please contact
April Whitt for a list of what’s available. Get a free book, write a
review, and help out your fellow planetarians!

April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

All about numbers, unseen ”computers,” and eclipses

Astronomical Numbers

Thomas Wm. Hamilton, Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co., 2016
Reviewed by Francine Jackson, University of Rhode Island Planetarium.
Many of us have known Tom Hamilton as a planetarium educator
for many decades. However, he also has been a prolific writer, and this,
Astronomical Numbers, is a nice addition. In Hamilton’s own words,
“Though much of the information found in this book is available on
the internet, such a search could take hours.” Instead, the
reader has only to look for a desired object, and all the
vital statistics are there. In alphabetical order. Very often
with an image.
The objects he has chosen include the planets (including Earth), the major moons in our solar system (including ours, of course), and asteroids that have been observed
by space craft. Listed is just about every possible piece of
numerical information you might need: albedo, escape
velocity, all aspects of the object’s orbit, etc. And, this
information, usually on a single page, is also listed alphabetically.
There are also pages dedicated to definitions of astronomical terms. For example, the speed of light is given in
all forms of its velocity, and all the known moons of each
planet (and dwarf planets) are by size and distance and the
names of the discoverers.
Before getting this copy, Tom noted and corrected
a slight error: Crux is listed as 86th in constellation size;
there are also just a couple spelling errors, but nothing so
radical to detract from the unbelievable amount of work
needed to come up with such an incredible amount of
information compacted in under 100 pages.
Astronomical Numbers is a great addition to your desktop.
With just a flip of a page, you can find whatever astronomical number you might need, whether for research or just
personal information. You will enjoy it.

Sun Moon Earth: The History of Solar
Eclipses from Omens of Doom to Einstein
and Exoplanets

Tyler Nordgren, Basic Books, New York, 2016
Reviewed by Francine Jackson
By now, probably everybody in the astronomy
community is preparing for the first total solar eclipse in
the continental United States in decades. Even in places
where totality will not reach, there is still a lot to learn about this beautiful natural wonder. But, how much of the story of eclipses should we
all prepare to impart to the public?
Tyler Nordgren has written a rather small—but complete—book on
all things eclipse. Sun Moon Earth goes back in history to when they

were thought to be omens of evil, yet were useful to those few who
could calculate their occurrences. One of the best examples for this was
Christopher Columbus, who saved his crew from imprisonment by
means of a lunar eclipse. Of course, the Babylonians were very much
aware of eclipses, as were the likes of such as Ptolemy and Alhazen.
The author explains in detail concise information about eclipses,
including sketches showing how and why they occur,
the saros, his personal observations—or disappointments—and future expectations. He introduces information gotten from them, in the days before eclipses could
be “faked,” such as the work of such as Francis Baily and
Arthur Eddington in the 19th and early 20th centuries. He
even goes into other forms of occultation phenomena,
including Venus transits and some of the more famous of
the treks to observe them.
Although this book is rather short, there is enough to
give you an appreciation of the upcoming eclipse, and
also any direction in which you might wish to introduce
this beautiful natural topic to the public. From history,
to the reason they happen, to how to—and how not to—
observe them, he has it all summed up in this very quickly
read volume. As eclipses happen somewhere every year,
Sun Moon Earth is a good book to have around, and it
won’t go stale on your bookshelves.

Hidden Figures: The American Dream and
the Untold Story of the Black Women
Mathematicians Who Helped Win the
Space Race

Margot Lee Shetterly, William Morrow, New York, 2016
Reviewed by Francine Jackson
Hopefully, by now many of you have seen the movie
based on this book, but you will notice that the book is
not the same as what you saw. Unlike the movie/book
The Martian, where at times the actors’ dialogue was identical to the author’s words, this time the two are totally
different. Hidden Figures, the movie, concentrates on three
of the major computers, Dorothy, Mary and Katherine.
The basic theme, the racial divide between white and
black, is clearly defined, and the women do find themselves at times expected to throw out the trash and go to
one specific bathroom. Their brilliance wins out and they
are all given the jobs they deserve.
The book, while the women are the major characters, adds so much
more. In addition to the lives of Dorothy, Mary and Katherine, other
women are included to show that the three weren’t just an unusual
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From the Classdome

Coming out of hibernation

Jack L. Northrup
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Planetarium
King Science and Technology Magnet Center
3720 Florence Boulevard
Omaha, Nebraska 68110 USA
+1 402-557-4494
jlnorthrup@fbx.com

Wild fact: When 250 middle school science teachers were given
a 30-question survey on instructional methods, 20% completed it
within the first 24 hours. It had only a 77% completion rate within
the next 7 days.

This winter has been busy with many new teachers wanting
From the research “Socratic Seminars in Science” for Omaha Public
to bring classes to the planetarium. It has caused me to feel a little
Schools, August 2016, post workshop reflection surveys. J. Northrup, principal investigator.
overwhelmed, training this new batch of teachers.
Last school year marked the retirement year for about 20% of
the teachers who annually bring their students to the planetartiveness of asking the same question in different ways, as they can
ium. How do I know this? It was included in the comments for
review/revise their answers.
the groups’ post-visit surveys.
It is all about finding that balance point: enough questions to get
Each group, within a couple of hours of the visit, is sent a digital
valid
data without overwhelming the audience or so brief that it
survey. This is not new or innovative; planetariums, museums, and
doesn’t appear to be important.
science centers have been doing this for decades.
Information is good, but I found that it is best to be practical in your
Many master planetarians will tell you of several different versions
questions. I wish that the “where we should go” survey had been closed
of surveys they have sent out and used. What I want to focus on is the
response so I could see what the interest was for the students a little
length and style of your surveys. Take a moment right now and grab a
more clearly.
copy of your favorite survey.
With my teacher surveys, I often have several versions in use at the
Is it text only?
same time. This is so I can give teachers who visit their own edition of
Are all the questions Likert scales?
the survey and use this to test out the validity of the survey questions.
		
Are the questions a mix of open and closed
It also helps for the repeat visitors not becoming bored or having their
response?
answers becoming rote from previous experiences.
Is your logo/contact information on the survey?
Additional resources:
		
Are there more than 10 questions?
•• www.surveymonkey.com/mp/writing-survey-questions/
Are there less than 5 questions?
•• www.qualtrics.com/blog/good-survey-questions/
			
Is it printed on colorful or white paper?
•• www.aapor.org/Education-Resources/For-Researchers/PollDoes the survey evaluate your presentation or the group?
Survey-FAQ/Question-Wording.aspx
Are there questions that are answered by selecting pictures?
Do you offer goods and services in return for completing the survey?
You may have wondered why the questions are spaced this way.
Some of the programs that are used for online survey entry will use
style tables to make your surveys more visual appealing and, supposedly, they are more likely to be completed.
The text only question originates from some surveys that I have
received that were so small of font (because they wanted to get four to
a page) that they were unreadable. Making your survey a mix of open
and closed response allows for those “pearls of wisdom” moments,
while a Likert can give you very focused responses. There are times
were a general comments area is useful.
Is your survey intimidating? With many of the online survey
tools you are given the option of individual questions, or the entire
survey is presented at once. While the completion indicator bar may
give some users a sense of success, many see the bar as “It only moved
4%?” However, giving all the questions at once minimizes the effec-

Wild fact: During the 2015-2016 school year 600 seventh grade
students were given open-ended question surveys about their feelings
on where the next wave of manned mission exploration should go. The
results had to be sorted into categories instead of topics, since the open
response questions created a floodgate of ideas.
From the research “Return to the Moon”-Google XPrize Events 2015-2016
for Title 1 Schools, exit surveys. J. Northrup, principal investigator.

Lesson plan
I was fortunate to get enough time to try a couple of new labs this
winter for my Astronomy 7 and 8 classes. One was a horribly messy lab
that was very cool for the kids to see how small bodies in the early solar
system combined together to form proto-planets and planetesimals.
Materials (per student/group)
1 cup pea gravel
1/4 cup sand
2 teaspoon white school glue
2 plastic bags (large sandwich size)
2 cupcake liners
Materials for class
1 plastic tablecloth
1 hula hoop
1 meter stick
20 popsicle sticks with random numbers between 10 and 80
Clean Up
5 gallon bucket with hot water
1 colander
1 sieve
Each student or group mixes 1/2 cup of pea gravel with 1 teaspoon of
glue in a bag. Massage the bag to mix and coat the pea gravel with glue
(Don’t shake; the base of the bag cannot take the stress). Once coated,
turn out into a cupcake liner to dry for about 1 minute.
After 1 minute, cover with bag to slow the drying process while
you mix the remaining pea gravel and sand in the other bag with 1
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teaspoon of glue. Massage this mix also to coat the gravel and sand. The
second bag is noticeably drier and will set quickly, so you will want to
have the room set up.
Turn the bag’s contents out into the second cupcake liner and let
stand 1 minute before covering. They now have two planetesimals to
test, one that is mostly larger stones with many air spaces and one that
is dense with very few air spaces.
For the class: Tape a hula hoop to the top of a table and lay a tablecloth on top of it. The draping of the tablecloth over the hoop will
make a well in the center that the gravel/sand will stay in.
Each student draws a popsicle stick that will tell them how high
above the table they will need to have their planetesimals to drop into
the “gravity well.” I found if I held the meter stick then the student was
only concerned with getting the correct height for the drops.
As the planetesimals are added, the students will see that the amount
of destructive interaction decreases as the number of planetesimals
increases. Initially it will be messy and loud, as the first gravel-only
planetesimals consistently shatter into rubble at impact, with the
sand/gravel mix doing the same.
However, by the fifth or sixth student it becomes less of a destructive interaction, so it is quieter with the rocks and sand sticking more
to the previously-added planetesimals.
Having the glue simulate the molten rock created by impacts allows
for some interesting interactions. During one of the larger groups, our
newly-formed conglomerate started to show cratering and sand flows
during the later impacts.
Once the last student drops their planetesimal, transition to the
planetarium for a presentation on formation of the solar system/lunar
formation. After the presentation the students can come back to see
that their protoplanet has solidified and smoothed out a bit. Have the
students predict where in the solar system they would find their protoplanet and what it would look like colliding with another protoplanet.

Setting up for the proto-planet lesson

Clean up
Gently break off chunks of the protoplanet as soon as possible after
the students leave to put in the bucket of hot water. This will dissolve
the glue and you can sift out the rock/sand to reuse. I use the tablecloth
to funnel any loose rock into the water for cleaning and have found
the tablecloth will last about three uses before holes begin to form. I
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Fulldome Matters

Carolyn Collins Petersen
Loch Ness Productions
Post Office Box 924
Nederland, Colorado 80466 USA
+1 303-642-7250
carolyn@lochnessproductions.com

About Fulldome & Immersive Media

Painting the dome with science

Every fulldome presentation rests on a solid foundation of narrative, visualization, and sound, all choreographed to make a harmonious presentation. This is true whether you are doing a live show, a
rendered fulldome video, or any combination of the above. The narrative sets the storyline, and the aural elements (narration and music) tell
the story for the ear.
Visualization engages the sense of sight. It also carries a huge part
of the storyline in ways that don’t always jump out at the audience
members as they view the show. Because it is such a powerful tool,
visualization comes with a lot of expectations about storytelling and
accuracy.
The nexus of expectations is where Dr. Donna Cox resides, a woman
whose visualizations for fulldome shows have shown up on domes
around the world.
Donna was recently awarded the prestigious IMERSA Lifetime
Achievement award during the IMERSA Summit 2017 in February.
It’s presented annually to a member of the immersive community
whose contributions have advanced the practice of immersive art and
science.
Donna is a perfect selection due to her visualization work at the
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
“Donna Cox stands at the center of
some of the best-known and innovative projects available in the immersive community,” said IMERSA CEO
Dan Neafus. “We all owe her and her
team a great debt for their significant
contributions to the world of fulldome
film. This honor is truly the highest
accolade we can give to someone who
has had such a profound impact on our
profession.”
Donna was the keynote speaker
during the summit, and also shared her
Donna Cox
thoughts about accuracy in immersive
media during a panel discussion called Accuracy Matters, along with
me, Mark SubbaRao, and Ryan Wyatt.

Scientific visualization in the fulldome realm
Donna Cox’s work involves taking huge scientific data sets and
turning them into scientifically accurate and pleasing visualizations.
These can be incredibly complex, particularly when they are based on
very massive science data collections. She and her team work intensively with the data to make the scenes “click” both scientifically and
artistically.
“Handling large scientific datasets from supercomputers is the biggest
challenge in creating scientific visualizations for fulldome presentations,” she said. “In addition, big data sets can have visual artifacts that

The Cray 1 supercomputer was a very photographic environment for
many people. Photographer Kurt Fishback captured Donna Cox as
part of his series documenting female artists in their studios. (Courtesy Courtesy Kurt Fishback, 1988.)

become much more visible in high-resolution immersive productionquality images such as fulldome.”
In such cases, Donna and the producers need to take great care with
these challenging visualizations. Some of them are the result of synthesis between large-scale computational scientific models.
The production of Solar Superstorms for Spitz Creative Media and
Thomas Lucas Productions is a good example of the work needed to
use these models. “In that fulldome show, we transitioned from one
supercomputer simulation showing the surface of the sun with a seamless flight to the magnetic plasma under the surface,” she said. “We also
transitioned to the convection in the interior of the sun.”
Each of those transitions linked complex computer models, which
are part and parcel of data science in the astronomical realm. For really
large-scale systems, such as black hole event horizons, volumetric
emission nebulae, or star birth regions, the challenges are even greater.
Another example is the integration of a protoplanetary disk simulation inside of a larger turbulent molecular cloud simulation embedded
within a fly-through of the Milky Way model, she reminisced.
As artists and storytellers, Cox and her production team work very
closely with other science teams to synthesize sometimes very different scientific models into a continuously flowing story. “What we do
helps people understand the complex processes in the big picture of
the universe.”

Teamwork is key
Donna strongly stresses the importance of teamwork between the
diverse stakeholders in any production. For example, her group worked
extensively with Mike Bruno of Spitz Creative Media and Thomas
Lucas Productions on Solar Superstorms, as well as on the Dynamic Earth
fulldome show. Bruno, a long-time planetarian and fulldome producer,
pointed out that the collaboration between the teams has always been
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very unique and rewarding.
“Our role in these projects has been to create story elements that
support and provide context to NCSA’s amazing numerical scientific visualizations,” he said. “A wonderful aspect of our relationship
has been the preservation of each team’s autonomy, allowing each to
shape both the story and the visual style of the program, drawing upon
our own unique databases and techniques. Because there’s a great deal
of mutual respect, there’s a lot of back and forth, and the best ideas
always seem to win. More than anything, though, we have 100% confidence that whatever Donna’s team generates is going to look great
because their standards are extremely high, and they are the best in
the world at their craft.”

Accuracy matters
Creating accurate shows with high entertainment value has always
been a cornerstone of production for science-based immersive experiences. Concerns for accuracy are threaded throughout Dr. Cox’s work,
and her team works directly with scientists who review the accuracy
of the data visualizations throughout the creative computing process.
“Often, we have flexibility in color or artistic treatment,” she said.

“In some cases, we must alter the spatial scale in order to see phenomena or to travel in human time to visit other parts of the universe.”
Decisions about these alterations are always made in conjunction
with science experts, and writers have goals to maintain scientific
accuracy with a modicum of common sense.
For example, a show taking audiences back to the Big Bang would
have to have some alterations for the sake of the story. “If we could
travel back in time to that period,” she said, “we would not hear
anything. But then, again, ears would not have evolved from our point
of view. So, scientific accuracy is also considered with the perspective
that we are human storytellers using a limited digital medium. We are
always willing to adjust the story if it might mislead our audience or
leads them astray from the most important science to be conveyed.”

Using visualization to reach world-wide audiences
Donna Cox has been working in scientific visualization for more
than 30 years. She holds the Michael Aiken Endowed Chair at NCSA
and is a steering committee member and director of the Advanced
Scientific Visualization Laboratory. Her work on scientific visualiza(Continues on page 78)

So tell us: just how big is big?
Creating visualizations such as those we are becoming used to
seeing in our fulldome videos involves manipulating and rendering
large data sets inside scientific models.
The data are compiled from large-scale observations and studies
across many disciplines—from
astronomy to climate studies.
Handling them has often
stretched the limits of the technology built to render them
into visualizations.
Stuart Levy, who works with
Donna Cox at the Advanced
Visualization Lab at the NCSA,
shared some perspective on
data sizes for visualizations and
simulations.
Dynamic Earth (2012), for
example, used a 4.4-terabyte simulation of Hurricane Katrina by Wei Wang at
UCAR. “We trickled this across
the internet from their IBM
machine while the simulation
was running, so that they never
needed to store it all on the
UCAR end,” Levy said.
“For Black Holes: The Other
Side of Infinity (produced in
2007), a sequence showing
evolution of large-scale structure in the universe used a
400-gigabyte data set, visualizing one variable out of 22 in
Michael Norman’s 9-terabyte
simulation.”
One sequence in Solar Superstorms shows magnetized solar
convection near the sun’s
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surface. It was computed on NASA’s Pleiades supercomputer by
Robert Stein (MSU). At nearly 100 terabytes, Levy said it was the
largest data set used. The team derived about two terabytes of electric-current data from it, and visualized that using the commercial
software Houdini with a custom scientific-data plugin.
Other large datasets the team has created with groups of scientists
tell the tale of just how much data goes into creating the scenes for
various media pieces:
•• an early-universe-star-formation simulation by John Wise
(GATech), totaling about 13 terabytes, was computed on the
Blue Waters supercomputer and also visualized there, using the
astrophysical visualization/analysis software package “yt”;
•• a simulation of the solar wind striking the Earth’s magnetosphere (Karimabadi et al., UCSD) was based on a 13-terabyte set,
with each timestep at nearly a third of a terabyte;
•• a simulation of magnetized convection in a whole rotating star
(Nicholas Nelson (JILA), Mark Miesch (UCAR)) resulting in 3.6
terabytes of data;
•• a coronal mass ejection sequence (Yuhong Fan, UCAR): 3 terabytes;
•• a first-star supernova sequence (Brian O’Shea, MSU) required
about 80 gigabytes of data;
•• a galaxy collisions sequence (Brant Robertson et al., Harvard)
relied on a 150-gigabyte compressed data set;
•• a spectacular tornado simulation made in 2003 (Wilhelmson et
al., UIUC) used half a terabyte of compressed data.
Audiences are now quite used to seeing such simulations, not just
in fulldome, but in something as “mundane” as weather forecasts,
but few people are aware of just how much data and work goes into
creating these beautiful scenes.			
I
At left, from top:
Still from Dynamic Earth of Hurricane Katrina. Visualization by the Advanced
Visualization Lab at NCSA, University of Illinois.
Stills from Solar Superstorms. A composite of the solar surface and lines of
magnetic force stretching out from sunspots on the surface
A turbulent pulse of solar plasma interacts with Earth’s magnetic field. The
composited scene consists of a simulation by Homa Karimabadi, University of California, San Diego, and visualization by Donna Cox’s team at the
Advanced Visualization Lab at NCSA.
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LIP Service

Karrie Berglund
Director of Education
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.
Bremerton, Washington 98337 USA
karrie@digitaliseducation.com

How do you choose a presenter for live programs?
How do you find good presenters? It’s an important, yet often overlooked, question. At the 2015 LIPS, Karl von Ahnen (then at the Fujitsu
Planetarium at DeAnza College in Cupertino, California) led a session
on hiring and training staff. It sparked so much discussion that we did
not even come close to covering all of Karl’s material.
With that interest level in mind, I recently opened up a discussion
on the LIPS Google Group and Facebook page. In a very short time
period, I received enough comments for at least two columns.
This was my introduction to the issue:
I’ve noticed that there are two schools of thought when it comes to
hire presenters for live, interactive programming: 1) You can hire actors
and teach them the astronomy, Or 2) You can hire people with astronomy and/or physics degrees and teach them presentation skills. Which
option makes more sense to you or seems to give you a more skilled
presentation staff? Does your institution lean toward option 1, option
2, or both?
It was quickly and correctly pointed out by several people that I
omitted a third popular category: Hiring trained teachers/educators.

knowledge. We do have a few people who can work with collegelevel audiences. A university-based planetarium might be focused very
differently, and would require different skills from their presenters.
Any dynamic, engaging person who can learn astronomy basics would
be a good fit for our planetarium.”
My Digitalis co-worker Leigh Simpson, formerly of the Willard
Smith Planetarium at Pacific Science Center in Seattle, Washington:
“If the content exceeds [a] base level of intelligence, as a university
or NASA class might, the hiring committee would certainly weight the
quiet scientist much more. My experience is with science center staff
and K-8 education.”

Arguments for hiring astronomy experts
Jon Elvert, who is leading IPS’s Vision 2020 initiative and most
recently of the Pennington Planetarium in Baton Rouge, Louisiana:
“Option two would be my preference, assuming the staff you hire
with astronomy and/or physics degrees are articulate and personable.
I once worked with a university’s senior acting class to present live
school shows, but the downside was limited astronomy knowledge.
However, some student actors presented in costume (Galileo, Newton,
and others) which made for a very effective, enjoyable, and memorable lesson under the dome. The knowledge-based presenter can be
taught presentation skills. The American Astronomical Society (AAS)
now offers a workshop titled “The Performing Art of Science Presentation” (includes body language, gestures, movement, connecting with
your audience), which brings many theatrical skills to a live presentation.”

For employees with education background

Susan Button brings a strong educational background to her presentations. Here she is in action leading the first LIPS 2011 session.
Photo by Ian McLennan

Below are some of the responses, distilled into the most common
themes. I have included only snippets of most messages, since I wanted
to share ideas from as many people as possible. If you’d like to read the
comments in their entirety, email me (karrie@DigitalisEducation.com)
for information on how to join the Google Group and/or Facebook
page.

It depends on planetarium setting, typical audience
Mark Breen of the Fairbanks Museum and Planetarium in St Johnsbury, Vermont: “Our planetarium primarily serves the general public
and elementary school groups. We don’t need all of our presenters
to have advanced knowledge of astronomy, but a general, working

Jim Foerch of the Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids, Michigan:
“I came to our Chaffee Planetarium with both skill sets: certified
science teacher and 25 years of serious amateur astronomy on the one
hand and 40 years as an entertainer (banjo picking) on the other. So I
vote for option 1, but don’t limit to people with only thespian backgrounds. For example, we have a very dynamic sales rep who covers
weekend shows.”
Michael McConville of the Emil Buehler Planetarium at Seminole
State College in Sanford, Florida:
“It seems that many educators are drawn to the profession because
they have a talent for connecting with people and synthesizing large
amounts of information into something that’s much more accessible
to their audience or class. For live and interactive presentations, it’s that
connection that makes all the difference. From personal experience, I
can also attest to the strength of having non-astronomers working in
the planetarium. As a historian, I’ve been required to write, research,
and present well for my entire academic career, and those skills translate wonderfully into the planetarium”
Anna Green of the McDonnell Planetarium in St. Louis, Missouri:
“The nice thing about going with an educator is that they understand meeting curriculum requirements and standards, how to reach
different age groups, how to make a topic interesting (usually) and how
to present. Educators can handle questions on the fly if you are doing a
truly live, interactive show. This makes each show a unique experience
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for the visitor, especially if they are a repeat visitor.”
Kerri Kiker of the Cradle of Aviation in Garden City, New York:
“We lean towards that third option too, for all the reasons Anna
mentioned. I would like to throw in that since our planetarium is in
a museum, we also look for people with a background or a degree in
museum studies. Much like those with an educator background, they
understand meeting the needs of the school groups that come in and
they have a firm grasp on what makes informal education successful.”
Alan Gould of the Lawrence Hall of Science in
Berkeley, California:
“At Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, the career
staff planetarium presenters have been experienced
educators—mostly informal educators, but we hired a
lot of [University of California] student staff also. We
surely looked for students knowledgeable in astronomy, but presentation skills is actually more important
for us.”
Ryan Wyatt of the Morrison Planetarium at the
California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco:
“I think planetarium culture over-values encyclopedic knowledge of astronomy. There’s a sense
of presenting the ‘One True Science to Our Audiences That They Might Be Enlightened and Enthralled
by the Wonders of the Night Sky, the Marvelous
Phenomena of the Universe, and the Spectacular
Achievements of Astronomers.’ Planetarians want to have an immediate, correct answer to every astronomical question, and they tend to
value trivia over substance.
“I contrast that attitude with the educators who make up our floor
staff, and I admire how nimbly they move from one venue to another
and from one topic to another. They tend to be very good at saying,
“I don’t know the answer to your specific question, but I know this…”

Arguments for showmanship/performance skills
Gloria Villalobos, formerly of the Novins Planetarium at Ocean
County College in Toms River, New Jersey:
“I always looked for people with a solid foundation in astronomy
as well as a sense of showmanship and great presentation style. When
it comes down to it, I can teach them the astronomy, I can hone their
presentation skills, but if they have no sense of showmanship, it’s a lost
cause.”
Dave Cuomo of the Willard Smith Planetarium at Pacific Science
Center in Seattle, Washington:
“I would say a big part of it comes down to what your vision of a
planetarium is. Is it a classroom? Is it a theatre? I view a planetarium
(or digital dome?) as predominantly a theatre so I prefer entertainers.
In a live digital dome we are competing with IMAX theaters as well
as those domes which predominantly show movies. Expand the dome
into the greater whole, into the world of city pass and outside the
museum world, then we are competing with Cinemax showing Rogue
One, with a ride the Ducks Tour Guide, with aquarium divers and seal
shows. To counter that, and overcome it, you need to be an entertainer. As [Gloria] said, showmanship cannot be taught, you either have it
or you don’t.”
Mark Breen, Fairbanks Museum and Planetarium:
In my experience (30 years or so), you can teach/train for both
presentation skills and astronomy. However, as a general rule, I’ve
found there are people who are naturally gifted at speaking and
presenting in public. Since natural gifts cannot be taught, I prefer to
find someone already with that ability to communicate and present,
and teach them astronomy.”
Beau Hartweg, currently a student at Texas Christian University (see
the article about his research in the September, 2016 Planetarian):
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“I find that it’s far easier to teach content knowledge than teaching
skills. Some people are geniuses in their field, but just can’t communicate it well. While they can learn, I think it’s much harder to break bad
teaching habits.”
Leigh Simpson of Digitalis:
“I have found it much more challenging to train a quiet scientist to
project than to train an actor on science content. In my experience, the

Mike Francis led a presentation
skills workshop at LIPS 2016 and
also presented as Galileo Galilei.
Photo by Karrie Berglund

quiet scientist will always hit a ceiling beyond which they simply are
not comfortable performing whereas as actors, presuming a base level
of intelligence, can always pick up the content.”
Arthur Bogard, my co-worker who oversees our Pacific Planetarium
here at Digitalis’s headquarters in Bremerton, Washington:
“I continue to become a stronger advocate of the ordering of actor
first, teacher second, astronomer third for long-term positions. If your
goal is to have people return, you need to focus on entertaining over
educating. This doesn’t imply that they are mutually exclusive, but
that when you deliver information, that information needs to be in
an enjoyable form, a narrative that fits into your audience’s schema.
“Astronomy professionals, in my experience, often focus on quantity of information that they can cram within the show duration, and
while you may get people appreciative of the show, the complaints
tend to be higher and the overall attendance drops.”

Importance of curiosity/enthusiasm
Jean Creighton of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee’s Manfred
Olson Planetarium:
“What I find makes a big difference is how much the presenter gets
excited about astronomy. How do you teach that?”
Dave Cuomo:
“I want my planetarians to inspire curiosity so they need to be
curious themselves. But this can go too far. I have seen performers
with science backgrounds feel they need a PhD level of knowledge of a
subject in order to deliver. “
Mark Webb of the Adler Planetarium in Chicago, Illinois:
“Look for the right people, not the right resumes. My experience has
been that it is relatively easy to find talent without formal science or
education training that have enough inherent interest to put in the
effort to gain planetarium level knowledge.
“I too worry about ‘expert’ syndrome. The audience needs to feel like
they are discovering something with the help of a guide. If they are
being ‘taught by experts’ in your dome you should not expect much
repeat visitation. Even top level ‘expert’ presenters like Sagan and
Tyson succeed because of their ability to communicate wonder and
inspiration—not their comprehensive knowledge.”
(Continues on next page)
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Kerri Kiker:
“People [with degrees in museum studies] usually have strong public
speaking or presentation skills and a natural curiosity for things. This
curiosity makes teaching them any topic very easy since they naturally want to add to their knowledge base.”

Other skill sets/personality traits to consider
Karl von Ahnen:
“Most planetariums have a very small staff, so presenters often
have to deal with technical and other problems while keeping the
audience’s attention. So steady nerves and a technical bent is often a
requirement.”
Mark Breen:
“In terms of the future, computer skills will need to be added to the
mix, in order to take advantage of increasing technology and capabilities. But this would be heading toward staff that produce programming, rather than just presenters. I know with a small staff, the luxury
of having people with specialized skills, rather than broader ones, is not
as desirable or practical.”
Jeff Nee of NASA’s
Museum Alliance, formerly of the Holt Planetarium at the Lawrence Hall of
Science in Berkeley, California:
“I would say that the ideal
formula would be equal
parts: storyteller, educator,
and scientist, in the general
sense. Nothing else matters
if you can’t engage an audience with whatever you’re
talking about. Make it relevant to them, interesting
to them, and make them
want to hear about it. The
best live storytellers can get
instant feedback and adjust
their presentation on the
fly to optimize an audience
experience.
“As an educator, the
best
planetarium presentJohn Kaufmann, improv comedian and
er should know how to
former director of the Willard Smith
Planetarium at Pacific Science Center,
pedagogically assess the
was the LIPS 2011 keynote presenter.
comprehension level of
Photo by Ian McLennan
an audience and convey
enough information, in
such a way, and within
a limited time, to increase that level of comprehension to a measurable degree. The best educator asks the exact right question at the exact
right time to guide a student to a new understanding or a new perspective about a subject.
“Finally, ‘scientist, in the general sense’ means someone who knows
what they’re talking about, of course, but it also means someone who
understands that science is a process, and is not just a collection of
facts and numbers. A scientist takes a question without an answer and
examines it, with other scientists (i.e. your audience), to come up with
a reasonable hypothesis with future ideas on testing it. A scientist is not
afraid to be wrong or to fail, and instead will utilize such experiences
as new ways to understand and improve oneself and one’s universe.”
Karen Klamczynski of Evans and Sutherland in Salt Lake City, Utah:
“I think the best presenters connect with the audience. When necessary, they are comfortable saying, ‘That’s a great question. I don’t know

the answer, but we can ask…’ They build a knowledge of astronomy
through their work at the planetarium and become very valuable
members of the team. I always looked for people with good presentation skills, curiosity and interest in astronomy and science, and at least
a basic science education.
“Planetariums vary greatly in operations and budget. Some planetariums hire experienced educators with formal science degrees. Others
have part-time, student-wage presenter positions. Still others favor
actors, and there may be other situations too.
“Ultimately, I find it impossible to discuss planetarium presenters without addressing management and training as key to presenter
success. I think this is true regardless of whether a planetarium has just
hired a Ph.D. who will present shows or a freshman biology major who
showed promise.”
Karen’s final paragraph is a great way to close this column. Stay
tuned for future discussions of management and presenter training.
Thank you to everyone who sent in thoughts! If you’d like to weigh
in, contact me at: karrie@DigitalisEducation.com

The next symposium
As a reminder, LIPS 2017 is being hosted by Ball State University in
Muncie, Indiana July 18-20, with an optional extra day of workshops
on Friday, July 21 on Teaching Astronomy 101 with Tim Slater. It promises to be a fun and valuable experience! Learn more and/or register
at: http://LIPSymposium.org .				 I
Books, continued from page 62)
group. Many black women were responsible for the computations
needed to leave the Earth and the eventual use of the new, innovative machine designed to increase the speed of the calculations. Unfortunately, however, this new IBM needed help from real people to be
programmed, and the living “computers” once again were called into
action.
In addition to the lives of the many women who broke the color
barrier at the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, NACA,
which eventually morphed into the NASA we know so well, the
author takes us through these decades of racial bias, letting us know the
history of the times: the only jobs many of the women believed they
would find themselves doing because of the segregation of the time,
until this unbelievable opportunity arose; the horror of the Soviet
Union beating the United States by placing a satellite in orbit; the
peace marches of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; and the nail-biting orbits
of John Glenn, and the faith he placed in one of the woman’s hands.
Normally, when you see a movie, especially one as good as this—
many in the audience at the screening that I attended applauded at
the end—you might believe you don’t need the extra information
that a book could give. But this time it’s very different. Seeing Hidden
Figures should just whet your appetite for the entire story, the
decades that these women lived, and worked, and should give you a
longing to understand how they were able to accomplish all they did.
Don’t miss either venue. They are both worthwhile.
I

No conception whatever can be had of the magnitude of
the visible universe until the distances of the stars are known.
None of the millions of human beings that have lived and
died knew the distance of even one star from the earth until
within the last seventy years… . The word millions has for
long been used in telling the number of stars. But billions now
appears to be more appropriate. Each one is a hot sun, and
each may be attended in many cases by inhabited worlds.
— Edgar L. Larkin, ”Measuring the Distance of a Star,”
Scientific American, 28 October 1905
(Spacequotations.com)
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International News
Lars Petersen
DL-6630
Rødding, Jels, Denmark
lpsd@jels.dk

Dear fellow planterians
Below you’ll find many good examples on how plantarians constantly find new ways of interacting and sharing experiences, engaging the
public, and producing content. But you can also read what happens
when a natural disaster strikes down on one of our beloved domes.
For this section I’m indebted to contributions from Bart Benjamin, John Hare, Ignacio C. Pinal, Aase R. Jacobsen, Marc Moutin, Alex
Delivoria and Loris Ramponi.
Let’s start this worldwide tour around the Great Lakes of North
America.

Great Lakes Planetarium Association
Illinois. The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College
now has 127 new Irwin seats! They opened the new year with their live
Winter Prairie Skies program and their World of Science lecture series.
The Peoria Riverfront Museum’s Dome Planetarium completed a successful run of Halloween programing with a live “Halloween
Astronomy show,” a “Spooktacular Science Show,” and “Laser Fright
Light.” To accompany the museum’s feature exhibition this winter
(Titanic: the Artifact Exhibition), the planetarium performed a live
show titled Uniview: Sailing to Ocean Worlds exploring Europa, Enceladus, and other ocean moons.
In October, Chicago’s Adler Planetarium hosted their third set of
Kavli fulldome lectures. The invited speaker was Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Dr. Nergis Mavalvala, who discussed the Laser
Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) and the history of
the search for gravitational waves.
In mid-October, the Cernan Earth and
Space Center provided an illustrated
Guide to the Planets filled with general
information and fun facts. It also set up a
scale model of the solar system to accompany the season opening concert of the
DuPage Symphony Orchestra (DSO) and
their performance of Holst’s The Planets.
A week later, they set up again for two
performances of “Out Of This World: A
DSO Family Halloween Concert,” featurGLPA. The Planet Guide,
ing excerpts from The Planets, Star Wars,
produced by the Cernan
E.T., and more.
Earth and Space Center
at Triton College, River
Indiana. The affiliation thanks Alan
Grove, Illinois.
Pareis for 25 years of service as GLPA

Indiana State Chair. At
the Indiana Meeting in
Flint, Barbara Williams
of
the
Merrillville
Community
Planetarium was elected as
the new GLPA Indiana
State Chair.
Indiana is celebrating
its 200th birthday with
astronomy-themed
projects. Details can be
found at www.nightGLPA. Randy Olson, retired director of
wise.org.
the Blocher Planetarium at the UniversiThe
Merrillville
ty of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, is flanked
Community Planetariby Paulette Epstein and Chris Janssen, who
um was also well reprenominated Dr. Olson for the GLPA Mentor
sented at the recent
Award, presented at the annual Conference
in October in Flint, Michigan. Photo by Dan
GLPA
Conference.
Goins.
Fourteen
members
of
the
Merrillville
Community Planetarium attended the GLPA Conference in Flint, including 10 student assistants, two former student assistants, and Planetarium Director Gregg
Williams and his wife Barbara.
The Koch Immersive Theater in Evansville hosted a series of very
well-attended Community Cultural Conversations, including a night
of open, friendly conversations about what it is like to be Muslim in
Indiana. Mitch Luman and his team are planning a mini-conference, a
viewing location, and tours to next year’s solar eclipse.
Michigan. Matthew Linke is stepping down as Michigan State
Chair. Shannon Schmoll, director of Abrams Planetarium at Michigan
State University, has agreed to succeed him.
The Delta College Planetarium in Bay City is in the planning stages
for a 20th anniversary event tentatively scheduled for May 2017. The
celebration will honor many of the original planners, donors, and staff,
and feature some new programs and exhibits.
There was much to be thankful for at Thanksgiving this year at
the Kalamazoo Valley Museum (KVM) Planetarium. Just prior to the
holiday, the planetarium theater was updated with a Digistar 6 system,
two new JVC projectors, a new sound system, and LED cove lights. In
addition, an interface was added that enables the facility to control a
limited number of legacy devices, special effect projectors, and equip-
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AMPAC. Association of Mexican Planetariums members attending the III International Planetarium Festival at Descubre Science and Tachnology Centre & Planetarium, Aguascalientes, Mexico. Courtesy of Mexico’s National Science and Technology Council, CONACYT.

ment located around the dome. KVM has also added Science on a
Sphere just outside the entrance of the planetarium as a permanent
exhibit.
On “Black Friday,” the Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium hosted “Dark
Beer, Dark Side,” a beer tasting event paired with their original production Dark Side: The Light Show. A new live music series titled “Concerts
Under the Stars” debuted in January, and featured local Grand Rapids
musicians and a video artist curating live visual effects on the dome.
In early February, the Grand Rapids Public Museum partnered with
Grand Valley State University to host a two-day conference celebrating space exploration and honoring Roger B. Chaffee1 just weeks after
the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 1 accident.
The Michigan Science Center participated in “Astronomy at the
Beach” in September 2016. Educational efforts were put forth through
the use of the STARLAB portable planetarium. Twenty-eight presentations allowed a total of 580 visitors to gaze upon the night sky. Paulette
Auchtung spoke at TEDxDetroit in October with a talk titled “How to
Inspire Curious Minds.”
Ohio. The Ward Beecher Planetarium at Youngstown State University will celebrate its 50th anniversary this year. On the year’s opening
weekend in late September, they let the audience choose the show,
taking advantage of the capabilities of fulldome technology that
allows the staff to play shows at will.
The Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums (C.R.A.P.) met
at the Lake Erie Nature and Science Center’s Schuele Planetarium in
September.
The Bowling Green State University Planetarium ran Back to the
Moon for Good as its fall show. Director Dale Smith recently attended
the retirement dinner of his undergraduate mentor Dr. Anthony Aveni
at Colgate University and he was one of a few select alumni invited
to make after-dinner remarks. Dr Avini is one of the world’s leading
archaeoastronomers.
Wisconsin/Minnesota. The Charles Horwitz Planetarium in
Waukesha, Wisconsin installed a new lobby and display lighting
this winter and are very hopeful for a fulldome system update in the
40-foot theater in the spring of 2017.
The Soref Planetarium in Milwaukee premiered its original production Defying Gravity: It IS Rocket Science in December.
The UW-Milwaukee Manfred Olson Planetarium wrapped up its
50th anniversary with Northern Lights and Rock & Rockets.
1 Chaffee, along with Virgil “Gus” Grissom and Edward White, died in a cabin fire
during an Apollo launch test on January 27, 1967.
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In September, the Bell Museum and Planetarium kicked off their fall
observing season with near-record attendance at their semi-monthly star party, which was a joint program with the Minnesota Institute
for Astrophysics that include a public lecture followed by telescope
observing at the museum. The current Bell Museum closed at the end
of 2016 as they prepare for their move to the St. Paul campus of the
University of Minnesota.

Association of Mexican Planetariums
Following the success of two previous International Planetarium
Festivals in México, a third one was organized on 14-18 November 2016,
courtesy of CONACYT, Mexico´s National Science and Technology
Council, at the Descubre Science and Technology Centre & Planetarium in Aguascalientes, State of Aguascalientes, an industrial city famous
for its many car production plants.
The host was Julien Potier, Descubre Planetarium and House of
Earth Responsible. Some 25 Mexican planetariums attended, together with several foreign invited guests, including Mark Webb, Adler
Planetarium; Michael Daut, Evans & Sutherland; Alejandro Bascuñan
Limón, University of Santiago Chile Planetarium; and Thomas Kraupe,
Hamburg Planetarium, Germany.
Among the various lectures given at the festival were: “Social
construction and public communication on science, technology
and innovation” by Dr. Ricardo Cantoral, and “Solar Superstorms” by
Michael Daut, which focused on the production process of a planetarium program using supercomputing applications. Mark Webb spoke
on live show presentations and on simultaneous planetarium interconnections; Milagros Varguez, director of Planetarium Cozumel, on
Mayan archaeastronomy, Universe Skywatchers, and how to produce a
film in association with European Southern Observatory; and Thomas
Kraupe, on German planetariums history.
AMPAC took advantage of the event and held its annual assembly, electing its new governing board: President Karla Peregrina
Oropeza, the Ka’Yok, Cancun Planetarium; Secretary Milagros Varguez,
Cha´Kaán, Cozumel Planetarium; and Treasurer Antonio Romero
Hernández, Luis Erro Planetarium. Many thanks were given to the
retiring board, especially to Eduardo Hernandez, president, who gave a
tremendous impulse to AMPAC’s international presence and achieved
renewed AMPAC networking.
This year’s International Planetarium Festival will probably be held
at the Luis E. Erro Planetarium in Mexico City, coinciding with its 50th
anniversary and inauguration of its new Digistar 6 projection System.
(Continues on next page)
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Plans are to profit from it as a research facility for many science disciplines. Dates are still
pending.
Among other issues covered, the Mexican
Astronomical Society (SAM) proposed and
was approved that the Luis G. León Medal, an
award given to those who have excelled in
the communication of science and research,
to be granted this year to Eduardo Hernández, director of Planetarium Torreón, and
Jesús Mendoza Alvarez, subdirector of Diffusion and Communication, CONACYT.
In December, the popular SAYAB Planetarium at Playa del Carmen, Quintana Roo,
Mexico celebrated its first year of operation.

“My idea was to get the classic film industry in touch with immersive media such
as fulldome and VR to get both industries
inspired for future development,” explains
Heinsohn. And it was a huge success. The city
of Lübeck does not have a planetarium yet,
so most visitors haven’t had any experience
with these large scale immersive experiences before. Both the public audience as well as
the film professionals were excited, and the
screenings were almost fully booked out.
The festival management and the sponsor,
AMPAC. Happy birthday to the SAYAB Planetarium
Stadtwerke Lübeck (the local energy
in Playa del Carmen. Photo by Andrea Ruiz Perron
company), were convinced by the first
of BuyPlaya Real Estate Advisors; used with kind
edition to continue with immersive media as
permission of the photographer.
part of the Nordic Film Days in the future. If
Nordic Planetarium Association
you are interested in having your fulldome
The next NPA meeting will be held at Vattenhallen Science Center production shown in the next festival or want to know more, please
in Lund, Sweden in September 2017; conference host is Anna S. Arna- contact Ralph Heinsohn at rh@ralphheinsohn.com or Aase R. Jacobsen
dottir (anna@astro.lu.se). Registration is now open. The conference
at aase.jacobsen@sm.au.dk. For more information on the film festival
language is English, and everybody is welcome to participate.
see: www.luebeck.de/filmtage/en .
For more information please visit the conference website: www.
In Jels, Denmark the Orion Planetarium has closed its operation
vattenhallen.lth.se/english/the-planetarium/npa-2017 or the affiliation’s Faceand stopped activities as of 31 December 2016 and all staff members
book page: www.facebook.com/Nordicplaneteriumassociation, or contact
are laid off (including your editor of this International News section).
Anna Arnadottir (anna@astro.lu.se).
This is mainly due to a stop of funding by the University of Aarhus.
In November 2016, the 58th Nordic Film Days were held in the
However, the building and equipment, which are owned by a differnorthern German city of Lübeck, and for the first time it hosted a full- ent organization, will be left standing and looked after for now,
dome 360° cinema in a mobile dome as well as a virtual reality station so a re-opening under a new form and other conditions is possiwith Samsung Gear VR glasses. The new festival category of immer- ble. A group of local people is working hard to find solutions.
sive media was initiated and curated by fulldome producer Ralph
Heinsohn, and he managed to get a full program of Nordic and Baltic Society of French Speaking
fulldome films during the five days of festival.
Planetaria
NPA president Aase R. Jacobsen joined the festival and met the team
During its first meeting of the year on
to network and brainstorm on ideas for more collaboration with the 6 January, APLF Council validated the
Nordic planetarians in the future.
new APLF logo. The renewal of the APLF
The Nordic Film Days is a renowned film festival in Germany with
website is in development and should be
58 years of tradition. It was founded straight after WWII to overcome ready for the next APLF annual meeting in
the fatal wartimes and to establish new peaceful connections between Paris at Cité des Sciences 11-14 May.
Germany and the neighbors to the north. After the fall of the Berlin
APLF is continuously involved in
Wall, the range of participating countries was extended with the Baltic IPS2018. On 5 January a meeting was held
countries. And as an interesting coincidence, the festival partner coun- in Paris to discuss APLF’s engagement
tries nowadays exactly match the NPA member countries.
in the coming IPS 2018 conference. Colleagues from Marseille, Lyon,
From early on the festival has not only inspired the public audience,
Paris, St-Etienne, St Omer Nantes, Strasbourg, and Toulouse were there
but also has been serving as a major hub and important marketplace
to elaborate plans to help French planetarium members attend the IPS
for the Nordic film scene in Germany and continental Europe.
2018 conference in Toulouse and promote APLF activities to the international planetarium community during this great event.
The planetarium of La Coupole near Saint-Omer, in the northern
part of France, has developed new ways of science communication
using live experiments. On Saturday 10 December 2016 a scientific
lecture took place, and during the course of approximately 90 minutes,
a hundred people attended some experiments on chemical and physical phenomena broadcasted live on the
dome screen.
From acids and alkaline to liquid
nitrogen, including the manufacturing of nylon and the functioning of the
Nazi’s V2 rocket engine, in all, it was
about 15 surprising experiments, which
were presented to prove that science
can be introduced on unexpected way
in a planetarium.
A number of renewals are under way
NPA. The mobile dome at the festival site
at
French planetaria. The Planetarium
for the Nordic Film Days in Lübeck, Germany.
of Cité des sciences of Paris closed in
Courtesy of Aase Roland Jacobsen.
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APLF. Live experiments
under the dome at La
Coupole,
Saint-Omer.
Courtesy of La Coupole.

January to change its projection system and will reopen mid-February
with a true 8K system with 10 Sony laser projectors.
Strasbourg University has chosen the group Skypoint-Evans &
Sutherland for its new 15m planetarium planned for 2019. It will be
equipped with a 6K laser video projection system.
Toulouse Métropole choose the group Videlio-IEC/RSA Cosmos for
the complete renewal of the Cité de l’espace 20-m dome planetarium.
It will host a true 8K 10 Sony Laser projection system, a new spatialized
innovative sound system, a visitors response system with button boxes
integrated in the 279 new seats, a complete cleaning and painting of
the dome, and new carpeting. The planetarium closed 6 March and will
reopen 15 June, ready for the 20th anniversary of Cité de l’espace on
27 June and for the IPS conference in
July 2018.

It is a production of the National Observatory of Athens’ team that
participates in the AHEAD project (Integrated Activities in the High-Energy Astrophysics Domain, funded by the European Commission in the
framework of Horizon 2020), and directed by Theofanis Matsopoulos.
The show presents the achievements in modern astronomy, the
most advanced terrestrial and orbital observatories, the basic principles of electromagnetic radiation and the natural phenomena related
to the high energy astrophysics.
At the Eugenides Planetarium, the show was introduced to the audience by Dr. Ioannis Georgantopoulos, research director at the National Observatory of Athens and responsible of the AHEAD project in
Greece, and in the NOESIS Planetarium by Prof. Manolis Plionis, professor of observational astronomy in
the physics department of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
European/Mediterranean
and vice-president of the governing
Planetarium Association
board of the NOESIS Science Centre
Croatia. In November, the Rijeka
& Technological Museum.
Astronomical
Centre
premiered
On 20 December, the EugenESO’s planetarium show From Earth
ides Planetarium screened, free for
to the Universe, narrated in Croathis evening only, the digital show
tian by young and talented Croatian
The Man from the Nine Dimensinger Mia Negovetić. A fascinating
sions, a dramatized documentary
journey from the solar system to the
on the Theory of Everything. Develfar reaches of the universe, the show
oped by Miraikan, Japan’s National
is a great introduction to the history
Museum of Emerging Science and
of astronomy, the invention of the
Innovation, the show has already
telescope, and today’s giant telewon the prestigious “Best EducaEMPA. Interview with Mia Negovetić on the premiere of the Croatian
scopes that allow us continue to
tional Production” award at the
version of the planetarium show From Earth to the Universe. Courtesy of
probe ever deeper into the universe.
2016 IPS Fulldome Festival held in
Rijeka Sport Ltd.
In collaboration with the CroaBrno, Czech Republic, as well as the
tian Ministry of Education, the
“Best Practice” award from Japan’s
Rijeka Astronomical Centre is considering plans to participate active- Advanced Imaging Society.
ly in the promotion of educational shows and films to the elementary
During the first months of 2017, the planetarium has been working
and high schools in the region. For this purpose, it has already made a on its latest production to be premiered in March, provisionally titled
video trailer, a “making of” and a video from the gala event during the
Asteroids and Comets, and is also developing a guidebook companion
premiere, to further promote this particular show.
that expands on the key theme of the show, that will be freely accessiOn 15-19 November, RAC introduced in its regular program, a
ble in pdf-format on its webpage.
15-minute live show on the Leonid meteor shower, while in December
it screened afternoon shows and live presentations about the Star of Italian Association of Planetaria
Bethlehem and the winter constellations that were visible more than
“Stars” is not only one of the most used words under the planetartwo millennia ago.
ium dome. It is also the acronym of the Italian words history (storia),
In January, RAC celebrated the national Night of Museums events art (arte) and science (scienza). The goal of Project St.Ar.S., promoted
that took place on 27 January. This year’s theme was Music, and more by different organizations in the Brescia area, is to involve, through
than a thousand visitors participated in the various events.
meetings and courses, the public and people interested in science. The
Greece. On 28 November, the New Digital Planetarium of the last program of the conferences included the presentation of the old
Eugenides Foundation in Athens and the Planetarium of the NOESIS astronomical clocks in the towers of Padua, Cremona, and Brescia, a
Science Centre & Technological Museum in Thessaloniki simultane- talk about the century of greatest sea explorations, and the scientific
ously presented for their audiences free-of-charge screenings of the
aspects of the 2016 Italian art exhibitions.
(Continues on next page)
digital show The Hot and Energetic Universe.
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For example, an exhibition about the famous Italian artist Giotto,
author of the most well-known comet representation in the history of
art2, included a very curious art work (year 1330) from the Museum of
Art of San Diego, California.
Called God the Father with Angels, Giotto painted a group of angels
that see in the direction of God, imagined so brilliant like the sun, using
dark lenses. It is a system not so different from the dark glass that some
people use today observing a solar eclipse. But it
is very dangerous! Giotto,
obviously, didn’t know
the existence of ultraviolet rays, but also in this
case showed his attention
for the scientific aspects of
natural phenomena.
The Serafino Zani Observatory and Planetarium
promotes a weekly radio
program about experiences in the field of teaching science (can be any
Wikimedia commons
subject, not only astronomy). It is a program broadcast by a local radio, but some issues are
available on the web or by request, writing to osservatorio@serafinozani.it . This collection of high quality audio files proposes each time a
dialogue between a science operator and a female voice that reads the
script. Many of the programs are about astronomy and some describe
planetarium lessons or sky observations.
The collection is imagined also like an audio archive of different
science experiences that colleagues from everywhere can listen to.
This is a way to share teaching experience about science. It is easier
to manage, collect, and use audio files. All the archive can be put on
a mobile phone and heard when you are traveling or walking outside.
Also, teachers are invited to copy the entire archive, for example,
when attending the public or school events in the local science
museum. In this way the teachers can know more about the school
lessons organized at the museum, the observatory, and the planetarium before they attend the activity with the students.
Students are invited to listen to the audio collection, mainly when
they are involved in school work activities, for example in the project
Scienza Giovanissimi (science for very young). Each student that
attends the project helps in the classrooms during the museum activi-

ties. At the end of the morning the student discuss with a science operator the content of one or more of these audio files. It is a way to know
more about other teaching experiences organized in different facilities,
and not only at the museum.
Initiatives of 2017 will be connected to the International Day of
Planetaria (see www.dayofplanetaria.org or www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=IDP) that is held on 12 March.
During the weekend of 22-23 April, the Italian Association of Planetaria will meet in the Alto Adige Planetarium, San Valentino in Campo,
Bozen, which was already the site of the IPS Council meeting in 2013.
During the meeting the PlanIt prize will be awarded. See the website for
contest rules (www.planetari.org).
On May 20, the National event “Let’s Meet on Jupiter” will take
place. It involves planetariums and observatories coordinated by the
PlanItalia Network.
Last September, StarLight, a Handy Planetarium Association held a
workshop for teachers at the ANISN (National Association of Natural
Science Teachers) National Conference. In the first part teachers used
clickers for the first time for a survey on their knowledge of the structure and educational use of planetariums. The survey posed some
questions on what the computer planetarium, the opto-mechanical
planetarium, the digital planetarium, the fulldome show, and the live
show were. The activity permitted the organizers to illustrate in detail
the opportunities that a planetarium can offer for teaching astronomy
and science in general.
The second phase was devoted to an interactive task with the papermodel, the handy planetarium. First teachers described it analytically
and then manipulated it to simulate the apparent motion of the bodies
on the celestial sphere, and then answered questions on a work sheet.
The workshop was highly successful, thanks to the degree of involvement of the participants and to the effectiveness of the methodology used.

Southwestern Association of Planetariums
In partnership with Texas Christian University, Beau Hartweg
completed an internship
with the Noble Planetarium
in Fort Worth, Texas during
the fall 2016 semester as part
of his work towards a Ph.D. in
science education.
As a requirement for the
internship, Beau created a
planetarium show using
WorldWide
Telescope
(WWT). The show is titled
Eclipse:
Countdown
to
Totality, and provides audiences with space-based and
earth-based perspectives of
the upcoming 21 August total solar eclipse across the United States.
Beau submitted the show to the WWT 2016 competition, and was
honored to win first place for the planetarium category as well as the
special prize for the 2017 eclipse category. The show can be viewed in
its entirety at youtu.be/PdjI789nqno, and any interested planetarians
may email b.b.hartweg@tcu.edu for the complete files to use in their
planetarium.

Southeastern Planetarium Association
IAP. This photo shows in which ways teachers can work with the handy
planetarium. Courtesy of Simonetta Ercoli.
2 The Adoration of the Magi, at the Scrovegni Chapel in Padua, Veneto.

This past fall, Hurricane Matthew travelled along the southeast coast
of the United States, leaving havoc in its wake. Most planetariums in the
region survived the storm without any significant damage. The story
of the impact it had on one particular planetarium, however, and the
consequences that continue is told in the story the following page. I
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Hurricane Matthew washes out Robeson Planetarium
The “spaghetti model,” a graph showing
possible paths that last fall’s Hurricane
Matthew might take, had the hurricane
mostly far out to sea by the time it could have
any noticeable effect on the inland part of
North Carolina. One spurious track showed
the storm making landfall south of Wilmington, North Carolina,
but the odds were so overwhelmingly against that
track, that there was little
concern in Lumberton,
nearly 100 miles northwest
of Wilmington.
But the storm paid no
attention to models and
tracks. The destructive and
Ken Brandt
long-lived tropical cyclone
became the first Category 5 Atlantic hurricane since 2007’s Hurricane Felix.
As Matthew slowly made its way north,
Robeson Planetarium and Science Center
director Ken Brandt showed his students the
maps, and advised them to ask their parents
or guardians what the plan was for preparing
for the storm.
Brandt went out for groceries the night
before, and the shelves were full of the staples
that most people would have bought if they
were preparing for a major storm.
In his foresight, he also contacted his planetarium service provider and asked: “I know
this sounds crazy, but what if the planetarium
floods, what can I do to preserve the system?”
He was advised to shut off all the breakers
to the console, raise the electronic chassis off
of the lowest shelves of the console, and under
no circumstances turn the power on if any
flooding occurs.
No other preparations were made, except
one: he put his backup computer on the top
shelf in his office. That was a wise move.
Matthew had a less than a 1% chance of
making landfall on the east coast, but it did on
October 8. Lumberton received 18-25 inches
of rain in less than 12 hours. Coupled with a
major storm that inundated the area a week
earlier, the water table was already high.

The Weather Channel
Right: “Spagehetti” plot showing the very
small likehood of hurricane Matthew hitting
down on Lumberton, North Carolina.

Below: The A3P optomechanical projector's base softened in the water, causing the
projector to fall. All photos by or courtesy of
Ken Brandt.

The inevitable happened
It’s important to note that Lumberton had
never experienced a flood at the planetarium before. No one had planned for this. But
by the next day, the control console, the A3P
pedestal, carpet, seats, and paneling inside the
(Continues on next page)
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Right: Robeson Planetarium and Science Center under 4 feet of flood water on Sunday, October
9; Above: Drying out the inflatable dome and Mars map on Thursday, October 21.

planetarium were destroyed. The A3P star
projector was on its side with a bent cage and
dented star ball.
One of the first things that Brandt emphasized was that, as part of a school system, the
planetarium was relegated to a very low priority. From a rational sense, Brandt accepted this
as appropriate. From an “I love what I do”perspective, he is totally distraught. The short
version is that they don’t yet have a plan for
reconstruction, rebuilding, or anything else,
three months post-flooding.
In addition to the loss of his workplace, an
earthen dam at his home, which contained a
lake, was broken and destroyed by the storm.
Brandt lost the lake for who knows how long,
and power for two days. Many parts of the
Lumberton area lost power and water for
much longer than that. It was around 8 pm on
the day after the storm, when he saw a posting

on Facebook from one of the former directors
of the planetarium. It was a video that showed
the planetarium under water. Brandt’s heart
sank, along with a fair amount of Lumberton.
He was marooned at home, unable to get to
the planetarium and assess damage until the
water receded a week later.
Simply put, the planetarium curriculum
isn’t being taught. Brandt hasn’t had kids
come to his facility since the disaster. It will
be a minimum of three years before kids see
a planetarium again. He is delivering a modified version of astronomy lessons featuring
interaction and kinesthetic learning to classrooms and students across the county. Plans
are in the works for a weekly TV program
about space science, and possibly a portable
planetarium. And of course he will be giving
school-wide assemblies about the upcoming
solar eclipse and how to view it safely.

Brandt offers these words of advice: “If you
don’t already know, find out what type of
insurance you have for natural disasters in
your area. Do you have a plan in place to safely
store artifacts, equipment, etc. in a worst-case
scenario? And finally, make sure you have all
of your data backed up elsewhere (off-site).”
One thing Brandt is glad of that he won’t have
to do, is find all of his digital stuff; it was all
housed on a backup computer, which was safe
and sound.
Watch for more information on the
Robeson Planetarium and other regional news
in future issues of Planetarian and on the SEPA
Website, www.sepadomes.org.
I
The Robeson Planetarium and Science Center
is located in Lumberton, North Carolina. It is
operated by the Public Schools of Robeson County
for instruction in astronomy, geology, physics
and other science topics.		

Planet and Life: A Cosmic Story. Her team also
created visualizations for the IMAX films
Cosmic Voyage, Hubble 3D, and most recently, A Beautiful Planet, as well as a number of
traveling exhibitions that use state-of-the-art
scientific visualizations from her lab.

at the Zeiss-Planetarium Jena. Check the festival website at fulldome-festival.de for more
information.
The Brno Festival takes place from June
7-9, 2017, at the Brno Observatory and Planetarium. It will feature visits to both facilities,
as well as fulldome show screenings, paper
sessions, informal get-togethers with producers, and some surprise guests. Check out
starrylab.cz/ffb2017/ for more information on
registration and schedule. 		
I

(Fulldome, continued from page 67)
tion has enhanced and been at the heart of
some of the most successful fulldome shows
seen by millions world-wide, including Black
Holes: The Other Side of Infinity, an NSF-funded planetarium show that premiered at the
Denver Museum of Nature and Science and
has been shown at more than 200 fulldome
theaters world-wide and translated into 15
languages.
Her team’s work also appears in Dynamic
Earth (shown in 150 locations and 15+ languages) and the Solar Superstorms (shown in around
60 locations and 10 languages), shows already
mentioned above.
They have contributed extensive visualizations to the American Museum of Natural
History productions Passport to the Universe
and Are We Alone? as well as the California Academy of Sciences productions Fragile

Upcoming immersive events
2017 is shaping up as another banner year
for immersive fulldome festivals. The action
starts in Germany in May and continues in
June in Brno, Czech Republic. So, if you’re
planning to travel to Europe this summer,
keep these events in mind!
The venerable Jena Fulldome Film festival
continues in its 11th year. As always, this festival is packed with fulldome video showings,
presentations, demonstrations, good food and
good company. The dates are May 17-20, 2017,

Carolyn Collins Petersen is CEO of Loch Ness
Productions and Communications Coordinator for IMERSA. She can be reached
at carolyn@lochnessproductions.com and
carolyn@imersa.org.
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Mobile News

Susan Reynolds Button
Quarks to Clusters
8793 Horseshoe Lane
Chittenango, New York 13037 USA
+1 315-687-5371
sbuttonq2c@gmail.com
quarkstoclusters.wordpress.com

Caring for your portable planetarium

While cleaning and reducing the clutter in preparation for some
painting in our home, it occurred to me that it’s about time to again
address the topics of necessary maintenance and cleaning routines to
keep your planetarium an operational, safe, and healthy environment.
So I asked this question to some of our fellow portable planetarium
directors: “I wonder if you have a yearly/monthly/weekly routine of
care/repair/cleaning of your portable dome and projector. If so, please
share what you do to keep your dome up and running as a healthy
environment and to reduce any down time for repairs.”
Thank you to all who shared their secrets-read their comments
below!
Matthias Rode, from Germany, was the first to reply and share his
routines. He replied:
There is a lot of dust in an inflatable dome that needs to be removed
from devices, computers, and especially from projectors and optics.
This is done frequently, each 6-8 weeks. Once a year, I update my operating system and make an image of the startup partition. I have spare
parts for most of my equipment.
It‘s just the tent that causes trouble sometimes. The inner layer is
glued with hot melt glue. It sometimes comes loose and
needs to be fixed with an electric iron. But this happens
only when we see a gap.
Since most of the latest fulldome shows are provided with a 5.1 Dolby surround soundtrack, I have recently upgraded my dome with a 5.1 system. Therefore, I use
XLR plugs and a USB soundcard. The cables are fixed in
the dome and stay in it during transportation, so nobody
can stumble over the cable and the set-up is much faster
than when the original cables were used. This new system
has boosted the quality of our shows
substantially. In combination with a
headset microphone, the speaker system
has become essential for our work.
Basically, the car needs most of the maintenance! It runs 25,000 miles a year and has
to be reliable.” derrode@googlemail.com;
www.schulplanetarium.de
Jaap Vreeling, from the Netherlands,
replied that he cleans the whole planetarium every year with high-pressure air and
antiseptic cleaning materials. Every half year the projector and PC get
a cleaning also with high pressure air and a new lamp. Every year they
replace the inside of the cushions used for seating. J.A.Vreeling@uva.nl;
http://www.astronomie.nl/#!/home.

Preserving the entrance tube
John Meader, from Maine in the USA, shared the following things
he does for maintenance:
Dome repairs: I have two STARLAB domes, a 16 foot and a 22 foot. I
bought both of them new in 1996, and both are now quite worn, espe-

cially around the base where kids sit.
My domes get a lot of use. I have 18-19
thousand kids per year through my
domes, 60% with the larger dome and
40% with the smaller dome.
I’ve gone a long way toward
preserving my entrance tube with a
6-foot entrance rug that I roll out in
the tube. I found one that has planets
on it and the kids love it and it catches a lot of dirt every day, as well as
cutting the wear and tear on the tube significantly. I also have all the
kids take their shoes off before entering the dome.
Over the last 10 years I’ve done a lot of repair patching with both 6and 12-inch-wide duct tape, which is available at: www.thetapedepot.
com/products/duct-tape-contractors-grade-67270.html . They are both
a contractor grade duct tape. The 6-inch wide is much easier to work
with than the 12-inch variety.
I clean the star projector once or twice a year, including the top of
the star cylinder, which I clean carefully with Photo-Flo (a wetting
agent) and water. I sit behind the star projector and I think
that my talking and breathing near it all day every work
day takes its toll and slowly builds up a fine blurry layer of
dried spit, to put it bluntly. I find that cleaning it brightens up the stars, especially around the circumpolar regions.
I also clean the traditional STARLAB planet projectors;
they get dusty and dirty and it keeps them brighter and
sharper.
I clean my fans (I still use two box fans for inflation—
quite old school!) every summer. I take them all apart,
clean all the dust and grime off the blades, motors, and
grills. I give the motors a squirt of WD-40 every couple of
months. These two fans have been inflating my domes since 1987 and
are still running great.
I use an Epson LCD video projector with a laptop, as well as two Ektagraphic III slide projectors. They all get a thorough cleaning every
summer. I take them apart and clean out all the accumulated dirt and
dust, lube appropriate parts, and clean lenses and mirrors.
The piece of equipment that takes the most maintenance is my
van. Since I started in 1987, I’m on my 5th van: 2 VW Vanagons, 2 VW
Eurovans, and now a Honda Odyssey. I put about 20-25,000 miles/year on
my vehicle. It’s the biggest expense of operating a mobile planetarium!

Special tips to conquer the cold
Things I do to deal with the cold:
My dome and all my equipment live in my van when they’re not set
up in a school, and I seldom leave any of it in a school overnight. Here
in Maine, in the winter, there are mornings when temps are anywhere
from 25° to -10°F. My average drive is about an hour, so I really count
on the van’s heating system to really warm projectors and equipment
up to above freezing temps, at least into the 50°F range.
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When I arrive at the school, I unload. Usually, slide projectors are
still too cold to run properly, the dome is crinkly and stiff, the fans
make nasty noises and complain loudly—at first. So I open everything,
let the air at it. The dome gets unrolled to warm it up.
The slide projector fans are turned on to move air through them, but
the lamps are left off.
The inflation fans are turned on high without the dome attached.
Laser pointers are put in my back pocket to warm them up—when
they’re cold, the red ones will work okay but not for long, but the green
one will not work at all until it is warmed up. Once they’re warmed up,
they work just fine.
By the time I have all my projectors and equipment set up and in
position, the inflation fans are running much more smoothly and so
are the projector fans, but I still don’t turn on the lamps. I inflate the
dome first, as it’s warmed up and softened enough now for inflation.
Once inflated, I go inside and hook up the laptop and the video projector, then finally I test the projector lamps on the Ektagraphics and the
special effects lamps (yeah, I still have a few special effect projectors I
use).
This system for warming things up works pretty well. It may sound
regimented, but it’s just what I do; I don’t often even think about it,
it comes pretty naturally. My Ektagraphics are over 25 years old and
running pretty well. The only piece of equipment that doesn’t live in
the van overnight is my laptop, which comes in the house at night,
so it never goes below freezing.” jtmeader@myfairpoint.net; info@
northern-stars.com.

A few of my own comments
Make sure the floor is swept and clean before dome set-up. Never set
up the dome on a dirty floor. Dirt, sand, grit, etc. can damage the fabric
if it is under the dome when students walk in or on the partial floor.
When setting up on tile or wood floors,
make sure the floor is swept and, ideally, also
mopped. Allow time for a mopped floor to
dry before setting up the dome. Vacuum a
carpeted floor before setting up; thumbtacks
or staples can become lodged in the fabric,
not only creating the potential for injury to
the students but also for causing damage to
the dome. The use of a carpet, plastic tarp,
or fabric floor can greatly
reduce contact between
the dome and dirt.
As John reminds us,
have everyone remove
their shoes before entering
the dome. I always carried
inexpensive packages of
socks for those students
who need them. Many
times I heard them say,
“Oooo, they are so soft and
warm!” Some students try to return them and I say, “Oh, no, they are
for you to keep!” The hugs and thank you comments for such a small
thing really touched me.
It is definitely worthwhile to try to set up a portable planetarium on
carpet. It’s more comfortable, particularly on cold floors, improves the
ambiance (muffles sound), and saves wear and tear on the fabric. If you
are considering the use of your own carpets or carpet squares, make
sure you check the fire code regulations in your area. I love John’s idea
for the carpet in/at the entrance.
At the end of the day, give the carpeting a good shaking to get rid of
loose papers, trash and dirt. About once a month, give it a good goingover with a vacuum cleaner and spot clean stains with rug cleaner.
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Some users bring in all the electrical cords under the carpeting
which reduces the amount of taping necessary for securing the cords.
However, concerns have been raised about portable users placing electrical cords under carpeting. Actually, if these cords are more visible
students step over them and usually do not sit on them.

Remember to protect your cords
However, if you are placing any cords under carpet, for safety cover
them first with something called an extension cord floor runner or cord
cover. Rubber cord covers are typically used in offices where computer
cords cross a traffic area. Cord covers come in a variety of lengths and
are available from office supply outlets, local home centers, and hardware stores.
This protector, whether positioned under or above a carpet, is
designed so that you can place an extension cord in a grooved part
of the base. When placed flat on the floor, the gentle slope of the top
surface prevents students from tripping on the cords and will protect
them from shock. They also protect the dome from fire in case a split
occurs in a cord.
Domes are delicate; the kinder you are to your dome, the longer it
will last. If you use straps, before putting your dome in its carrying bag,
put something under the buckles so they don’t wear holes through the
fabric (or you can change the buckles to Velcro closures).
Check with your dome manufacturer for cleaning instructions. You
can dust or vacuum the dome, and some can even be washed down
and disinfected while inflated. Some domes can also be sent back to
the factory for repairs.

Advertising/evaluation routines
Whether you are operating out of a museum, education center or as
a private business, you must “sell” your planetarium. Another set of
questions posed to my contacts included “What time of year do you
send out advertising and what has been the most effective form of
advertising that you use? When do you set up your schedule for the
year? Do you send pre- and post-visit materials and do you send or give
out evaluation forms after each visit? Do you get a good response and
helpful information from those forms?”
Matthias Rode was again the first to reply and stated, “I usually
make an advertising mailing twice a year. During the summer holiday,
I send approximately 7,000 letters with my flyer to schools within
150 miles distance. German teachers are making plans when they are
coming back from holiday after the summer vacation, and that is the
right point of time for my advertising! If they intend to be visited by
a planetarium, they will ask for a quote in the beginning of the new
school year.
“It‘s not such a good idea to send a high number of letters at once,
because this might cause more requests at once than I can serve. So
I mail 4,000, wait for 2-3 weeks and then send another 3,000 or less,
according to my needs.
“At the end of January, there is another break in Germany when
the interim certificates/reports are given to the students. I also mail an
advertising then, but less than 1,000. Customers book when they book,
so there is no specific time when I set up my schedule for the year.
“One thing that works really well is my CD-ROM Astronomie 6.0.
When somebody is asking for a quote, I send my offer together with a
CD-ROM for free to show my expertise and to motivate the teacher to
work with the materials.
“A pdf-download would probably also do it, but a CD-ROM is more
like a present or an item. From my point of view, this is very much
better than just a datafile that you get mailed! The CD-ROM is a more
“worthy” thing.
“I am going to design my next mailing like a voucher for the free
material, like: sign in for our newsletter and get 173 pages of material for
(Continues on next page)
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free! So the customer can use a QR-Code to reach the homepage and get
more information and the free material, too. The homepage is www.
schulplanetarium.de.
“I don‘t use evaluation material but I post feedback and reports in
my gallery on the homepage.
In case of a booking for a festivity where adults/parents are visiting the planetarium, I provide perforated cardboard sheets with 27
tickets each to support the school with the sale of the tickets.I also have
printed posters with a white field where schools can put in specific
information like date, price, and time and so on to promote the event.
“That‘s all I can say about my activities concerning your questions.
Of course, I always ask if the customers are content with the performance and give them the opportunity to give feedback. If there are
teachers in trouble with the money, because there are many students
ill, I lower the price. The teacher is my friend and I cannot punish them
for students being ill…they would
never book again, and they are the
people who do the whole organization!”
Dayle Brown, from Indiana
in the USA, explained, “I ran my
own business for many years. At
first I sent (by snail mail) out a
brochure, timing it to arrive after
school starts. I had a radius of 50
miles. For teacher training I sometimes went beyond the 50 miles, if
the customer could afford to pay
for a hotel. I sent it to all principals, science coordinators and
teachers, and the parent teacher
association/organization.
Jaap Vreeling explained, “We
“I also sent to museums, science
advertise once a year in Septemcenters, etc. I did not send any
ber to all schools with a glossy
brochures to school systems that
leaflet. We have an active
had their own planetarium. Later
agenda, so it fills up during the
year. Now I am fully booked until
I just went with word-of-mouth. I
the end of May. We just ask if
also have a website.
everything was OK, we do not
“I offered about 25 programs,
use an evaluation.” He sared a
each having its own teacher
copy of his leaflet. “It is Dutch
but it gives you the idea.”
guide. The teachers could choose
the programs they wished. The
guides were sent in advance of my visit.
“Each teacher guide had an evaluation form included. Permission was granted to copy those as needed. These were returned by
the office. I had good results from this, with great feedback.” www.
pegasusproductions.net.

Some more tidbits about advertising
Here are some miscellaneous “tidbits” about how to make advertising work for you, regardless of whether you are an outreach specialist
or in business for yourself.
•• Create an eye-catching logo or symbol and use it on all advertising.
•• Design colorful fliers or brochures and write introductory letters.
•• If you have a corporate sponsor, use their connections (ads in
papers or newsletter articles) to advertise.
•• Send various forms of advertising to: school principals, parent/
teacher organizations, museums, libraries, and science centers.
You can even just send postcards for repeat customers or second
mailings. One side of the post card could have a picture of one of
the drawings frequently received from children.
•• Volunteer to demonstrate samples of your programs at parent,
teacher, and public meetings.

•• Create a short video (about 5-10 minutes) for distribution. (much
like Matthias’ idea). Sometimes local university students will do
this for free, especially if they are communication majors and
need a project to work on for school.
•• Call or write local radio and television stations and newspapers to
inform them of upcoming events. Schools have media contacts
you might be able to use.
•• Make or have a professional sign company make a rip-stop nylon
banner, with rubberized logo; letters 1.5 m x 1.5 m (5 ft. x 5 ft.) is
a good size. Rip-stop nylon is light-weight and does not seriously
wrinkle no matter what you do to it. You can fasten this banner
onto the dome with Velcro or with magnets (magnets on the
outside can be attached to magnets on the inside of the dome.)
Another possibility is to have your logo, name, address, and phone
number stenciled on the dome.
•• When students and adults enter the planetarium there should be
a visual saying, “Welcome to the (your planetarium name)” or
something of that nature. Some people also avoid any “identity
crisis” by simply wearing large brightly colored nametags when
they do presentations.
•• To enhance your planetarium programs and increase visibility,
you can run auxiliary events, such as star parties and outreach
with a mobile observatory (telescope and/or “sun spotter” for
real time viewing). You can generate a captive audience and then
advertise your planetarium programs in the process. You could
even start an astronomy club.

About laser pointers
Mike Francis posted on the LIPS facebook page, “One of the topics
that came up last summer was pointers. I found a nice very low-power
laser pointer that is really cheap. I know in my STARLAB the arrow
pointers are too dim for many teachers to be able to see and most laser
pointers light up the whole dome. This one seems to be a nice compromise for me and it’s only $4 (US).” It is a 1 mi1liwatt, 650nm red laser
pointer pen, available at TMART.com. To ask Mike about it, email him
at mfrancis@mike-francis.com; his website is www.Mike-Francis.com/
sst.htm.
That is all for now friends: Don’t forget to send me your ideas, questions and news of your accomplishments!			
I

(5192) Yabuki = 1991 CC
Discovered 1991 February 4 by T.
Fujii and K. Watanabe at Kitami.
Named in honor of Hiroshi Yabuki
(b. 1960), one of the leaders in
developing automated planetarium
programs at Goto Optical Laboratory.
(5943) Lovi = 1984 EG
Discovered 1984 March 1 by E.
Bowell at the Anderson Mesa
Station of the Lowell Observatory. Named in memory of George
Lovi (1939-1993), astronomical
cartographer, planetarium lecturer and popularizer of sky lore. Lovi
was a staff astronomer at Vanderbilt Planetarium and lecturer at the
American Museum-Hayden Planetarium and at the Jones Planetarium
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Theater, all in the New York area.
Author of two books Men, Monsters,
and the Modern Universe and Uranometria 2000.0, Lovi created (in
1968) and maintained (until 1992)
a monthly series of star charts
for Sky & Telescope magazine. In
addition, he was author of the
column ``Rambling Through the
Skies’’ for 260 consecutive issues
of that magazine (1971-1993). A
noted bibliophile and independent
scholar, Lovi’s diverse work ranged
from planetarium installation to
presentation, and from tours of the
night sky to tours of major subways
and railways around the world.
Name suggested and citation
prepared by J. Rao and S. Storch.
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Interaction is key to teaching pre-schoolers
My name is Katie Blackman and I have been a student operator at
the John C. Wells Planetarium for the past 4 years. We receive Pre-K
groups often, and throughout my experiences I’ve had to find strategies for keeping them engaged and excited throughout an hour-long
program.
A popular show that we normally give to children of this age is
One World One Sky, in my opinion the perfect introduction of stars,
constellations, and other planetary objects for the preschool level.
Students can interact with the show, connecting dots to make constellations and even singing “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” with Big Bird
and Elmo.
The integration of the Chinese culture is also a great bonus.
Students are kept engaged throughout the entire production, and
when it comes time for my 30-minute star talk I know I’ll need to do
the same. Young children often become restless when sitting for an
extended period of time, and too much information at once can overwhelm them, as well as cause them to “check out.” My solution: every
five minutes relieve the strain with either a joke, an interactive activity, or even time to talk with a buddy. In order to actually induce learning, I need to teach to my audience.
One World One Sky provides a great jumping off point for my star
talk. I have students physically search for the Big Dipper and even the
Little Dipper on the dome, pointing to them when they’ve spotted it
and helping their neighbors if they can’t find the dippers. Sometimes
I’ll provide clues as well.
I also have them try to find the north star, mentioned by Big Bird
as the “friendship star” in OWOS. This connects directly with what
they’ve learned in the show, as well as allows for a fun mini activity for young children. They get to search the stars and gesture to
the dome, moving in their seats while given a purpose. Students are
engaged, while also being allowed time to get some of their wiggles
out.
In the same breath, I’m reinforcing skills regarding star gazing and
recognition of popular shapes in the sky. Overall, having students
actually search for objects in the sky gives them a chance to practice
spotting constellations and connecting dots.
When I talk about Cassiopeia, I have kids tell me what picture they
see when I connect the dots. Children shout out answers from lightning bolts to the Batman symbol, to w’s, stairs, and even chicken
wings. Imagine their surprise when they find out she is a queen sitting
upside down on a throne. My preschoolers love this activity, because
they get to talk with me and make guesses. They share ideas with their
friends, and creatively interpret the shapes they see in the sky. Its
amazing to see the answers they come up with.
Whenever I mention tricky words, such as “Antares” or “asterism,”
I always have students repeat after me. Repetition is a great strategy
to use when attempting to solidify a concept in a child’s mind. Also,
it gives students a time to talk, which is smart because it’s hard to ask
preschoolers to be silent for a full hour.
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Throughout my show I strive to be as interactive as possible with
my audience. I ask questions such as “What color is that,” “Is Mizar
one star or two stars,” and “Do you think the blue star or the red star is
hotter?” You can even use this time for students to turn and talk with
their neighbors about their ideas. This further helps their learning, as
they are actually discussing and thinking about the content. Having
students interact with their peers and the operator is a great way to
keep them engaged.
Putting up the pictures of the constellations, and traveling through
Saturn’s rings also provides great graphic experiences for the students,
who “ooo” and “aww” before I then start teaching them the adjoining information.
I’ve found that incorporating silly space puns throughout my
show also helps to transition between topics, and relieves students
after being given a lot of new information. I’ll also tell engaging stories
based from mythology, making sure to tweak my delivery based on
the age level of my audience.
Young children love stories, so I make sure to include at least one
mythology read-aloud before I end the show. I try to target a child’s
creativity and curiosity, using humor and dynamic activities to keep
them excited, entertained, and academically stimulated so that they
walk away from the experience having retained new knowledge and
skills.
It is never too early to get children interested in STEM initiatives,
and the planetarium is an excellent tool to inspire students of all ages to
explore the many facets of science. By getting to know the needs of your
audience members, as well as adapting material and delivery of information to better engage and interact with them, young children can truly
flourish under the dome at the hands of the operator.	 
I
Katie Blackman, from Newport
News, Virginia, graduated from
James Madison University with a
bachelor’s degree in Interdisciplinary Studies as well as a minor
in elementary education. She also
earned an add-on endorsement in
gifted education through the graduate program at JMU. Now pursuing
an online master’s degree through
the University of Virginia, she will
complete my M.Ed. in Curriculum and
Instruction by December 2017. You
can find out more at katieblackman.
weebly.com.
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Seeking What Works

Jeanne E. Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145 USA
440-871-5293
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

The IPS Education Committee

Diversity and the planetarium

Happy 2017 to everyone. Looking further ahead, the IPS 2018 Planning Committee, headed by Ines Prieto, began its work this January
for the conference in Toulouse. I am pleased to be on this planning
committee, working, appropriately, on the topic of education. A main
theme of the entire conference is to be “Interacting with a Human
Being,” with categories of both “inside the dome” and “outside the
dome.” It’s great for those of us who emphasize education to see such
a conference focus!
At IPS2016 last summer in Warsaw, the Education Committee sponsored a number of presentations and workshops, including a moon
phases teaching session inside the dome. Participants agreed that a live
“how I present this topic” workshop with participant discussion was
valuable.
I would like to see several sessions demonstrating live teaching at
IPS 2018. Please consider leading or being part of an IPS2018 workshop
on live teaching or topics inside or outside the dome. Watch for the
schedule telling when proposals are due for IPS2018 workshops.

In the Westlake School District, my school district, there are special
intact classes for student who have very low mental abilities. I have
hosted them for 20-minute classes. These are unlike usual classes that
come for planetarium programs, since students speak and call out and
have extremely short attention spans. My presentation is adapted to
their needs.
I use only the planetarium sky—no added visuals—because the

I have been recuperating from knee replacement surgery, and this
has started me thinking—first about how we make allowances for
disabilities, and then, more generally, about the great diversity we find
among individuals in both school and public planetarium audiences,
as well as in some populations that normally do not get to attend a
planetarium program.
I have volunteered to give programs and “one-child-only” demonstrations with a portable planetarium at Ronald McDonald House in Cleveland. For children with wheel chairs, crutches, and walkers, it is easy for
me to lift the flexible dome and let them in. At large planetariums, there
are other accommodations: I see rows where regular seats have been
omitted so wheel chairs are rolled into spaces. With a portable planetarium, I let legally blind children stand by the dome edge and “touch” the
stars. In my small school planetarium, I have given legally blind children
craft cardboard quarter-spheres or half-spheres with brass fasteners on the
inside to represent key stars I discuss in a program.
Also, in my own planetarium, for students with impaired hearing,
I often am asked to wear a special electronic speaker that enhances
hearing. Special Braille materials prepared by Noreen Grice, David
Hurd, and others, published by NASA and other groups, are helpful for
sight-impaired students to “see” the stars, planets, sun, and moon and
learn spatial concepts about our universe.
Some students rarely get to a planetarium due to their disabilities,
both physical and mental. Due to lack of oxygen at birth, my older
cousin was unable to move more than her arm and face muscles, and
she had very restricted mental ability. Although she could not speak
and was in a developmental institution most of her life, she would
point to pictures of the moon, planets, and stars in books and want
me to talk about them (in a simple way). When I wheeled her chair
through a planetarium exhibits area on a special trip, she was ecstatic.
I conclude that we can bring the universe to even very-low-functioning people, a population that planetariums normally do not consider.

Cienpies Design/Shutterstock.com

Diversity and the planetarium

students cannot understand why telescope pictures or diagrams would
be in the sky. I am enthusiastic, I ignore outbursts, I spend time carefully answering questions, and I make a big point of introducing and
discovering the beauty of the stars.

Teaachers report that students remember
The teacher and aides for these special students tell me that the boys
and girls talk about the visit for days afterwards. These students will
never hold regular jobs or understand the movements causing their
views of the sky. But that is all right. The planetarium experience has
improved their difficult lives.
As much as these adaptations are valuable for special-needs students,
I believe that the accommodations serve other, equally valuable,
purposes. Having ways to share the universe with those with a disability lets all individuals know that 1) they are valued like non-disabled
persons, and 2) they are not deprived of the learning experience due to
their disability.
I think it is important for us to recognize other forms of diversity among individuals in our audiences for these same reasons. Phys-
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ical disabilities and low-functioning mental abilities are only two
types of difference; there are many other ways in which people differ:
gender identity and country gender equality, race, cultural and religious beliefs, home latitude and other geographical factors, education,
types of intelligence (including logical, spatial, musical, other artistic
intelligences), family bonds, individual and family jobs, face and body
appearance, physical and mental illness history (including autism,
bipolar, and attention deficit disorders and Asperger’s syndrome), risktaking level, political orientation, standard of living, hobbies and interests, and other life experiences. Of course, there is more. And each
dimension can affect how the content of a program is absorbed or
perceived by a student or other individual.
So how can we do the best job to relate to a least some of the diversities? I think it is important to avoid using only the norm in planetarium visuals and other representations we use. In fact, advertisements,
television, and films have begun to offer more diverse images, such
as mixed-race couples and very diverse ethnic groups . Pink and blue
colors for girls and boys, respectively, is a fading norm in western
cultures. Public television has started airing cartoon programs with
characters having autism and Asperger’s Syndrome.

The gender revolution
The January, 2017, issue of National Geographic (pp. 28-154)contains
an in-depth report called “The Gender Revolution.” Genetic, brain,
cultural, and other factors of gender are reviewed. One fact reported
here is that a recent survey of a thousand millennials shows that half
of this young generation thinks that gender is a spectrum. Can our
planetarium presentations (stories, mostly) acknowledge this belief by
showing characters that seem to be at different points along the sexual
spectrum?
Recognizing that there can be diversity and what the differences
might is the first step in adapting programs. If it is possible to learn
details of diversity (or, conversely, the fact that the audience is very
coherent) about a class or a public program audience, we can adapt in
small ways with live questions and explanations. If we prepare one or

			

two program sections, such as a story or a set of pictures with a character to explain a concept, we can provide alternative visuals. We
can select the visual with a character that represents certain individuals in the audience. The change in visuals could greatly enhance the
program for such people.
Suppose that a group of mostly black girls attends the planetarium
for a lesson about travel to Mars or other destinations within the solar
system. We can have a few visuals that depict black women traveling
to and working on Mars. If the program is about the moon, history of
space travel, or technology and space travel, we can include the story
of the super-smart, committed black women in the recent book and
movie Hidden Figures about the early U.S. space program.
If the teacher of a visiting class notes that there are children with
autism or Asperger’s Syndrome, we can have a sound bite and coordinating visual that clearly identifies a character as having this (without
in any way making fun of it).
Think of giving a program about seasons. For a group of students from
families whose lives depend on agriculture, discussing times to plant
and harvest crops, times of rain and dry weather, and tying this all to the
seasons can make the visit especially meaningful. Seasonal sky observations, such as the rising and setting of the Pleiades, may already be used by
the families. Acknowledging practices by the visiting students, a form of
self-reference, will surely capture the students’ interest.
Perhaps you find that your class, a group, or even just one or two
people are visiting from another location, a distant country. Noting
differences in the sky views at the two locations (your planetarium and
the home location) is a valuable topic.
Probably it is easiest to adapt to diversity when your program is
presented live. But if a pre-recorded immersive planetarium program is
constructed with a modular format, one or more alternative modules
can be inserted.
I urge you to keep diversity in mind as you plan and present planetarium programs, exhibits, and other experiences that are related to
your planetarium offerings. And I hope you will consider sharing the
activities in which you address diversity with us all in Planetarian. I

Creating opportunities in Latin America

Oded E. Kindermann
Astrojuju
San Salvador de Jujuy, Argentina
okindermann@gmail.com
Question: How can we increase planetarium businesses and create
new opportunities in the region of Latin America?
I asked myself this questions few years ago when I was trying to
convince my friend to quit his job and invest in a mobile dome to
start his own planetarium business. And this is how I actually started
eight years ago, and I still believe it was the best choice of my life.
But just like my friend needed a small push to make up his mind,
what about the rest of the people out there trying to figure out what
to do with their life? Most of them don’t even know that there is a
planetarium Industry out there; they just accept that there is something in their town called planetario, and once in a while they go
with their family just to do something different for a change.
Although most of the planetarium companies or vendors are out
there, offering their services and products and having their own
sales representative in some countries or different regions of Latin
America, the general population is aware of them.
I have noticed that there are usually just a few situations in which
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new planetarium projects occur:
•• A single person wishes to buy a mobile dome. This is perhaps
the most common situation for many entrepreneurs who
wants to have their own planetarium business.
•• Some of us may be lucky enough to convince a local government to invest a few million dollars to build a brand new planetarium. However, we all know how difficult this is, and in most
situations, the project doesn’t succeed.
•• A local university creates its own project.
My personal experience has shown me that these are the most
common scenarios, but I refuse to think that there is nothing else
we can do to change this situation. And for this to change, we
must change our way of thinking, especially today, when changes
happens so dramatically fast
As a result, I have created planetariosdelsur.com to create new
opportunities in places where we think there are none.
Planetariosdelsur.com will work as a new platform for current
Latin American planetariums, offering them a single place where
to they can share ideas, knowledge and resources. But it will also be
available for members of the general public who might be interested
in changing their lifestyle and would like to start their own business.
Forums, blogs, interactivity, and friendship will be the new scenario for promoting existing planetariums and creating new opportunities in the region of Latin America.			
I
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Sound Advice

Jeff Bowen
Bowen Technovation
7999 East 88th Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46256 USA
+1 317-863-0525
jeffb@bowentechnovation.com

Planetariums without walls: adding distance learning to domes

We all greatly value the presence of live presenters in visitor experiences. Electronic and internet communications, however, have
extended the reach of the modern planetarium presenter far beyond
the containment of the physical walls. In design work I sometimes
refer to this as the modern “planetarium without walls.”
One core capability that expands reach is the addition of new, reliable, lower-cost distance learning systems (DLS). This means you can
have guest presenters from anywhere in the world conduct talks in
your dome and you can stream your presentations in real time or
prerecorded to other sites, schools, and even to homeschoolers.
Here are couple of examples from Great Lakes Planetarium Associ-

Beginning about five years ago, this paradigm took a great shift. Now
these streaming capabilities can be added using your existing network
with much lower cost, no annual license fees, and super easy user operation via graphic user interfaces. This approach works with any audio
system, with any optical or digital projection system, and any seating
arrangement.
The viewers or presenters outside the dome and the participants
inside the dome can ask and answer questions and show graphs,
diagrams, documents—in other words, no limitations. You can use
your choice of Skype, Cisco Jabber, Adobe Connect 8, Microsoft Lync,
WebEx, Citrix GoToMeeting, LifeSize ClearSea, Polycom M100, Vydyo,
and Google Plus.
Suffice it to say, there is now a great deal of interest in this capability.

The Technology in the dome (near end)

Mark Lane, director of the Palomar College Planetarium, giving a live
presentation. Photo courtesy Palomar College.

ation member Mitch Luman (Evansville Museum of Arts, History and
Science, Indiana):
“At the Koch Immersive Theater the (DLS) app has been the key to
the success of our distance learning system. Our (DLS) has allowed us
to have papers presented by individuals who could not attend
state planetarium meetings and broadcast live events originating at our planetarium to school assemblies. Anything
you can do with your tablet or phone on (DLS) works even
better in the dome. We used it with a local school when we
called up an astronaut on the ISS using 1-meter short wave
last year. Did a program on this at GLPA last year.”
For many years DLS for education was only found
in well-equipped university lecture halls and classrooms and, on occasion, in more advanced museums,
science centers and zoos. With these early adopters,
the only choices were proprietary self-contained code/
decode technologies that also required annual license fees
and service contracts—not to mention a significant amount of technical expertise. And the viewer on the other end often had to have the
same system to make it work.

Here are the necessary components:
Specialized low-light camera. For this type of work, you will want
a PTZ camera. (This stands for Pan-Tilt-Zoom.) Via Ethernet remote
control connection, you can have the camera in any location and
move and zoom it to capture the presenter, the dome, or audience
members. The camera can be mounted to the wall, in a cove, or on a
movable tripod stand. Some sites have two cameras so they keep one
on the presenter and one on the dome, as an example.
From distance learning specialist Cy Furst (Visitec Chicago1): “A
good camera to capture the presenter is a must. The little camera in
your laptop is not useful for multiple people or for a stage. Consider a
good quality PTZ camera. If the instructor is going to be walking, you
will need to look at an operator, control system presets, or a tracking
camera system.
“There are 3-chip cameras and 4K cameras on the market from
companies like Sony and Panasonic that tend to do much better in
lower light. These will cost you a little bit more, but if you are looking
for the best video presentation, you should make the investment.
There are also good quality single-chip cameras on the market. They
won’t break the bank and can be a starting point for those just getting
into distance learning.”
Camera Controller. This little unit is specific to the camera
manufacturer and allows the above mentioned motorized
camera control.
Switcher. This allows you to switch between cameras,
computers, document cameras and other media and send the
selected signal to the streamer and the presentation projector.
Splitter. This splits the signal from the switcher and sends
one signal to the outgoing streamer/recorder and one to the
presentation projector.
Streamer recorder or network bridge. This little
interface merges all audio and video sources from the
dome to an outgoing network feed, and does the same
from a network feed into the theater audio and projection
systems. You can also select a unit that records your dome presenta(Continues on page 89)
1 At www.visitec.com
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A Different Point of View

Ron Walker
The Star Barn Planetarium
P.O. Box 161
Cave Creek, Arizona 85327-0161
thestarbarn@gmail.com

Looking back, and what is old is new again

I write this as someone just getting into the world of planetariums
rather than leaving it. I started in 2014 at the age of 67, an age when
most are retiring from the dome. I’m also jumping in with old analog
equipment while everyone else is bent on replacing it with “new and
improved” digital technology. Perhaps my double negative direction
becomes a positive one.
If you’ve read along this far you are probably wondering who is
this nut and when will he get to some kind of point. Well, actually I
don’t have to as I’ve just turned 70 and can be called
“eccentric,” so probably 50% will read on, considering me right, and 50% will not, considering me
wrong. It’s all a matter of perspective.
My original thought for this column was to
provide you good readers with my trials and tribulations of an amateur planetarian’s efforts of
making an old style planetarium work. Many of
you started out the same way and with the same
level of technology.
It was thought that I probably couldn’t sustain
this quarter after quarter on just my efforts alone,
so it was suggested I look back into the archives
of Planetarian for inspiration. It was thought that
a look back at 10 and 25 years ago would be nice.
I would add to that 45 years ago, as that not only
takes us to the beginning of recorded knowledge,
but also to my technological level as I enter this
wonderful world of the dome.
But, how to look back, that is the real question.
One could literally just condense the old information, but if anyone wanted that they could just
review the material themselves. No, my look back
will be more of a personal interpretation of how the
material affects my me. It you enjoy it, well good. If
you don’t, well, chalk it up to my pending senility.

Really small single projectors
Before I attack these ancient parchments, I must
respond to a call from a Dome-L request. This
request is from October, I am writing in December, and you will read this in March, so it is not the
newest of news.
First, the request: “Does anyone know if there are
any really small single constellation projectors suitable for a small dome? I need them to run off low
voltage/I imagine led illumination.”
Like a light bulb (the old filament kind, as I still
operate in an analog world) over my head, I suddenly realized there are a lot of people out there still
using good old-fashioned optical-mechanical
equipment and want to improve on what they

have. These are the kinds of things I’m having fun with every day.
When I purchased my projector it came with something like 30
round Kodalith-type slides to use in three Minolta small constellation projectors. At first it was fun changing out and realigning the
projectors as I changed shows. Having only three projectors was the
first “bummer,” as I soon discovered that I always wanted more. The
problem was the going price for outline projectors was something like
$150 each, and my budget for things planetarium had passed into the
red long ago.
So, what did I want? More constellation outline projectors. How
many? Well, 27 more (after all I had
the discs). And to make it even more
complicated, I wanted them all to
move with the projector so I could
bring them up any time I wanted and
they would be perfectly aligned.
Certainly they should be individually controllable, and not cost very
much. Only $4,050, if I could even
find enough. Well, beer pocketbook
and all that, it’s not going to happen.
And how to control them all? I’ve
used up all of my slip rings.
So I am now going to tell you how
I built the projectors for $135. That’s
for all 27, not for one. Yes, my fellow
dome folks, $5 each. This is for the
Minolta slides that I had, but I’m sure
it will work for any image you might
have. I have built something similar
for the slides provided for Spitz 512
projectors.
These are just basically small slide
projectors which consist of a light
source, an image,
and a projection
lens in a lighttight
housing.
Minolta made a
machined metal
tube that screwed
Top: The necessary parts; middle:
together at the
the completed tube. Bottom: sideproper
points.
by-side examples of the projections.
Too rich for me.
Inset: the mounted constellation
slide. All photos by the author.
When I was a teenager, I satisfied
my planetarium lust by using bathroom tissue cardboard tubes for my
projectors. A bit crude, however, for
(Continues on next page)
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my new reincarnation. How about plastic plumbing pipe or electrical conduit? Schedule 40 is thick enough to block any stray light and
strong enough to hold alignment.
Each projector consists of a 1-inch cap, a 1-inch connector, and two
sections of 1-inch pipe.
The Minolta constellation slides fit nicely in a pipe coupling and are
held in place by a piece of pipe inserted into the coupling.
The completed projector (from left to right) with a miniature
bayonet mount for a small LED lamp, followed by a section of pipe,
followed by a pipe connector holding the slide, followed by another
section of pipe holding the projection lens.
The projection on the left is from an original Minolta projector with
edge-to-edge sharpness. The one on the right from one of my water
pipe projectors. A little fuzzy around the edges, but a small price to pay
for such a low out-of-pocket expense.
If anyone would like more detailed instructions just email me and I
will send them.
Next time (if they let me write another column) I’ll tell you how I
power them without any more slip rings.

A look back in time
So now is the time to look back to the very beginning 10, 25, and 45
years ago. I’m sure a disclaimer should be inserted here that these are
the thoughts of an eccentric and do not represent the position of IPS.
Anyway, a lot of this is thinking out loud and I hope you will forgive
the ranting of an old man. If nothing else, some of you will look back in
the archives at the treasure trove of information available to you, and
the rest will send letters to the editor asking my removal from these
pages.
1972: 45 years ago, the start of everything.
The cover (might as well start at the beginning), where did I see that
before? Kind of looks like the International Society of Planetarium
Educators logo was drawn from a Spitz Jr. projection. I must get past
this. I won’t even touch the
ICBM taking off on the cover
unless it was an indication of
how “The Planetarian” was
going to shake up the cadre of
folks who spent most of their
waking hours in the dark.
It is admitted that the word
“planetarian” is not a word at all but made up just for this journal.
Certainly it is well known now. Merriam-Webster defines it as “an
inhabitant of a planet.” At least it didn’t say “an inhabitant of a planetarium.”
That seemed to be the way most things were defined so long ago
when I was trying to find out the meanings of things. Now with
computers, all we need do is go to the “help” menu to get no help
at all. This brings back memories of asking how to spell a word and
being told to look it up in a dictionary. How can you look it up if you
couldn’t spell it I’ll never know, but I digress.
What I find most interesting are the advertisements. I would have
expected things about planetariums and the projectors used in them,
but if I didn’t know better I would have thought I was looking at an
issue of Sky & Telescope.
There was no March issue as the Planetarian started in June, but there
was an awesome column called Jane’s Corner written by Jane Geoghegan. She starts, “Many ‘straight’ people have asked me to describe what
it is like to be a planetarium person.” Never run for office, Jane, as
someone will find this quote offensive! Strange how the meanings of
words mean different things at different times to different people.
But I really like the way Jane writes, a kindred spirit. She asks if you
are interested in “planetariumism,” you need to hide in the bushes to
find and see planetarians. You can always tell a planetarian as one who

hides from the sun when leaving the building. Makes me think a lot of
planetarians are vampires in the making. I’m really liking Jane and the
way she thinks.
1992: 25 years ago
Jane’s Corner is still going strong, but with Jane Hastings this time.
Perhaps a wedding took place in the 20 years between these issues, we
shall see. However, that gives me hope for my generating this column
at least a second time.
Here she talks about collecting gourds for the “Follow the Drinking
Gourd” show about slaves migrating north to freedom. She prints out
a poem turned into a song. I find it most interesting how often we all
come to the same end for shows. I use the same song, performed by The
New Christy Minstrels.

If it looks good on the dome …
I must also quote a sentence she wrote. “If it looks good on the dome,
then it has found a home.” I could expand on why she said this, but
must leave something to the imagination.
Letters to the editor contain comments on giving “The Christmas
Star” show. This appears to be a bone of contention every December,
but for the life of me I don’t understand why. If you don’t want to give
one, then don’t. If others want to, why does it bother you so much?
I have given it three years now and it has been my most attended
program. People really enjoy it, so why not give them what they enjoy.
This kind of goes hand in hand with another article, “Entertainment
and Education: Are They Compatible?” After a few pages the conclusion is, “Yes, entertainment does have a significant effect on learning
in a planetarium show, (wait for it) however, that effect can be either
negative or positive.”
2007: 10 years ago
My first thought is one of loss. Jane’s Corner is no longer. I certainly hope she just tired of writing and/or retired and is off on a beach
somewhere. April Whitt appears to have taken over. Falling four feet
down a planetarium elevator shaft and heading off to the emergency
room starts our “Last Light” column and it ends with Pluto. Now I’m
sure some of you will agree with me that Pluto is still a planet, especially after all the pictures that have come back. My question: “is Earth a
planet?” After all, each meteor burning across the sky proves it has yet
to clear its orbit.
Sky stories by Gary Likert of the Home Planetarium Association is
proof positive that we amateur planetarians are slowly taking over and
soon all of you professionals will be in the minority.
The last thing I’ll touch on is the article, “Lights!, Cameras! Render to
the Dome: Live Action Film Footage in an Astronomy Fulldome Show.”
This kind of hits home with me, as my vocation was filmmaker.
By far, the best presentation I have ever seen was the original Cinerama. Not what is now shown at the Cinerama Dome in Los Angeles, as it
is a Super Cinerama presentation, which is presented on a larger curvature radius.
With the original, you actually sat at the center of a cylinder screen
that wrapped around you. Three normal perspective lenses shot both
sides as well as in front and were projected by three projectors to give
you the most amazing image I’ve ever seen. Not wide angle or fisheye, but wide view with normal perspective. Imax or Omnimax don’t
touch it.
I go into this because I firmly believe that a one-lens system will always
have a problem filling a full dome. Even back in the 20’s, Zeiss recognized
that the hemisphere needed to be broken up into into sixteen separate
segments to work well; perhaps it is the same for fulldome.
I
”First, we must figure out how to live successfully for
the long term on Earth, and then we can go to the stars. ”
— Donald Goldsmith, Op-ed article on Space.com
27 January 2015 (Spacequotations.com)
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Waxing New

An eclectic collection about planetariums, products, and people
Compiled by Sharon Shanks

Seiler names in-house dome for Pearl Reilly

Pearl Reilly

Seiler Instrument & Manufacturing Co., Inc. is
honored to announce the Pearl Reilly Planetarium
as their in-house planetarium facility at their Saint
Louis headquarters.
Renovations of converted warehouse space
were completed in time for the company holiday
party, when President/CEO Rick Seiler announced
the naming of the 30 ft dome space in memorial
honor of Pearl Reilly, one of the most beloved Seiler
employees and a dear friend of planetarium staff
around the globe.
Pearl served the company and planetarium
community for 29 years, representing Zeiss planetarium technology for sales and service in the
United States and Canada. She retired in 2001.
The Seiler family and the planetarium community felt a strong sense of loss when Pearl passed at the
age of 83 on June 27, 2014. Sadly, her husband of 63
years, Earnest Reilly, has also since passed, on March
1 of 2016.
Pearl’s memory will continue to live on in the
stories we tell, the photos we share, and the small
honor of a private planetarium dedicated to a great
woman who loved space and those who work in

this field.
The Seiler Planetarium Division will continue to use the Pearl Reilly Planetarium and
its reclaimed 30 ft dome as a space for research, development, and system testing. Minor
renovations were required in order to make the space more functional and available for
demonstration purposes.
The primary projection system will be a 2-channel Zeiss powerdome VELVET display.
The ZKP 3 instrument on site will, for now, continue to remain on display as part of Seiler’s
“museum” consisting of an optical instrumentation collection, which features many
survey instruments and microscopes.
The Pearl Reilly Planetarium is expected to serve as the site for the mini LIPS (Live
Interactive Planetarium Symposium) event which we will host in conjunction with
the Pleiades National Planetarium Conference at the Saint Louis Science Center’s James
S. McDonnell Planetarium 10-14 October. More announcements about these events
will be made throughout 2017.					
I

(Sound Advice, continued from page 86)
tion to a thumb drive, a hard drive, or to a
networked server. These then can be handed
out to teachers or students or streamed at a
later date.
Some of these units also allow you to split
the image into 2 or 3 sections so you can show
a PowerPoint on half of the screen and the
presenter on the other, or a specimen under a
document camera on half and a PowerPoint
on the other.
Presentation projector. You will not want
to use your astronomy projection system for
this application. The image will be too large
and the resolution will not be as good as using
a separate projector. Also, using this separate

projector will save wear and tear on your
astronomy projection system.
Auxiliary PC. Connects the network
bridge to the actual Internet.

The technology at the other end
The far end participants might have a
system as flexible as yours—or not. All they
need is simple typical webcam with mic,
computer, and monitor or projector, and can
be in a dome, classroom, or office. No expensive software is needed. They have their
choice of Skype, Cisco Jabber, Adobe Connect
8, Microsoft Lync, WebEx, Citrix GoToMeeting, LifeSize ClearSea, Polycom M100, Vydyo,
Google Plus.
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The 2017 edition of the Jena FullDome Festival, the 11th, is being organized by the newlyformed Fulldome Festival Foundation. The
festival is scheduled for May 17-20 at the JenaZeiss Planetsarium in Jena, Germany,
Registration is now open.
The theme for this year’s festival is High
and Round. “We witness an iconic shift away
from the world of flat, rectangular frames
towards surround, spatial spheres, pioneered
by planetariums, digital fulldome theatres,
and 360-degree virtual reality devices. In the
age of immersion, producers and creators are
ready to break free from flat world restrictions, broaden their minds to the fullest of
their domes and celebrate High and Round,”
according to the festival website (fulldomefestival.de).
The purpose of the festival is to showcase
recent fulldome productions. It provides an
open platform to promote the art, the business, and the future of fulldome. It is independent and open to contributors from all
around the world.
Visitors to the 11th Festival will watch
and assess international fulldome films
of all kind, meet professional, student
and independent producers and participate in hands-on workshops, making-of
sessions, presentations and expert talks.
Festival directors are Micky Remann, Jürgen
Hellwig, and Volkmar Schorcht.
More information is available on the festival website, and also on its Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/fulldomefestival.
I

In summary
I see planetarium and exhibit professionals doing amazing things with these new
systems. Now that they are low cost and easy
to operate, they should become standard part
of any new or upgrade planetarium project.
Want more? Email me directly and I’ll send
a detailed PowerPoint that drills down deep
into this subject.			
I

Become an IPS Member!
Go to ww.ips-planetarium.org
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Tributes

Robert Miller

Godspeed, John Glenn and Eugene Cernan
John Glenn, the first American to orbit
the Earth, and Eugene Cernan, the last
person to walk on the moon, have passed
away. John Herschel Glenn Jr. was born
July 18, 1921, in Cambridge, Ohio, and died
December 18, 2016. He was the last surviving member of the original Mercury 7
astronauts. A Marine Corps aviator, his
three-orbit flight around the Earth took
place in 1962. He later became a US Senator
from Ohio, and became the oldest person in
space in 1998 as a crew member for STS-95
aboard Discovery.
Eugene Andrew "Gene" Cernan, was
born March 14, 1934, in Bellwood, Illinois.

A Navy aviator and engineer, he took
part in Gemini 9A, Apollo 10, and Apollo
17, the final mission to the moon. He died
on January 16, 2017. He spoke the following words as he left the lunar surface: “…
as I take man's last step from the surface,
back home for some time to come—but
we believe not too long into the future—I'd
like to just (say) what I believe history will
record: that America's challenge of today
has forged man's destiny of tomorrow. And,
as we leave the moon at Taurus–Littrow,
we leave as we came and, God willing, as
we shall return, with peace and hope for all
mankind. Godspeed the crew of Apollo 17.”

Robert J. Miller Sr., 82, of Sylvania Road,
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania, passed away
the night of December 29, 2016, at his
daughter’s residence.
Born
December
22, 1934, in New
Castle, he was the
son
of
Jefferson
A. and Ruby Mae
Young Miller.
Mr. Miller attended Roberts Wesleyan College and was
Robert J. Miller Sr.
a graduate of Clarion
University. He received his certification in
Comprehensive Science, enabling him to
teach any of the sciences.
Until his retirement in 1991, Robert was
employed with Laurel High School as a
teacher and head of the science department,
as well as director of the school planetarium.
As his son, Robert Jr., recalls, the planetarium at Laurel was part of the original construction completed in spring 1960. His dad was the
first and only director. He trained at Rochester
New York, and attended many seminars.
The planetarium closed after his retirement
when a successor was never found.
He was an inventor and dabbled in optical
projection, and devised a rotating prism
on a clock motor that shined a wheat light
through a black tube toward the prism, creating an aurora pattern on the dome.
He also was also a surveyor’s assistant and
crew chief. In addition to his interests in
genealogy, botany, and animal husbandry,
he enjoyed photography and gardening. He
previously was the owner of a Christian book
store in Brookville, Pennsylvania.

Douglas Gegen
Douglas Arthur Gegen, 67, of Greenville, South Carolina,
passed away November 15, 2016.
Born in Miami, Florida, he was
the son of the late Robert and Jean
Gegen. Doug graduated from the
University of Miami with a degree
in physics.
He began his career at the Miami
Space Transit Planetarium. From
there he ventured to the Golden
Pond Planetarium and Observatory at Land Between the Lakes,
Kentucky. In 1986 he read an article
Douglas Gegen
about a 23-inch Alvan Clark Refractor Telescope that was going to be restored in Greenville,
South Carolina. He was hired, and became the staff astronomer at Roper Mountain Science Center at the Daniel Observatory, where he worked until his retirement in 2011.
Doug was the founder of Roper Mountain Astronomers, an
amateur astronomy club at the science center. He also was a
member of the International Antique Telescope Society.

The Perlan, a landmark dome-shaped, glass building in Reykjavik, will be home of Iceland's
biggest nature exhibition in 2017 as part of a $12 million project and will reopen under the
new name, "Perlan: Wonders of Iceland." It will feature man-made ice caves and the country's first planetarium. Bowen Technovation has designed the new immersive theater architecture and package along with extensive new exhibits that will open in two phases, the
first in June 2017 and the second in June 2018. The digital dome theater includes an Evans &
Sutherland 8K Digistar 6 system, 15-m tilted dome, and 150 will open in September 2017.
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Planetarians’ Calendar of Events
2017

International year of sustainable tourism for development
12 March. International Day of Planetaria. ips-planetarium.site-ym.
com/?page=IDP
April 2017. 50th anniversary, The Ward Beecher Planetarium,
Youngstown, Ohio (USA). wbplanetarium.org.
7-9 June. IPS Fulldome Festival Brno 2017, Brno Observatory and
Planetarium, Kravi hora 2, Brno, Czech Republic. The festival is
supported by the International Planetarium Society. Contact: Jiri
Dusek, director@hvezdarna.cz, www.fulldomefestivalbrno.com
22-23 April. Italian Association of Planetaria (PlanIt), XXXII National Conference, Planetarium Südtirol/Alto Adige, San Valentino in
Campo 5, 39053 Cornedo all'Isarco, Bozen, Italy. Contact: osservatorio@serafinozani.it; www.planetari.org
29 April–1 May. Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger Planetarien e.V.,
(GDP), Annual meeting of the German-Speaking Planetaria, Berlin.
All three planetaria (Zeiss-Grossplanetarium; Wilhelm-FoersterSternwarte; Archenhold-Sternwarte)will host parts of the conference. www.gdp-planetarium.org; conference website: www.
planetarium.berlin/gdp2017
12-14 May. Association of French Speaking Planetariums (APLF),
Yearly Meeting, Cité des science et de l'industrie, Planétarium, La
Villette, Paris, France. www.aplf-planetariums.org
17-20 May. 11th Annual FullDome Festival in Jena, Zeiss-Planetarium, Germany. Contact: info@fulldome-festival.de or Volkmar
Schorcht, schorcht@zeiss.de; www.fulldome-festival.de
18 May. International Museums Day, icom.museum
7-9 June. IPS Fulldome Festival Brno 2017, Brno Observatory and
Planetarium, Kravi hora 2, Brno, Czech Republic. The festival is
supported by the International Planetarium Society. Contact: Jiri
Dusek, director@hvezdarna.cz; www.fulldomefestivalbrno.com
13-15 June. II International Conference “Planetariums of the XXI
century,” held in conjunction with and preceeding the following:
16-18 June. III International Fulldome Festival “Reflections of the
Universe,” both at the Valentina Tereshkova Cultural and Educational Center in Yaroslavl, Russia. festival.planetariums.ru/_en/
index.html; contact: Ekaterina Tikhomirova, en_tihomirova@
mail.ru
15–17 June 2017. European Network Science Centres & Museums
(ECSITE), 2017 Annual Conference, Natural History and Science
Museum of the University of Porto (MHNC-UP), Portugal. www.
ecsite.eu
18-21 July.LIPS (Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium) conference at Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana. Contact Karrie
Berglund, karrie@digitaliseducation.com
25 July – 3 August. Spitz Summer Institute at Spitz, Inc., Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania. Planetarium education workshop with a focus on
fulldome presentation for science learning. Courses cover SciDome
curriculum and realtime planetarium demonstration for teaching,
introduction to Starry Night and other real time software. www.
spitzinc.com/Institute
21 August, Total solar eclipse (USA).
1-3 September. Nordic Planetarium Association Meeting, Vattenhallen Science Center, Lund University, Sweden. Contact: Aase
Roland Jacobsen, aase.jacobsen@sm.au.dk
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8-10 September. British Association of Planetaria (BAP), annual
meeting, The Planetarium at the Glasgow Science Center, United
Kingdom. Contact: BAP President Mark Watson, m.watson.bap@
gmail.com; www.planetaria.org.uk
15 September. Deadline for the applicants of "A Week in Italy for an
American Planetarium Operator", in collaboration with IPS Portable Planetarium Committee. http://www.astrofilibresciani.it/Planetari/Week_in_Italy/Week_Italy.htm
10-15 October. Pleiades Conference, meeting of all 7 US IPS affiliates.
James S. McDonnell Planetarium, St. Louis, Missouri, USA. www.
facebook.com/PleiadesNPC2017.
21-24 October. Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC)
Annual Conference, The Tech Museum of Innovation, San Jose,
California, USA. www.astc.org
5 December. Deadline of the Stratoscript Compendium Ring, a scripting competition open to everybody by LSS-Planetarium. Contact:
lionel.ruiz@live.fr; www.lss-planetariums.info/index.php?lang=en
&menu=compendium&page=compendium2017
31 December. Deadline of the prize “Page of Stars” organized by IPS
Portable Planetarium Committee in collaboration with Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory. Contact: Susan Reynolds Button, sbuttonq2c@gmail.com; www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=pagesofstars

2018
11 March. International Day of Planetaria, special event on the work
of mobile domes. Contact: buttonq2c@gmail.com
International Planetarium Society Council Meeting, Toulouse,
France.
24-28 March. CAP 2018, Communicating astronomy with the public,
Fukuoka City Science Museum, Japan
1-6 July. 24th International Planetarium Society Conference, Cité de
l’Espace, Toulouse, France. Contact: Marc Moutin, m.moutin@citeespace.com
9-14 July. ESOF, Euro Science Open Forum, Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse,
France. Contact: Marc Moutin, m.moutin@cite-espace.com
31 July. Deadline for the applicants of "A Week in Italy for an American
Planetarium Operator," in collaboration with IPS Portable Planetarium Committee. ips-planetarium.site-ym.com/?page=italy
29 September–2 October, 2018. Association of Science-Technology
Centers (ASTC) Annual Conference, Connecticut Science Center,
Hartford, Connecticut, USA. www.astc.org
For corrections and new information for the Calendar of Events,
please send a message to Loris Ramponi at osservatorio@serafinozani.
it. More details about several of these upcoming events is included in
the International News column in this issue.
The most up-to-date information also is available online in the IPS
Calendar of Events at www.ips-planetarium.org
How to organize an eco-friendly planetarium conference:
www.scienzagiovanissimi.it/best-practices.
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Last Light

April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

There’s humor everywhere
Adam Thanz shared a comment from one of the
young students leaving his planetarium at Bays
Mountain Park in Tennessee. It was the ultimate
compliment, according to Adam.
“He said that our show was better than a doughnut!”
AstroBob’s website posts some humor:
A Higgs boson goes into a church and the priest
says, “We don’t allow Higgs bosons here.”
And the Higgs boson says, “But without me
there is no mass.”
A neutrino walks into a bar… and keeps right on
going …
A neutron goes into a bar and asks the bartender, “How much for a beer?” The bartender replies,
“For you, no charge.”
A seminar on time travel will be held last
Tuesday.
Never trust an atom. They make up everything.
Heisenberg is out for a drive when he’s stopped
for speeding. The policeman says “Do you know
how fast you were going?” Heisenberg says “No, but I know where I
am.”
Black holes are most commonly found in black socks.
The speed of time is one second per second.
Star light, Star bright.
First star I see tonight.
I wish I may, I wish I might
Oh wait, it’s just a satellite
Some astronomers say the universe is finite, which is a comforting
thought for those people who can’t remember where they leave things.

How many astronomers does it take
Julian Truban’s web site (http://www.juliantrubin.com/astronomyjokes.html) has a multiple-choice offering:
Q: How many astronomers does it take to change a light bulb?
1) Ten! One to change the bulb, and nine to argue how their own
bulb gives better color.
2) None! Astronomers aren’t afraid of the dark.
3) See the FAQs.
“What sort of light bulb should I buy?”
“Should I start with a candle?”
“Where should I buy my light bulb?”
“Where NOT to buy a light bulb.”
“What type of light bulb to avoid?”
“What will I be able to see with my bulb?”
“How do I deal with telescope-pollution?”
“Can I buy a bulb for a friend?”
“Can I use my bulb in the daytime?”
And from the 1963 compendium Outer Space Humor by Charles
Winick:
A visitor from Jupiter, watching a typical Western on television,

remarked to a friend: “How come
the hero has a biped riding on his
back?”
An Earth man landed on the
moon. His first sight was a moon
man carrying a sign which read:
“Repent, the moon is coming to an
end.”
Two space men landed on Earth
and were greeted by a movie mogul.
“See,” said one of the visitors, “I told
you it was a waste of time to study
English.”
Two astronomers were watching
Mars from the observatory. Suddenly the planet disintegrated with
a cataclysmic explosion. A huge
mushroom cloud billowed out in
space. One astronomer turned to the
other and said: “See, I told you Mars
Comic used with permission
has intelligent life.”
A Martian walked into a bar and ordered a martini. “That’ll be two
dollars,” said the bartender, and then added: “You’re the first Martian
I’ve seen around here.” “At two dollars a drink,” the Martian snorted,
“it’s no wonder.”
Two rats were in a nose cone shooting through space. One rat said to
the other rat, “And to think we might have been in cancer research!”
(Out of Space humor is out of print, but you can find used copies
online.)
From Aerosphere.com:
Navajo Wisdom
About 1966 or so, a NASA team doing work for the Apollo moon
mission took the astronauts near Tuba City, where the terrain of the
Navajo Reservation looks very much like the lunar surface. Along with
all the trucks and large vehicles, there were two large figures dressed in
full lunar spacesuits.
Nearby a Navajo sheep herder and his son were watching the strange
creatures walk about, occasionally being tended by personnel. The two
Navajo people were noticed and approached by the NASA personnel.
Since the man did not know English, his son asked for him what the
strange creatures were and the NASA people told them that they are
just men that are getting ready to go to the moon.
The man became very excited and asked if he could send a message
to the moon with the astronauts. The NASA personnel thought this
was a great idea so they rustled up a tape recorder. After the man gave
them his message, they asked his son to translate. His son would not.
Later, they tried a few more people on the reservation to translate
and every person they asked would chuckle and then refuse to translate.
Finally, with cash in hand, someone translated the message, “Watch
out for these guys, they come to take your land.” (Sent by Joseph
Kleinman.)						 I
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